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The Polish Air Force Operations in Air Policing over the Baltic
States and the Future of the Mission
By Major General (ret.) PhD, Krzysztof Załęski
Air Force Academy, Dęblin, Poland
The end of the 20th century was significant for Europe as the
dependencies of the former bilateral world were swept away. In the
eastern part of the continent new states emerged, among them freshly
independent countries of the Baltic States: Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania.
At the same time, they began their efforts to build new, self-governing
states to be fully integrated into Europe. National security emerged as one
of the main challenges; especially an understanding of an ongoing threat
was a concern that was still in the minds of the people who were ready to
face any challenger. Currently, national security system can be described
as, “a state of balance of the existing threats and the state’s defence potential that
allows the state to retain its territory, organize protection of its citizen, and provide
support to the vital economic and political interests of the state by means of various
available resources that also include economic, political, diplomatic and military
means.”1 Thus, it is a multidimensional issue that concerns all the elements
of power.2
One of the main efforts of governments has been to create capable armed
forces and it this is a task complicated by the lack of resources. At the
start of the emergence of the new Baltic States governments the main
interest was to establish and maintain closer relations with the Western
nations and this became the basic principle of the foreign policy of the all
three nations. This has been successful mainly because of the good
political climate and the will of both European Union and NATO nations
to cooperate with the three Baltic States. This policy was closely related to
the geopolitics of the region and was attentively observed by the Russian
Federation. The flights of Russian bombers into the airspace of the Baltic
States are a constant interest in that part of Europe. The lack of airspace
security was noted by NATO and NATO responded to the potential
threat in order to show its commitment to the region. In this context
NATO activated the air policing mission. However, it is also important to
note that there is no aggressive intent against Russia on NATO’s part
related to the mission. The aim of air policing “is going to be a general
4
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patrolling exercise. We consider Russia to be our friends, by the way.”3 However,
incidents related to the airspace above Baltic States are still taking place.
For example, on 17 February, 2012, “two German fighter jets, (F-4 Phantoms)
…, identified and escorted two Russian aircraft TU-22M flying over the Baltic Sea.”4
This was a routine and preannounced flight. However, there are also
“unannounced” flights that take place in the framework of training. This
is especially the case when the Baltic States’ neighbours conduct large
scale exercises in the area.
Currently there are ongoing discussions regarding the future of the air
policing mission over three Baltic States. The purpose of this article is to
present some possible long-term solutions to provide effective air security
in the north-east flank of NATO territory. The first part of the article
presents the origins of the mission to include some restraints related to
very limited air defence capabilities of the air forces of the Baltic States.
The second part will present the Polish Air Force’s contribution to air
policing mission to highlight the value of performing this mission for the
contributing nations. This task is beneficial not only when air space
protection is considered, but also includes many positive benefits not only
for NATO and the Baltic State but also for all the member s of the
Alliance. This article will also discuss future options that take into
consideration the multidimensional approach of NATO, the position of
the Baltic States, as well as the limitations imposed by technical and
infrastructure issues. The current developments are presented along with
recommendations regarding the future of the air policing mission, with an
emphasis on the position of the political and military leadership of
Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania.
The origins of air-policing mission in the Baltic States
Upon independence in the early 1990s the three Baltic countries began to
create armed forces to face the possible threat in all the dimensions of the
contemporary battle field. The service developed the most quickly were
the land forces founded on trained officers and NCOs. Then came the
acquisition of equipment with the help of the Western countries, which is
still ongoing. The Baltic States forces were based on light infantry units
supported by the creation of paramilitary National Guard type force.
Some international exercises took place such as the “Baltic Challenge” in
Klaipeda in 1998. These exercises were designed to demonstrate the newly
begun cooperation and shared security concerns. At the same time as the
5
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land forces were developed, the Baltic States developed navies with some
basic capabilities to patrol territorial waters and exclusive economic zones.
A much more complicated situation occurred in the case of developing air
forces. At the end of the Soviet era there were few real air capabilities
available although there were some qualified personnel on hand. There
was infrastructure left after Soviet military left the Baltic countries, for
example Tartu Air Base (Raadi Airfield), which had been the home base of
the Soviet Air Force 132nd Heavy Bomber Aviation Regiment. But this
base was in poor condition and the land has been turned over to the used
for the new Estonian National Museum. For developing the air forces the
main Baltic States’ effort was to improve the Ämari Air Base and to make
it ready to support NATO air forces, to include support of standard
NATO equipment and services in case it becomes necessary to offer host
nation support. In Lithuania the most important air effort was to adapt
the Šiauliai International Airport (Zokniai Airport) as this had been one of
the largest military airports in the former Soviet Union. In spite of some
problems, after reconstruction it became fully operational in 2006 and met
all the necessary international standards.
Fig. 1. The three Baltic States and Šiauliai (Zokniai) International
Airport.

6
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The international cooperation of three Baltic States continuing
successfully, first in the framework of the “Partnership for Peace” and
later in 2004 when all three Baltic States joined NATO. At the same time
the air, land and navy domains also became NATO areas of responsibility.
However, the air forces of respective Baltic Nations’ do not have the
capabilities to provide security for their national airspace as they are
equipped with only a small number of transport aircraft and some
helicopters5. The real capabilities are related to the air surveillance systems
in the framework of international cooperation and the Baltic Air
Surveillance Network (BALTNET) project. As NATO’s political and
military leadership was fully aware of these limitations the decision was
taken in March 2004 to engage air forces of respective countries of the
Alliance to provide the air space coverage of Estonia, Latvia and
Lithuania.
Air policing is understood as, “the use of interceptor aircraft, in peacetime, for the
purpose of preserving the integrity of a specified airspace”6 and such the
deployments “further demonstrate NATO’s collective security and defence
umbrella and the cohesion of the Alliance.”7 The mission began on 29th March
2004 and it has since been carried out by combat aircraft assigned from
NATO nations in rotations of four months. According to the NATO
political decisions this mission is to be conducted until the appropriate
capabilities are acquired by the three Baltic States.
The mission is still ongoing and so far 14 countries have participated in
the mission to include: Belgium, Denmark, the UK, Norway, Netherlands,
Germany, the US, Poland, Turkey, Spain, Romania, Czech Republic,
Portugal and France. The decision was taken on the basis that, “ for member
nations not having the full range of Air defence (AD) assets in their own militaries,
such as Luxembourg, Iceland, Slovenia and the Baltic States, agreements exist to
ensure a single standard of security within NATO's Area of Responsibility.”8 In the
framework of the Joint Forces Command Brunssum its Allied Air
Command Ramstein is designated as the air command element to run the
air policing mission and also serves as the air advisor to the commander
JFC Brunssum in matters of Baltic Air Policing. This is recognized as, “an
example of Smart defence, demonstrating how the Alliance can balance political and
military needs in an economically efficient manner.”9 The Baltic Air Policing
mission is not the same as Iceland Air Policing mission as, “NATO
conducts air policing missions in Iceland as decided by the Alliance in July 2007 in
order to ensure that air sovereignty is maintained as well as familiarity within the
7
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Alliance of Iceland’s environment. Missions are carried out by NATO Member States
at an average three times a year, for 2 to 3 weeks at a time” 10 from Keflavik Air
Base. The mission is related to the fact that Iceland does not have own air
force.
Polish Air Force involvement in the air policing mission
Poland also conducts missions abroad and they are important part of the
international involvement of Polish Armed Forces. The international
missions influence the way the Polish and NATO services are changing.11
The Polish experience is extensive and consists of many operations of
widely varying types as well as combat missions. Poland’s involvement in
Iraq and the current operations in Afghanistan have greatly influenced the
modernization of the Polish forces. The Polish Air Force (PAF) has been
significant contributor to these missions as a force multiplier serving in
difficult environments and facing tough opponents. Presently, beyond the
national borders, Polish aviation has executed tasks in three military
contingents. Two of these are the permanent missions within ISAF and
one is conducted in the Baltic States. The permanent military detachment
in Afghanistan includes: an Autonomous Air Group (AAG) equipped
with helicopters, stationing in Ghazni, and an Air Team (AT) having at its
disposal two CASA – 295 aircraft, stationed at two bases, Kabul and
Cracow. The Polish Military Contingent (PMC)12 supporting the air
policing is treated as a rotational one and it carried out the mission tasks
with four Mig 29 aircraft stationed within the national borders of the
Baltic States in rotation with other NATO nations in a two years cycle.
The air policing mission in the Baltic States is particularly important for
the Republic of Poland’s Air Force because it is organized through its own
means as an independent operation of great importance for regional
stabilization and security in this part of Europe. This significance is also
acknowledged by NATO, its attitude confirmed by the long history of the
mission. Such circumstances allows for conducting some air training,
maintaining aircrew skills, deploying and employing the equipment, and
ensuring the ongoing functioning of the Polish Military Contingent as a
military unit according to the requirements of national regulations.
According to the “Extended Plan of Rotations Until 2014”, approved by the
NATO Military Committee, airspace security is carried out on a
permanent basis. So far it has been a success. The Republic of Poland’s
Air Force, operating as the ORLIK Polish Military Contingent (PMC), has
8
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participated in the air police mission three times at various periods: in
winter within the framework of the NATO forces 8th rotation (from 1
January to 31 March 2006), in spring during the 16th rotation (from 15
March to 30 June 2008) and in summer during the 23rd rotation (from 1
May to 31 August 2010). This allowed for the Polish units a good chance
to familiarize themselves with the mission’s climatic and geographical
factors during various seasons of the year. Conduct of the mission in
winter and spring could be quite difficult, as the aviation rules and the
airfield infrastructure at the Šiauliai (Zokniai or Szawle) Airfield was
different when compared to permanent stationing and alternate airfields
the units normally used. The PMC’s aircraft executed the air policing
mission in the airspace of Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia kept on Quick
Reaction Alert (QRA) shift two MiG-29 aircraft at 15 minutes readiness,
and the other two in a state of 60 minutes readiness for takeoff under the
control of the Combined Air Operations Centre (CAOC Uedem). The
force has conducted air policing missions within NATO’s Integrated Air
defence system. The combat alert shift was held in a 24/7 system.
The Polish Military Detachment authorized strength for each rotation was
identified by the decision of the President of the Republic of Poland.
During the first rotation, the PMC counted some 70 personnel. In the
next rotations, based on the experience gained from the earlier missions, it
was increased to approximately 100 personnel, including three fighter
controllers in Control and Reporting Centre (CRC) in Karmelava. The
total strength, approved for the second and third rotation was considered
sufficient. The main objectives of the mission are defined as follows: to
maintain the assigned forces in their required combat readiness state; to
reconnoiter the airspace situation and protect the Baltic States’ airspace,
including the population and the armed forces; and to provide assistance
to aircraft crews in emergencies.
In the process of planning the PMC ORLIK organizational structure
showed the need to have a two-shift status for all key specialists. Their
constant participation on combat alert shifts was taken into consideration.
In order to generate the PMC’s authorized strength, to include proper
training and combat harmonization, before deploying to the mission’s
operational area the number of personnel was set at 50% more than the
planned [personnel strength for the mission. This solution provided the
opportunity to select the best candidates for the mission and ensured the
personnel rotation to carry out the tasks if necessary.
9
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Exercising command over the two QRA aircraft to conduct the air police
mission in the airspace of the Baltic States was provided by CAOC
Uedem. The CAOC commander was authorized to exercise Tactical
Command (TACOM) over the allocated forces. Command over the rest
of the Polish Military Contingent’s forces was exercised within a national
system using the Armed Forces Operational Command based on the Air
Operations Centre (AOC) as a national entity exercising command over
the Air Force.
Fig. 2. Polish MiG-29 from the 1st Tactical Air Squadron at Minsk
Mazowiecki during the “Orlik 3” mission in Šiauliai

(Source: B. Głowacki, Polish military continues expeditionary focus, the Flightglobal, 08
June 2010, http://www.flightglobal.com/news/articles/polish-militarycontinuesexpeditionary-focus-342796/ Picture: Tomasz Korytowski/Polish Air
Force)

In the framework of the first mission, the total flight hours amounted to
approximately 110 hours. This was mainly due to the exceptionally
difficult winter atmospheric conditions in the area of operations as well as
by small and insufficient number of the Polish Military Contingent’s
personnel to meet the mission requirements. In the second and third
rotation the total flight hours accomplished amounted to almost 250
hours and this result can be considered as sufficient for this type of
mission. For example, during the second rotation PMC Orlik flew 69
training sorties and 170 patrol hours. Such training “included practical
intercepts against Lithuanian helicopters and transport aircraft, and mock dogfights
10
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with its one Aero Vodochody L-39C”13. The conditions of stationing, the
living standards and the support provided by the host nation constantly
improved in order to meet the mission requirements. The following
conclusions can be drawn from the missions executed by the PMC
ORLIK:


PMC ORLIK executed its tasks well in the airspace of the Baltic
States and confirmed the will to fulfil allied solidarity within the
framework of the NATO Integrated Air defence System
(NATINADS);



prognoses for the assessment of the situation in the area of the
Baltic States and the activity of the adjacent states’ air forces were
not accurate enough;



Polish – Lithuanian cooperation turned out to be very successful
during the conduct of the Air Policing mission. The Lithuanian
Air Force provided complete HNS support to the Polish Military
Contingent;



considerable airspace operational experience has been gained
from the air policing mission execution in the Baltic States. The
requirements identified in the domain of logistic support are
needed to ensure that the component’s operations are feasible
beyond national borders.

Thus, the air policing mission had some valuable aspects which based on
the practical involvement of the Polish Air Force abroad, supported some
changes within the service. The changes implemented are as follows:
reorganization of air bases based on squadrons stationed as independent
units into a new type of air base to create a unitary component able to act
inside the homeland as well as outside country’s borders; modernization
of the command and control system by reducing the number of command
posts, while at the same time improving the command environment by
implementing the LINK16 standard and wideband data transmission lines;
and finally improving the logistics capabilities and adapting them to better
cooperate with other NATO countries by creating modular subunit
structures. In short, the air policing mission has also proved important for
the participating nations as they have used the opportunity to operate in a
new environment and to improve the skills of all the personnel involved.
11
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The Baltic States’ air policing mission will be continued in 2012 during the
29th rotation from May to August and the next mission is planned in 2014
during the 35th rotation from May to August. Poland recognizes the task
as important both for NATO and Poland. The mission is fully supported
by political leadership of the nation and appropriate capabilities of Polish
Air Force are dedicated to fulfil such the support for three Baltic States.
The future options for air policing
Essentially the future of the Baltic States’ air policing mission is a rather
complex political - military issue. Taking into account that so far the
rotation plan has been agreed and approved only to 2018 it can be
expected that difficulties will arise in generating forces for subsequent
rotations after that year. This will be affected by the widespread
restructuring of NATO air forces that will include a decrease in both air
force personnel and the number of aircraft in many countries. This will
also be the case in Poland. On the other hand, negative predictions
regarding the behaviour and attitude of adjacent states have proven to be
false as no significant incidents in the airspace involving other nations’
aircraft have been observed, at least during the Polish rotations. This
allows for a different perception of the further possibilities of performing
the Baltic States’ air policing mission as several options for the future are
possible.
The first option is related to establishing an international Lithuanian –
Latvian – Estonian air defence squadron permanently stationed at one
airfield, or periodically at various airfields, within national borders of these
three states. Aircraft could be obtained by the purchase of new or secondhand multirole aircraft acquired from the NATO nations that are reducing
the number of fighters in their air fleet. This is a basic option in
conformity with the previous expectations of the NATO Military
Committee. However, this option has some significant shortcomings.
Acquisition of new or second-hand combat aircraft is expensive. Based on
the Polish experience of buying one squadron of properly equipped F-16s
the costs are about a billion Euros, depending on the situation. The
question also relates to the necessary quantity of such aircraft and, of
course, the numbers and types of armament that will be suitable for a
wide range of likely missions. At the same time, the total costs include the
necessary investment in infrastructure to equip a designated airfield
properly and also to train pilots (two crews per aircraft as a minimum), as
12
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well as providing ground services. The total costs are growing
significantly, what is a consideration for the current EU and regional
financial situation. The second hand aircraft option is a high cost solution.
To ensure effective airspace security effective for such area of
responsibility (territory of three countries), it would be necessary to buy
more than one squadron (16 aircraft). It would be necessary for effective
air policing to have at least two to three squadrons permanently
operational stationed on at least two air bases. Additionally, it is necessary
to consider daily aircrew training and maintenance time for the aircraft to
have a least 0.8 of them technically operational (ready to fly). The type of
aircraft suitable for air policing mission could be the F-16 or Eurofighter
or Grippen class if the air units are to be able to cooperate fully with
NATO’s air forces and be able to conduct other missions than just air
policing. Currently the three Baltic States do not have the funds to
dedicate to this and this situation will last for several years. It is necessary
to highlight that from the time the decision to buy new fleet of aircraft is
made to the time of achieving full operational capability is at least five
years, depending on air training and other actions necessary to develop the
full capabilities for air combat.
The next solution is connected with fulfilling the air policing mission
within the current involvement of NATO nations. However, depending
on the requirements and capabilities of the sending nations, the time of
the aircraft stay in the Baltic States will be reduced to two – three or four
weeks during the planned rotation. This concept follows the rules of the
air policing mission in Iceland. However, it should be noted that the
geographical location of the Baltic region is significantly different and it
involves three NATO members that expect the constant presence of
aircraft in the area. This solution also has some logistics implications and
careful planning in close coordination with force contributing nations will
be necessary. Additionally, such documents as memorandums of
understanding (MOU) and a Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA) would
be necessary to be revised with each participating nation.
Another solution can be based on signing bilateral arrangements with one
or several NATO members-adjacent states for performing the air policing
mission. In this case full reimbursement of the mission’s costs must be
ensured. This also includes the costs of labour and reimbursement of the
flight hour costs and the spending resulting from the use of support
13
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equipment. Again, this approach would require bilateral talks with the
participating nations that would be ready to support the mission.
Maintaining the air policing mission from permanent bases in the adjacent
states can be also considered. However, taking into account the distance
from the permanent aircraft base, the tactical radius of aircraft and the
command systems’ reaction time such an arrangement would not offer the
desired results. That option could consider Poland as possible provider of
infrastructure, personnel and equipment. Nevertheless, the three Baltic
States should consider development of their infrastructure as alternative
aircraft stations. In this case the surveillance system should be significantly
improved to meet requirements of such the option. If the Polish airfields
are under consideration, it will encompass only Lithuania’s borderland,
which can be reached in 35 – 45 minutes. The Kaliningrad District is also
a problematic issue as this region hinders execution of this task from the
airfield situated in Malbork.
A further option would be to extend the previously proposed option by
establishing a permanent air task group with the aim to support aircraft
based at the Siauliai (Szawle) Airfield and preparing it to provide basic
“cross servicing” assistance to all types of aircraft from the adjacent states.
One can consider that to fulfil the basic mission only the demonstration
of allied forces presence at the airfield and in the airspace of the Baltic
States is enough. This demonstration could be based on the number of
missions of one day duration or flights performed under day or night
conditions, executed two or three times a week. The second QRA pair of
aircraft could be assigned temporarily in accordance with the flight
schedule coordinated by CAOC – 2 UDEM. In case of a crisis it would be
possible to almost immediately redeploy the QRA a/c pair remaining on
an alert shift to the Siauliai Airfield.
There are more radical options such as suspending the Baltic States’ air
policing mission if the relations between NATO and Russia would allow
doing so. But this is highly unlikely and generally unacceptable to the
Baltic States. This is because the airspace would be undefended and that is
unacceptable for political and military reasons. It is also against NATO
principles, as “the integrated air defence is a NATO core peacetime task and the
visible expression of Alliance solidarity is of key politico-military relevance”14. So,
inside Alliance such a policy would face strong opposition.
14
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Finally there is the option to conduct the mission with no changes,
following the current way of performing a/c alert shifts. The Air Policing
mission would continue until operational capabilities are acquired by the
Baltic States. Based on current experience, Poland will support this option
and the Polish Air Force will continue fulfilling Coalition duties in the
frame of subsequent rotations. The decision to extend the mission up to
2018 shows that such an option is comfortable and acceptable for NATO,
at least at the moment. But still, it is temporary solution.
It can be clearly seen from the considerations presented that the issue of
the Air Policing mission is a complex one. There are no simple
satisfactory answers to the questions of all the involved parties. Therefore,
this issue should be subject of detailed discussions among NATO
authorities and all interested parties should join such discussions. This is
because a long-term course of action must be decided, especially as the
situation in Europe is still variable. For example, Russia is considering
spending significant resources to improve armed forces up to 2020.
Among many aims, the priority of that ambitious program is the
development of its Air Force, including “600 jets and 1,000 helicopters”, to
enhance infrastructure in Kaliningrad region, and to upgrade strategic
missile forces.15
Current developments
In 2010 NATO made the important decision to extend the Air Policing
mission up to 2014 with the future timeline to be discussed in the near
future. The three Baltic States have made the decision to consider such an
extension to at least to 2018 or to even ask for the possible decision to
establish a permanent NATO mission. Since the common will was
strongly supported by both the political and military leadership of all three
nations those leaders looked for international support among the NATO
nations. The decisions relating to Air Policing were also related to
financial crisis, which was very painful in the region and caused heavy cuts
in military budgets. So, any attempt to build national or multinational air
force capabilities was impossible to consider at that time and there was no
support for this.
At the same time, the shortcomings related to airspace security were
recognized by the political and military leaders in the Baltic States.
Estonian defence Minister Mart Laar, who met in August 2012 with
Danish defence Minister Gitte Lillelund Bech, expressed his appreciation
15
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for the Danish contribution to the Baltic countries’ air space security. It
was related to the fact that starting from September 1, 2011 the Danish
Air Force, using four F-16 fighters, took the responsibility for airspace
security to the Baltic countries for a four month period16. During the
meeting Bech noted that, “being small countries, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania
will apparently not be capable of developing their own fighter planes capability in the
foreseeable future, as a result of which we are grateful for our NATO allies, including
Denmark, for the air space security provided until the present”17. The discussion
also touched on the issues relating to opportunities of closer cooperation
between Estonia and Denmark in order to improve the Estonian defence
capacities to face future challenges to NATO and Estonia. In addition, an
important ally of the region, the United States of America, is supporting
the mission as expressed in a letter by Secretary of State Hillary Clinton to
the Lithuanian Minister of Foreign Affairs Audronius Azubalis, stating
that “The United States is pleased with the decision of NATO Permanent
Representatives to continue Baltic air policing beyond 2014. The mission is a good
example of NATO Allies sharing responsibilities and capabilities as we provide
security for each other, especially in a time of tight budgets”18.
The political efforts to influence the decision about air policing were
presented during meetings at different levels on several occasions. The
Baltic States desired to see that the NATO air policing mission become
permanent as this mission was recognized as, “one of cornerstones of Baltic
security within NATO” as Latvian Minister of Foreign Affairs Edgars
Rinkevics stated. These wishes were brought to the NATO Summit in
Chicago as a possible forum to make decisions. The countries have also
been aware that, “it is a decision of 28 NATO allies, concerning this mission
becoming permanent, but it is also our readiness, what we have expressed, to take a
greater share of host nation support, to support this mission in this way, and certainly
taking into account the current economic situation in many NATO countries”19. As a
result, and due to a solid understanding the importance of the mission, the
three Baltic States are ready to improve the quality of the host nation
support. In 2011 the total cost of the mission was about 2.2 million Euros
and there is an intent to gradually increase that amount up to 3.5 million
Euros per year in 2015. The money is divided equally among three Baltic
States. The increase will help “to expand the volume of services provided to Allied
contingents and fighter-jets deployed at the Lithuanian Air Force Aviation Base in
Siauliai”, and also for “additional flights of Spartan for deployment and redeployment of air- policing contingents, reimburse for the bulk of accommodation costs,
16
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as well as allocate more funds for communications and utility services, de-icing”20 as
announced by Lithuania’s defence Minister Rasa Jukneviciene.
Additionally, “compensation of part of costs of aviation fuel should be started as of
this year.”21 Such costs are still much lower than the cost of acquiring
fighters by Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania.
Currently the reliability of airspace surveillance is under consideration as
the limitations in that area are well known to the political leaders in the
region. The political leaders want the airspace surveillance improved and
are willing to contribute in the airspace security. For this, ”the Baltic States
are planning to spend about 6.4 million Euros by 2014 on the upgrading of an
obsolete airspace patrolling system”22 as Latvian defence Ministry state secretary
Janis Sarts mentioned. For the future concept the Baltic nations are
holding talks with experts and possible suppliers of technologies. The
need for a new concept is because, “one of the systems ensuring the airspace
patrols has grown obsolete, and to be able to provide their contribution, the Baltic States
must upgrade it.”23 Countries are also investing into their air defence
systems’ in an attempt to enhance such the capabilities. An example of
this is the decision by the Estonian defence Ministry to buy “from Finland
firing units, training and servicing equipment as well as spare parts for the Mistral air
defence system, along with ship mounted 23 millimeter anti-aircraft guns ZU-23-2.”24
Thus, the current efforts are particularly focused and long-term oriented.
The decision to extend the mission was taken on 08 February 2012 and it
is currently planned to last up to 2018 following the principles previously
noted.25 The decision is still temporary and, “the 28-nation alliance will seek a
‘sustainable long-term solution’ to maintain planes over the three nations, which do not
have their own fighter jets,” as “this mission continues to demonstrate the Alliance’s
commitment to collective defence and solidarity for all its members”26 as stated by
NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen. The decision was
welcomed by three Baltic States and the Lithuanian defence Minister Rasa
Jukneviciene strongly endorsed it, underlining it as an example of the
NATO’s “Smart defence” concept. Especially, as Latvian defence Minister
Artis Pabriks estimated, “it would cost 1.5 billion Euros (almost $2 billion) for
Baltic nations to police their own skies”27. That money can be spent for other
purposes and to develop key capabilities in other areas. The recommended
option would be to consider the mission as permanent one, as in the
foreseeable future the three Baltic States will not be able to provide
security for their own airspace.
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It is worth considering whether it is more appropriate to ask the Baltic
States to contribute to other areas of responsibility as a modern Air Force
is really expensive to equip and challenging to maintain. The whole issue is
also connected with the need for a serious debate about a common stance
of the Baltic States in relation to the air defence concept. Following the
concept of the “Smart defence” the situation requires NATO level
considerations as how to use regional resources in the best manner to
improve airspace security. All NATO members that are contributing to
the air policing mission should reconsider the advantages and
disadvantages of a future commitment. A common solution requires
common decisions based on a focused approach to a complex problem.
From the Polish security perspective a permanent mission would be a
reasonable option as it could be also associated with the protection of the
Polish airspace. At the same time, the Polish Air Force and also other
contributors can demonstrate their support and the unity of the Alliance.
Moreover, such stable form of assistance would present a path for all the
participants along with a program of constant training and familiarization
with the region. Such a solution would also strengthen the politicalmilitary importance of exercises such as “Baltic Host 2012” which took
place in June 2012 simultaneously in Estonia Latvia, and Lithuania. This
approach on improving the regional host nation support capabilities
would also include the element of a lasting enhancement of the regional
readiness to base a reinforced air component if that were necessary to face
any type of threat.
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Operation Unified Protector: Triumph or Warning Sign?
By Colonel Daniel F. Baltrusaitis, USAF, PhD
and Professor Mark E. Duckenfield, U.S. Air War College
The commitment of NATO to quell civil unrest in Libya in February
2011, and protect the civilian population from the regime of Col
Muammar Gaddafi, ushered in a new era of NATO cooperation. The
naval and air campaigns supporting UN Resolutions 1970 and 1973,
which eventually merged into Operation Unified Protector (OUP), were a
test of NATO’s resolve to conduct “out of area missions” and a test of
European collective action with U.S. leadership taking a “back seat” role.
The success of OUP has led to the operation being hailed as an example
of NATO resolve, especially with limited U.S. participation.1 However,
weaknesses in the coalition emerged which question the ability of Europe
to deal with even relatively minor security interventions without U.S. aid
and assistance. Former U.S. Secretary of Defence, Robert Gates, before a
meeting of the Security and Defence Agenda in Brussels, stated that
NATO had finally become a two-tiered alliance‖ divided between those
few allies capable of engaging in high intensity combat missions and the
overwhelming majority members that can only contribute extensively to
soft power non-combat oriented missions. Gates highlighted the Libyan
campaign as an example of the problems for NATO resulting from
lacklustre European defence spending.2 A NATO after action assessment
reinforced this opinion noting that serious shortfalls in Intelligence,
Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR), aerial refuelling, command and
control capability, and precision weapons hampered NATO’s ability to
successfully prosecute the operation in Libya.3 Such critique of a relatively
minor military operation raises doubts on the ability of NATO to
prosecute future military operations, especially without U.S. military and
political leadership.
One method to mitigate NATO shortfalls is to pool expensive resources
and capabilities to lessen the burden to individual states. According to
NATO, “Smart defence is a concept that encourages Allies to cooperate
in developing, acquiring and maintaining military capabilities to meet
current security problems in accordance with the new NATO strategic
concept. That means pooling and sharing capabilities, setting priorities
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and coordinating efforts better.”4 Smart defence, established at the Lisbon
summit in 2010, allows NATO nations to have access to capabilities that
they could not afford individually, and therefore achieving economies of
scale by pooling of resources. Examples of current smart defence
resources include the NATO Airborne Warning and Control System
(AWACS) and the Strategic Airlift Capability program. The crisis in Libya
demonstrated to NATO a continued need for modern systems and
facilities, and for less reliance on the United States for advanced military
capabilities hence Smart Defence is a right step towards a coherent
European security policy. This paper will argue, however, that NATO is
unprepared for military intervention in situations where the U.S. is
hesitant to provide critical enabling military capabilities and that NATO
smart defence has significant limitations as currently executed. These
implications give serious doubt to the overall effectiveness of NATO
without U.S. leadership and also of the European Union’s Common
Security and Defence Policy (CSDP).
Coalition Theory
Disagreements over NATO burden-sharing are as nearly as old as the
alliance itself. During the Cold War, even as NATO agreed on the level of
forces that might be required to defend Western Europe, the member
states failed to fulfil these targets.5 Similar complaints have emerged in
recent years, with former U.S. Defence Secretary Robert Gates’
exhortation to European members to carry more of the burden of
common defence if the Alliance is to avoid facing “collective military
irrelevance.”6 Unfortunately, such concerns are the logical consequence of
any system of collective action and are likely to persist.7 In the post-World
War II era, international relations theorists sought to explain the widespread post-war cooperation between previous rival states through the
concept of Hegemonic Stability Theory. Hegemonic Stability Theory is
based around the insight that the interests of a hegemon, due to its size
and dominant position in the international system, will be more likely to
include support for international public goods than the interests of its
non-hegemonic partners.8 In both the economic realm and that of
international security, while all will reap the benefits provided by public
goods, a greater burden will fall on the larger participants. The others will
have increasing incentives to free-ride.9
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Large states, especially the largest, will thus tend to be “exploited” by their
smaller coalition partners. For a period, even extended periods, the
dominant member of the coalition might tolerate such exploitation. Its
pre-eminent position makes it by far the greatest beneficiary of any
common defence of a system in which it has such a privileged position of
leadership. The danger to the system of public goods provision comes
when the dominant member starts to seek what it perceives as a more
“equitable” distribution of the costs of supporting the system.10 At the
moment, NATO is entering this danger zone where the United States is
increasingly questioning its share of defence expenditures within the
Alliance on the grounds of both interest and finance, while European
countries find themselves in an ever-more stringent fiscal predicament
that limits their ability to respond to American pressure. How the Alliance
responds to this challenge will have far-reaching implications for both
NATO’s on-going political viability and the ability of the Western
democracies to intervene militarily in the future.
In the past, simple gross domestic product explained much of the
variation across members in NATO defence burdens from the 1950s
through the end of the Cold War.11 Now, with the exception of Germany,
the five NATO members that devote the greatest proportion of their
GDP to defence are either those with the largest economies—the United
States, Britain and France—or those with that have independent security
concerns (ironically, with each other)—Turkey and Greece (Figure 1). In
2011, only three NATO members met the NATO target of 2.0% of GDP
devoted to defence. The United States' expenditure of 4.8% of GDP on
security leads the members, although with its global commitments, it is
clear that even the United States does not directly spend 2.0% of its GDP
on Euro-Atlantic defence.
Of course, why NATO should even be targeting 2.0% of GDP for
defence is a more fundamental question since such a target, while
politically attractive, is not based on any threat assessment, any evaluation
of security interests or really any evaluation of domestic resources and
circumstances. If NATO’s commitments were limited to the immediate
European area of operations and did not extend outside the
Mediterranean basin and the North Atlantic, then a level of spending
rather below 2.0% might well be feasible. On the other hand, NATO is
shifting from being an organization focused on the collective defence of
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the territories of its members, primarily in central Europe, to one that has
a global mission that includes not only collective defence but “crisis
management” and “cooperative security” in pre-, post- and on-goingconflict environments outside the traditional NATO area of operations.12
NATO's operations in Kosovo (1998-9), Afghanistan (2001-Present) and
Libya (2011-2) all fall into this evolving formulation of NATO's strategy.
If NATO continues to have a more global mission and evolves to be the
template organization for future global “coalitions of the willing” in outof-area expeditionary operations, then the 2.0% target may well be
insufficient for such an ambitious agenda without some reform of
responsibilities and enhanced efficiencies in operations.
Figure 1. NATO Defence Spending as a % of GDP, 2011

Source: NATO, “Financial and Economic Data Relating to NATO Defence,”
Communique PR/CP(2012)047, 12 April 2012, p. 6; World Bank Development
database, 2012.

With the fallout from the 2008 financial crisis and the on-going euro crisis
putting all members' budgets under pressure, NATO’s answer to this
Euro-Atlantic dilemma of national security and economics is, in part,
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“Smart Defence.” This ambitious program of defence cooperation and
specialization is designed enhance cooperation and specialization among
the Allies in such a way as to retain the Alliance’s military capacity while
simultaneously reducing costs through developing economies of scale,
eliminating redundancies and specializing in niche capabilities. If
successful, it would cut the Gordian knot that confounds Alliance
policymakers and allow NATO to both fulfil the new, broader missions
many policymakers are setting for it while at the same time avoiding the
full budgetary consequences of such choices.13 Unfortunately, Operation
Unified Protector shows that political barriers exist that influence the
effectiveness of NATO’s military mission, even under a Smart Defence
construct.
NATO…Reluctance to Intervene
The run-up to the declaration of a no-fly zone (NFZ) and air strikes
against the Gaddafi military machine demonstrate the reluctance of the
U.S. and a large part of Europe to intervene militarily in Libyan affairs.
Initial international response to Gaddafi’s military action was the
establishment of an arms embargo of Libya under UN Security Council
Resolution 1970. Deploring what it called “the gross and systematic
violation of human rights,” the Security Council demanded an end to the
violence, imposed an arms embargo, a travel ban, and froze the assets of
the Gaddhafi family and select Government officials.14 Although the ban
was swiftly obtained, it was clear to European leaders, especially British
Prime Minister David Cameron and French President Nicolas Sarkoszy
that additional military action was necessary.
France and the United Kingdom forced the diplomatic pace in February
and early March 2011 responding to Gaddafi’s continued repression of the
opposition movement. French President Nicolas Sarkozy was the first
international leader to advocate a no fly zone to protect the people of
Libya. In the discussions leading to UNSCR 1970, Sarkozy, president of
the G8 and G20 economic forums, called for a NATO-imposed no-fly
zone to be enforced over Libya to “prevent the use of that country’s
warplanes against [its] population.”15 This initial call for action was initially
met with a cool response from Britain. Sir Jeremy Greenstock, Britain's
ambassador to the UN at the time of the invasion of Iraq in 2003,
counselled against a no-fly zone, “We all know from recent history that
interventions of this kind tend to have consequences you haven’t
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foreseen, and I don't think we could get it together quickly enough.” 16
British reluctance was short-lived however, since shortly after Sarkozy’s
appeal, David Cameron, British Prime Minister, in an address to the
House of Commons, vowed to look at “each and every way” of stepping
up the pressure on Gaddafi’s regime as he told Parliamentarians that the
use of military assets was not “in any way ruled out.” He went on to add
that he had asked the Ministry of Defence and the Chief of the Defence
Staff to work with the UK’s military allies on plans for a military no-fly
zone.17
Germany and the U.S., while concerned with the escalating violence in
Libya, were reluctant to commit to military action. In the G8 meeting
discussing measures to be included in UNSCR 1973, Germany made it
clear that it would not support a military intervention. Speaking during the
meeting, Germany’s foreign minister, Guido Westerwelle, stated that his
country remained very sceptical about the prospect of a no-fly zone. He
recommended instead more political pressure against Gaddafi. He said
Germany did not want “to get sucked into a war in north Africa.” His
comments echoed those of German chancellor Angela Merkel who told
an EU summit in early March that the no-fly zone idea was potentially
dangerous. She questioned European leaders, “What is our plan if we
create a no-fly zone and it doesn't work? Do we send in ground troops?
We have to think this through. Why should we intervene in Libya when
we don't intervene elsewhere?”18
With the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan fresh in U.S. memory, it was also
hesitant to support a no fly zone over Libya. In an appearance before the
House Appropriations Committee, U.S. Secretary of Defence Robert
Gates publicly dismissed Cameron’s suggestion that Britain and its allies
should consider banning military flights over Libya. Gates warned that
even a modest effort to establish a no-fly zone over Libya would have to
begin with an attack on the country’s air defences and would require “a
big operation in a big country.” Gates added, “Let’s just call a spade a
spade. A no-fly zone begins with an attack on Libya to destroy the air
defences. That’s the way you do a no-fly zone. And then you can fly
planes around the country and not worry about our guys being shot down.
But that’s the way it starts.”19 Ivo H. Daalder, the U.S. ambassador to the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization, in a session with reporters stated,
“No-fly zones are more effective against fighters, but they really have a
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limited effect against…helicopters or the kind of ground operations that
we’ve seen, which is why a no-fly zone, even if it were to be established,
isn’t really going to impact what is happening there today.”20 Similarly,
Admiral Mike Mullen, former chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and
Gen James N. Mattis, head of US Central Command, publicly shared
Gates and Daalder’s concerns.21 Of most concern to President Barak
Obama was the perception that the United States would once again be
meddling in the Middle East.
In the consensus building for a Security Council resolution authorizing
force, American leadership was notably absent. As negotiations dragged
on among the Security Council members over no-fly zones, Alain Juppe,
the French Foreign minister, remarked, “The Americans haven't yet
defined their position on Libya.”22 In the House of Commons, Cameron
entreated the White House to act on Libya stating, “Of course there are a
wide range of views in the UN. But I would urge others to take the right
steps so that actually we show some leadership on this issue and make
sure we get rid of this regime.”23
Eventually, the U.S. supported an intervention in Libya, largely influenced
by the rising calls for action from the Arab League.24 The Arab League’s
endorsement of a no-fly zone over Libya on March 12, 2011 was a crucial
turning point garnering international support. Amr Moussa, secretarygeneral of the Arab League, indicated after a six hour-long meeting that
“the Arab League has officially requested the United Nations Security
Council to impose a no-fly zone against any military action against the
Libyan people.”25 This extremely rare invitation for Western military
intervention on Arab territory significantly increased the pressure on the
Obama administration to intervene in a war that attracted little domestic
support. By inviting the West to take military action, it also cleared the
way for the United States, France, and Britain to press for a strong
Security Council resolution and to counter the objections of China and
Russia.26 Finally, on March 17th, the Security Council adopted resolution
1973 with unanimous support but 5 abstentions (Brazil, China, Germany,
India, Russian Federation), authorizing member states to take all necessary
measures to protect civilians under threat of attack in the country.27
Although the U.S. eventually led efforts in the Security Council against
Gaddafi, the Libyan operation would become the first in an attempt for
the United States to “lead from behind.”
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Germany’s reluctance continued into the Security Council chambers when
it abstained from voting on UNSCR 1973 supporting a no fly zone over
Libya. Germany was criticized for the abstention under the claim that it
undermined Western resolve for intervening for humanitarian reasons.28
German Foreign Minister Gudio Westerwelle, under severe criticism for
the UN abstention, defended German actions stating that the unforeseen
risk inherent in a military operation was too great. He stated that
enforcing a no fly zone would result in military escalation. In his defence
of the German risk assessment he stated, “We calculated the risk. If we
see that three days after this intervention began, the Arab League already
criticizes (it), I think we had good reasons…This does not mean that we
are neutral, it does not mean that we have any sympathy with Colonel
Gaddafi, but it means that we see the risks.”29 Westerwelle asserted that he
did not consider military intervention to be the correct strategy for dealing
with Libya and that a military response could have the potential to create
growing expectations for a greater crisis management role for Europeans
in the future. German Defence Minister Thomas De Maiziere was even
more candid concerning German opposition to UNSCR1973. De
Maiziere argued that Germany’s decision was based on the growing
concern over “out of area” humanitarian interventions. He stated, “The
responsibility to protect a country’s civilian population if its government
violates human rights is firmly anchored in international law. But does that
mean we are allowed to intervene? Or does that mean we’re actually
required to? I believe that each military operation must be analysed to
determine whether its goals can be achieved with appropriate means and
within an appropriate time frame as well as how one gets out at the end.
Every one.”30 The German response reflected their traditional reluctance
to engage in out of area responsibility to protect missions due to the lack
of popularity for military intervention domestically.31 Their abstention
from UNSCR 1973 indicated a reluctance to see Libya as a model or
precedent for future crisis management operations.
The uneven support for intervention from key NATO countries was a
harbinger of things to come in coalition operations. Contributions to the
coalition reflected the level of political support to the intervention.
Success in Libya and for the NATO effort was principally dependent on
the determination of France and Britain, and the reluctant support of the
United States. Operationally, participation in the coalition reflected the
strategic goals of the nations involved OUP. France was insistent in
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displaying a leadership role in NATO, Britain was a reliable partner in this
effort, and the Obama administration, already cautious towards another
intervention against an Arab state, provided enabling support but let the
operation maintain a distinctly European character.
Operation Unified Protector: An Uneasy Beginning
Two days after the Security Council adopted UNSCR 1973 French
combat aircraft started their attacks to relieve the pressure on the
government assault on rebel held Benghazi. The initial French attacks
were somewhat premature in that they were reported during a conference
of Western leaders meeting in Paris to discuss military options in Libya.
Aiming for an immediate impact, the aircraft entered Libyan airspace on
March 19th and struck armoured vehicles just outside Benghazi.32 That
night, US Navy ships operating under Operation Odyssey Dawn and a
Royal Navy submarine under Operation Ellamy launched 124 Tomahawk
land-attack missiles (TLAM) at more than 20 targets in Libya’s Integrated
Air Defence System (IADS) and fixed-site surface-to air- missile
systems.33 These cruise missile strikes were followed by three B-2 sorties
that dropped 45 2000-pound satellite-guided Joint Direct Attack Munition
(JDAM) bombs on air defence sites.34 These strikes were aimed at targets
that either posed a direct threat to the coalition pilots or through use by
the regime posed a direct threat to the people of Libya.35 With the Libyan
air defences degraded, US Air Force F-15Es and F-16CJs from European
Command, as well as US Marine Corps AV-8B Harrier IIs, supported by
US Navy EA-18 Growler stand-off jamming aircraft, flew follow-on
strikes against Gadhafi’s forces outside Benghazi.36 Although to the
public, the initial air strikes seemed coordinated into one fluid air
campaign, significant confusion arose concerning command and control
arrangements and the support of NATO countries.
At the onset of the Libyan crisis, U.S. Africa Command (USAFRICOM)
was not manned to plan and conduct a large-scale contingency operation
such as Operation Odyssey Dawn. Unusual for a U.S. lead command,
USAFRICOM had no previous experience with forming a war fighting
coalition since it was initially conceived as a command with an
engagement rather than a combat mission. USAFRICOM was unprepared
for the initial activities to coordinate and command a major air and sea
operation. Agreements for basing rights and third party access to hostnation bases and facilities had to be negotiated with nations residing in the
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USEUCOM AOR and planning needed to be conducted for major
operations. One USAFRICOM general officer remarked, “Building a
coalition: We didn’t know who to call and contact to make this happen.
We sent LNOs [liaison officers] to the [United Kingdom] and France to
facilitate, and later sent an LNO to SHAPE [Supreme Headquarters Allied
Powers Europe]. . . . ‘Who do you talk to in order to find out who’s going
to play and how much they are going to bring to the fight?’”37 Eventually,
the USAFRICOM 17th Air Force air command element received heavy
augmentation from USEUCOM’s more robustly staffed 3d Air Force and
its Air Operation Centre (AOC).38
Many NATO partners were concerned with the rapid escalation of the
ground attacks and the lack of a coalition lead command structure.
Although UNSCR 1973 authorized the use of force to protect Libyan
civilians, the majority of NATO nations were more comfortable with
supporting the No Fly Zone and arms embargo rather than strike
missions. Accordingly, the rapid escalation of attacks on the ground
coincided with a diplomatic stalemate in the North Atlantic Council. Paris
advocated for a European lead for the operation under a French/AngloFrench command because Sarkozy genuinely seemed to value a personal
“ownership” of command by European actors.39 Meanwhile, NATO was
concerned over the reaction of Arabic nations to a NATO mission.
Turkey remained so concerned about Arab perceptions that President
Abdullah Gül unilaterally declared that, “Turkey could never condone the
pointing of weapons at Libyan targets.”40 Germany, which abstained from
the UN vote with Russia and China, continued to oppose a NATO handover, on the grounds that the evolving intervention was more militarily
aggressive than Resolution 1973 supported.41 The battle between these
resistant nations and NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen
was so heated that the Turkish and German ambassadors reportedly
stormed out mid-debate.42 The Libya operation spawned the most
controversial diplomatic rift in the Alliance since the US invasion of Iraq,
with the resistance of Germany and Turkey continuing to illustrate
fundamental differences about NATO’s use of force.
Thus, for the first ten days the Libya operation reflected the political
commitment of a loose coalition. The U.S. was partially committed,
France and the United Kingdom fully supported combat operations, and
Germany obstructed consensus politically and withdrew militarily. Only
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after significant political wrangling did NATO take command of the
operation.43 Command of the operation was confusing at best until
NATO eventually assumed command and control of the Libyan
operation. Initially, the operation was commanded through a parallel
command structure that required coordination between each nation’s
command elements to ensure unity of effort.44 Respective national staffs
commanded each contingent and the sorties were coordinated among the
allies rather than commanded by a single combined task force.45
Throughout the first week of operations, European allies contributing to
the mission, including Italy and Norway, expressed increasing frustration
with the lack of agreement within NATO on a suitable command
arrangement. Norway refused to employ its six F-16s in Crete unless they
were under NATO command and control. Finally, the jets were allowed
to operate under US command after a vote by Norwegian Council of State
approved their transfer.46
Although the U.S. command elements provided the initial unity of effort,
President Obama made it clear from the start of the operation that he
expected NATO to pick up the operational lead. In his initial approval for
U.S. combat support he reiterated that military action in Libya would be
limited to “days not weeks.”47 After less than a week of leading coalition
efforts, President Obama echoed that the United States would step back
from the leading role within days.48 On 28 March, in a televised speech on
Libya, Obama announced that the US would “focus our unique
capabilities on the front end of the operation and . . . transfer
responsibility to our allies and partners.”49 After the first phase of
operations, the US would move to a “supporting role” to ensure that “the
risk and cost of this operation—to our military and to American
taxpayers—will be reduced significantly.”50 In this speech he sent a
message to NATO, that the Libyan operation would create a new model
for NATO leadership that “real leadership created the conditions and
coalitions for others to step up as well; to work with allies and partners so
that they can bear their share of the burden and pay their share of the
costs.”51
The initial military operation in Libya highlighted a turn of American
policy towards NATO. In an age of resource constraints and shifting
strategic priorities U.S. would require a higher level of commitment from
its European partners. Despite its established history of leading ‘coalitions
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of the willing,’ the Libya campaign was a clear example of the US seeking
to play a different role.52
On March 24, the NATO allies agreed to take command of air operations
to enforce the no-fly zone over Libya. The US, Britain, France and Turkey
agreed to put the three-pronged offensive – a no-fly zone, an arms
embargo, and air strikes – under a NATO command umbrella. On March
27, NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen announced that
NATO would expand the scope of its mission to include implementing all
military aspects of UNSCR 1973, including the protection of civilians and
civilian areas through possible air strikes on ground forces loyal to
Gaddafi.53 This was the most controversial aspect of the new NATO
mission, but transfer of command and control took the full effort of the
coalition.
Acropolis Now: European Security Options in a Time of Austerity
The European Cold War-era geopolitical objectives for NATO—“keep
the Russians out, the Americans in, and the Germans down”—continues
to undergo serious strains that are exacerbated by budgetary pressures.54
The Russians are far out of central Europe, although the former Warsaw
Pact members of NATO continue to harbour suspicions about Russian
ambitions and influence and are wary of attempts by the Kremlin to
reassert itself and use energy as a political tool.55 Far from keeping the
Germans down, its European partners want Germany to take a broader
role in supporting and funding European projects while the Germans
steadfastly resist or pursue a narrower view of German national interests,
especially in terms of a passive security policy.56 Even the desire to keep
the Americans in has waned and many European governments are
steadfastly Janus-faced on the subject—welcoming American support in
defence capabilities that many lack, but chafing at American military
dominance and their own political dependence on it.57 With the United
States increasingly unwilling and perhaps unable to spend money on
defence,58 the pressure for some form of deeper defence expenditure
coordination across the Alliance is mounting. There is a difficult path to
be followed if NATO’s European members are to have the proper
combination of political and economic incentives to effectively cooperate
in the defence rationalization.59
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Indeed, NATO’s stated decision to specialize in the “allocation of critical,
deployable and sustainable capabilities” might be precisely the wrong path
to take.60 Specialization, while it brings cost savings, also raises the spectre
of greater policy paralysis. If specialization occurs in areas that are critical
to operations, NATO would begin to develop multiple single points of
dependence, a position that would enable a key capacity provider to
prevent action by withholding its unique capabilities from an alliance
operation. Earlier initiatives towards “joint” NATO capabilities have
proven problematic in practice. In Operation Odyssey Dawn, German nonparticipation meant that “joint” NATO AWACs planes had to fly without
German members of their crews. The dispatch of German AWACs crews
to Afghanistan in order to free up other NATO capacity for Libya was
part of an inefficient solution to the shortfall in “joint” capacity that
highlighted the awkward political contortions “joint” NATO deployments
could impose.61
German support of the NATO Airborne and Warning Control for
operation OUP is also instructive on the hazards of the Smart Defence
initiative. Germany’s abstention in the Security Council was also reflected
in its reluctance to participate in the Libyan conflict. Germany recalled all
its forces supporting the initial surveillance mission, two frigates and
AWACS surveillance plane crews, for fear that they would be drawn into
the Libyan conflict if NATO took over control from the U.S. Berlin was
concerned that any military action supporting Libyan operations would
not be supported domestically and reflected Germany’s traditional
reluctance for “out of area operations.”62
The pull out of German AWACS crews caused a significant burden for
the blended NATO squadrons supporting the no fly zone. Military
personnel from 16 of the 17 E-3A component participating countries staff
each component’s squadrons. The German decision caused wing
leadership to break up squadrons to garner enough crews to support 24/7
surveillance operations of Libya.63 The German pull out caused a
significant disruption of AWACS operations over the Mediterranean at a
time when the AWACS support was critical to air operations.
Germany has shown a propensity to support NATO in venues that are
acceptable to its domestic constituency. In this instance, to maintain
alliance cohesion, Germany shifted its AWACS commitment to NATO
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operations in Afghanistan. The Bundestag voted to increase Germany’s
role in surveillance flights over Afghanistan in an effort to free up NATO
AWACS planes to support the on-going air strikes in Libya. The German
decision allowed an increase of up to 300 German troops to man AWACS
surveillance flights over Afghanistan in support of on-going operations
there. The decision, according to Defence Minister Thomas de Maizière,
was a “political sign of our solidarity with the alliance.”64
The path of the NATO AWACS in operation Unified Protector provides
a cautionary tale for Smart Defence. Squadron effectiveness is something
that is developed over time and a last minute shift of resources can
degrade or even deny critical capabilities that are pooled under the
concept of Smart Defence. In this case, the Germans were able to find a
political solution that allowed NATO to shift resources from Afghanistan,
but Libya was a fairly small operation that should not have stressed
NATO capabilities. The German reticence to participate indicates that
Germany will at best be a hesitant partner in future crisis management
operations.
Rather than focusing on crucial areas, specialization could occur in areas
that are not critical and perhaps are even non-deployable since these
resources could be relied upon whether hostilities are on-going or not.
Likewise, they would be unlikely to entail controversial political decisions
to send combat troops or other personnel. These are likely to be the items
that are least controversial – the long-term sunk costs associated with
training, medical, logistical and educational facilities, for instance.
If the goal, however, is not simply to reduce costs but also to enhance
NATO’s ability to act, then redundancy rather than specialization would
be the route to take. The abstention of a single member with a core
specialization – AWACs crews, minesweeping capacity, and so on – could
hinder or greatly complicate the launching of a NATO mission.
Redundancy, on the other hand, would facilitate NATO action without all
the members being active participants. Indeed, to the extent that it
provided European redundancy of American capabilities, it would provide
a more viable basis for European action independent of the United States.
If the EU's Security and Defence Policy (ESDP) becomes more robust
and coordinated, then a NATO with the capacity to act separate from the
United States would be a clear asset.65
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Redundant capacities have a long tradition in NATO, up to and including
nuclear weaponry, and can even be exploited to achieve broader strategic
goals. During the Cold War, the French and British independent nuclear
arsenals provided additional reassurance to European NATO members of
the Alliance’s resolve in deterring the Soviet Union to those who might
have wondered if the United States was willing to risk the destruction of
New York and Washington to prevent Soviet domination of Western
Europe.66 The independent nature of these deterrent forces, especially the
French one, also provided the United States with an additional incentive
to contribute to the conventional defence of Europe, as the French
nuclear fuse was likely shorter than the American one in the event the Red
Army emerged victorious from conflict in West Germany.
Self-Defence versus Smart Defence
Cynics might view NATO's commitment to "Smart Defence", re-affirmed
most recently at the Chicago Summit, as little more than a branding
exercise to describe the use of the Alliance's "smart weapons" in
accompaniment to its exertion of "Smart Power",67 "Smart Sanctions",68
and "Smart Aid".69 However, the fiscal demands for defence
rationalization are so substantial that NATO governments are likely to
engage in substantial reductions in defence expenditures regardless of the
level of international cooperation and coordination. In this regard, "smart"
defence promises to be an Alliance-wide “smart rationalization” rather
than a haphazard collection of 28 nationally-driven retrenchments.
Smart defence, however, poses risks to NATO's European members.
Where previously the European members have relied upon the United
States to be the capacity provider of last resort -- if a capacity was lacking,
the United States was typically the member that stepped into the breach
and provided the missing piece be it strategic airlift, munitions, ISR, etc.
Smart defence could undermine this in two ways. The first would be that
it would not change the status quo -- the United States would continue to
backstop all NATO's capacity shortfalls and the European allies would
have all their traditional disincentives to invest in capabilities. The second
risk is more pernicious as it interacts with the "new" NATO policy of outof-area operations that has evolved over the past two decades. If the
specialized allocation of critical, deployable and sustainable capabilities is
shared among countries, some of whom are reluctant to become involved
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in a specific enterprise, then NATO as a whole might be hindered in its
ability to act. Inconvenient and inefficient workarounds might be
developed, but they would be a poor substitute for retaining more
widespread capacities among members. In the end, this might again entail
a dependence on the United States for the provision of capacity to
compensate for the absence of specialized assistance from a nonparticipating ally. This would, of course, do little to either reduce the
European dependence on the United States or assuage American concerns
about burden-sharing.
This is not to argue that coordinated defence spending would not be a
boon to the Alliance in these austere times. The fiscal fetters of the
current economic environment will surely constrain national defence
budgets across the Euro-Atlantic area. Rationalization of European and
American armoires in light of current security interests is long overdue.
For example, during the Cold War, the United States developed major
strategic airlift capability as NATO's strategy required the rapid movement
of troops from the continental United States to Europe in the event of
hostilities. European governments had limited or no such capacities as
their armies were already located on the prospective battlefields. New
security challenges and the demands of expeditionary warfare have
revealed rather serious shortcomings in European strategic airlift with
several European countries outsourcing their air transport needs to the
Ukraine to compensate for their own lack of domestic airlift capacity.70
Although labelled a success, Operation Unified Protector underscored
NATO’s reliance on the United States for critical enabling capabilities
such as strategic airlift, ISR, aerial refuelling, command-and-control, and
target-analysis capabilities. All these capabilities are necessary for a
successful air campaign, but NATO has been over-reliant on the U.S. to
provide these essential capabilities. Any other European security regime
will require these mission sets to provide an effective military response
capability. Smart defence is one strategy to spread the burden sharing
costs for expensive capabilities across alliance member states. Smart
defence allows NATO nations to have access to capabilities that they
could not afford individually, therefore achieving economies of scale
through pooling of resources. The Libya operation underscores
capabilities that should be considered for Smart Defence, but also
highlights some of the weaknesses of the concept.
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Command and control is an essential capability essential for military
operations, but due to political constraints and ISAF participation in
Afghanistan, NATO was initially unprepared to lead OUP, after the
transfer from the Americans. Speaking at the Association of Old Crows
symposium, a senior British Royal Air Force officer stated that NATO
was not ready to assume command of the Libyan operation following the
handover from U.S. Africa Command. “We don’t want a repeat of being
that ill-prepared,” said Wing Cmdr. Rick Adams.71 According to another
senior officer, NATO had been planning for the arms embargo and
humanitarian relief missions and due to lack of agreement in the North
Atlantic Council could not begin planning for the no fly zone and protect
missions until five days prior to the handoff. NATO planners did not
know what resources were available and in the end received about 20 per
cent of what they thought was necessary to prosecute the campaign from
participating countries. This resulted in a chaotic transfer of command
requiring several weeks until NATO command matched the capability
formed under Operation Odyssey Dawn. The fact that the Air Operations
Centre for OUP had approximately 170 staff officers compared to the 770
supporting Odyssey Dawn reflects the limitations of initial NATO
command and control.72
An important element of air command and control is targeting expertise
which was sorely lacking during OUP. According to a Brussels based
NATO official, the alliance “did not have all the necessary expertise. We
didn’t have targeteers, in particular. Intelligence analysts were also needed,
as we weren’t studying Libya until earlier this year.” According to the
NATO official, the alliance was able to tackle this deficiency in targeteers
by asking members to provide additional targeting staff and by
redeploying personnel from other parts of NATO.73 According to another
official, the United States did not chop to NATO its targeting capability,
severely limiting NATO capability to process targeting data.74 Eventually,
U.S. commanders in Europe had to quickly dispatch over 100 military
personnel to the NATO targeting centre when it became clear that many
member states lacked the expertise to provide their aircraft with the
correct targeting information.75
While the lack of targeteers significantly affected operations, NATO countries found
basic communication between intelligence centres difficult. “Nations did not effectively
and efficiently share national intelligence and targeting information among allies and
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with partners, the inability to share information presented a major hindrance
to nations deciding if a target could be engaged,” according to an afteraction report of OUP.76 The U.S. provided 75 per cent of the intelligence,
surveillance, and reconnaissance data for OUP, but procedures had to be
initiated to give intelligence data to coalition partners participating in
strikes.77 Due to differing national caveats, several countries required
detailed source information to determine the quality of the intelligence.
Additionally, it took about two weeks to get U.S. targeting data into the
NATO air operations centre. NATO had to build procedures to share this
information across country lines.78
One particular area of concern was the shortage of precision weapons in
this relatively low intensity air campaign. As early as June, some NATO
allies were concerned with dramatically depleted stocks of precision
guided bombs.79 Danish forces were reported to be running out of
precision weapons and requested the Netherlands to help replenish their
shortage.80 Later in June, both Denmark and Norway were reported to
have asked for more bombs through the NATO Maintenance and Supply
Agency. Defence minister Thomas de Maiziere also granted permission to
release from German stocks.81 Additionally, British forces noted shortages
of Brimstone precision guided missiles. In the end, although Denmark
and Norway were reported to have depleted stocks, the U.S. and Germany
were able to replace the shortage. The warning sign for NATO is the
relatively short timeframe and low intensity of the conflict that generated
the shortage. Clearly, without the U.S. production capacity and stockpile,
NATO or the EU would be challenged to fight a high intensity campaign.
Overall, NATO had to rely heavily on U.S. capability to sustain an
effective air effort. U.S. aircraft including EC-130Js to jam and disrupt the
communications of the Libyan armed forces, Global Hawk and U-2 spy
planes to collect still imagery, Predator drones for full-motion video, E-8
Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar System planes for ground
surveillance, and KC-135 tankers were in high demand.82 According to the
NATO after action report, OUP exposed a critical weakness in the
alliance, “NATO remains overly reliant on a single ally to provide I.S.R.
collection capabilities that are essential to the commander.”83 Aside from
important contributions from the French and the British, the operation
underscored how few ISR aircraft the other alliance members actually had
available.84 According to a senior NATO official at a Libya after action
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workshop, “NATO’s secretary general has made it public that while our
European and Canadian allies acquitted themselves very well, they need to
acquire those ISR capabilities that the U.S. continues to bring to the table
with increasing effect.”85 The secretary general’s assessment also helped
spur a French-led initiative to establish a hub for allied surveillance aircraft
at an Italian air base in Sicily for Predator and Global Hawk unmanned
aerial vehicles. This concept is modelled after a similar approach NATO
developed for Afghanistan.86
In order to share expensive assets in an age of austerity, some elements of
"Smart Defence" can be seen in the 2010 Anglo-French agreement on
defence and nuclear cooperation, the so-called Entente Frugale.87 This has
more recently been expanded to potentially include a joint expeditionary
force, joint development of Unmanned Air Systems (UAS), increasing the
already high levels of anti-terrorism collaboration, and coordination on
the use of national aircraft carriers in a multinational maritime taskforce.88
Britain and France, the fourth and fifth largest defence spenders on the
planet, account for approximately half of NATO's European defence
expenditures, and are Western Europe's sole nuclear powers. Their
increased cooperation in such sensitive areas as nuclear technology and
defence procurement marks a watershed in Anglo-French military
relations and presents opportunities for furthering NATO's Smart
Defence agenda within the Alliance's foremost European members.
France's 2008 Defence White Paper laid out a geographic basis of threats
to French security, that roughly cover the approaches to France through
eastern Atlantic, the Mediterranean Sea and into the western Indian Ocean
(Figure 2).89 Britain's 2010 Strategic Defence and Security Review (SDSR)
did not make any such geographic distinctions;90 however, similar areas
have traditionally been at the centre of British security concerns and the
major British overseas bases of Gibraltar, Cyprus and the facility at Diego
Garcia leased to the United States all straddle this axis. A large proportion
of British, French and European trade transit this route. It is no accident
that the site of the recent NATO intervention, Libya, is right in the centre
of this Anglo-French strategic axis.
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Figure 2. France’s Main Geostrategic Axis: From the Atlantic to the
Indian Ocean

Sources: The French White Paper on Defence and National Security, (New York:
Odile Jacob, 2008), p. 72. Author edited map from National Geographic:
http://education.nationalgeographic.com/education/mapping/outlinemap/?map=The_World&ar_a=1
Implications
It is often commented upon that the United States accounts for over 40%
of world military expenditure. What is less frequently commented on is
that the rest of the NATO alliance accounts for about one-third of the
remaining world security spending. Combined, the United States and
other NATO members are responsible for at least 60% of global defence
spending.91 The "Smart Defence" initiative is designed to facilitate the
reduction of these vast expenditures while at the same time sustaining
NATO's capabilities. The economic and political stars appear aligned for
the fiscal cutbacks and even for the cooperation necessary. However,
there has been an absence of a discussion of the strategic objectives of this
coordination other than its obvious basis in cost reduction. There has
been little attempt to reconcile the likely political quandary of interrelated
defence procurement and specialization with the potential compromises
to national sovereignty of joint operations. 92
The euro currency crisis provides some lessons for NATO policy makers
about the consequences of centralizing political power in one area without
a corresponding centralization of power in other areas. European Union’s
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single currency, the euro, is presently undergoing a crisis because the
institutional concentration of monetary authority at the European-level in
the European central bank ultimately in conflicts with the maintenance of
decentralized fiscal power.93 While the maintenance of a strict monetary
policy regime is not necessarily incompatible with localized control over
public finances, there is a tendency towards imbalance, the consequences
of which we can readily observe today. The failure of deficit countries of
southern Europe to push their public finances and labour markets into
convergence with the creditor economies of northern Europe has led to
tensions within a unified monetary system.94 So, too, a more unified
NATO procurement policy might give the initial appearance of fiscal
savings, but could come into conflict with the intrinsically-linked issue of
decentralized national foreign policies. So long as individual NATO
foreign policies are aligned with one another, there need be no
contradiction in the future use of force. However, as OUP revealed in
microcosm, tensions in the Alliance will start to have an impact on
operations if national governments take divergent positions on the use of
force.
Consequently, if NATO is going to go far down the path of joint capacity
and procurement, then it will need to be extremely cautious to ensure that
it either embeds redundancies into the ability to deploy assets or provides
more robust political mechanisms for ensuring the commitment of
specialized capacities held by member states. The first suggests the
creation of inefficiencies in the over-staffing and extent of training of
personnel for international projects. While countries might save money on
procurement, some of the savings will be spent on the broader base of
personnel necessary for multinational redundancy. The second would
strike at the heart of national sovereignty and a country's ability to
determine when, where, against whom and how its armed forces are
deployed. National caveats and opt-outs would be even more difficult to
manage than they are now and the political solutions to such a problem
could undermine the basis of the Alliance. Either way, "Smart Defence"
will have profound consequences for how NATO is run.
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Toward a NATO-African Union Partnership:
Structuring Future Engagement

Political activists around the world are becoming increasingly proficient in
the use of social media to raise awareness about particular issues and
advocate support for their proposed measures. Perhaps one of the most
visible examples of this was the recent Kony 2012 campaign, launched by
the non-governmental organization Invisible Children. A video posted by
the group on the website YouTube received over 100 million views within
six days, reaching out to an incredibly large audience to inform them of the
crimes committed by Joseph Kony and the Lord’s Resistance Army.1 No
YouTube video had previously achieved such popularity so quickly.
However, the Kony 2012 campaign has experienced considerable
difficulties in achieving its stated goals. While the video launching the
campaign did attain widespread popularity in record time, Invisible
Children has thus far been unable to translate high levels of online interest
into equally high levels of offline support. For example, an event held in
Vancouver, Canada associated with the Kony 2012 campaign had roughly
21,000 promising to attend on Facebook, another social media outlet, but
only seventeen actually showed up to call for a greater commitment from
‘Western’ governments to effect the capture of Joseph Kony.2
The Kony 2012 campaign was a first foray into this form of awarenessbuilding and community organizing. As civil society groups become more
proficient at mobilizing public support via social media, it stands to reason
that future calls for action on security issues similar to that of Joseph Kony
and the Lord’s Resistance Army might not suffer from some of the same
pitfalls encountered by Invisible Children. Some of these campaigns might
well relate to African conflicts. After all, there are many potential targets
beyond Joseph Kony or Thomas Lubanga, who was recently convicted of
war crimes by the International Criminal Court for his role in some of the
conflicts plaguing the Democratic Republic of Congo.
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In short, with information on African conflicts increasingly available to
‘Western’ audiences and with interest in these conflicts rising among those
same audiences, there is a significant potential for NATO to be called
upon to intervene in one or more African conflicts in the coming years.
NATO has engaged in a number of operations related to Africa. The ongoing Operation Ocean Shield involves eight NATO member states and
follows efforts to protect World Food Programme ships in high-risk
waters.3 Ocean Shield has taken on an important role in anti-piracy efforts
in the Gulf of Aden. Furthermore, Operation Active Endeavour sees naval
vessels from a number of NATO member states patrolling the
Mediterranean, monitoring shipping and combating the potential for
terrorist activities off the coast of Northern African countries like Libya.
“Through the sharing of data gathered at sea, Active Endeavour has
increasingly become an information and intelligence-based operation that
deploys surface forces as direct-reaction units to track and board selected
vessels.”4 Both Ocean Shield and Active Endeavour have become
indispensable aspects of NATO in the early 21st century.
Yet NATO’s involvement has not been limited to the high seas. Operation
Unified Protector saw NATO intervening directly into an active conflict,
with the military personnel and resources of NATO member states
engaging in combat with an opposing force. This mission was intended to
enforce a no-fly zone over Libya, implementing United Nations Security
Council Resolution 1973. According to NATO itself, a total of more than
26,000 sorties were flown by NATO and partner air assets, damaging or
destroying more than 6,000 military targets in Libya.5 After several months,
Unified Protector was discontinued by NATO on 31 October 2011. Some
time later, however, the full costs of the mission became apparent to the
public of some countries that contributed to Unified Protector. For
example, it is estimated that the Canadian contribution to Operation
Unified Protector, consisting of the deployment of a single naval frigate
and six CF-18 fighter jets, totalled $347 million (approximately €269
million), causing some controversy in Parliament and in the media.6
If the future of NATO’s involvement in Africa is one of increasingly
ambitious humanitarian interventions, it will be a costly relationship. A
decidedly more cost-efficient form of engagement might be one of
cooperation and partnership with relevant security actors in Africa. By
assisting in building up the security capabilities of regional and sub-regional
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organizations in Africa, NATO can limit the need for the deployment of
its member states’ personnel and resources, projecting security in a less
direct fashion and perhaps even more effective fashion than Unified
Protector. In this text, we will examine the potential for a twofold
partnership between NATO and the African Union, the actor currently
most involved in security issues on that continent. As we will demonstrate,
the current level of cooperation between these two organizations is limited,
lacking structure and with capabilities often duplicated by contributions
from the European Union. Rather than maintaining an inefficient status
quo, we will propose here that NATO pursue a political partnership with
the African Union (AU), while simultaneously pursuing practical
partnerships that would see NATO Centres of Excellence engaging in
knowledge transfers with similar structures in Africa.
African Standby Force
Should NATO pursue some form of consistent partnership with the AU,
arguably the best investment of resources would be in assisting the
development of the African Standby Force (ASF). The ASF, as envisioned
by AU leaders, will be the primary vehicle by which the AU intervenes in
inter-state or intra-state conflicts in Africa. In fact, in July 2003, at a crucial
summit in Maputo, Mozambique, AU leaders reached a compromise on a
document known as the Protocol Relating to the Establishment of the Peace and
Security Council of the African Union. “…This document laid the foundation
for building the African Peace and Security Architecture by designing its
main elements: the Panel of the Wise, the Continental Early Warning
System, the Military Staff Committee, the African Peace Fund and, most
importantly, the African Standby Force…”7
The notion of an African Standby Force is not a new one, however. The
idea had emerged in African security discourses quite prior to that 2003
summit in Maputo. Toward the end of its existence, the Organization for
African Unity (OAU) considered the creation of an African Defence
Force, with the idea eventually being rejected in discussions held in May
1997.8 Prior to his death, Libyan leader Colonel Moammar Gaddafi had for
many years proposed the creation of a single standing African military to
protect the continent primarily from security threats from abroad. For
many obvious reasons, this proposal for a ‘one million strong’ single
African army did not gain much traction with other AU member states.9
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More substantive efforts were made still prior to Gaddafi’s proposals and
the debate on an African Defence Force. The predecessor to the AU, the
OAU, formed what was then called an Inter-African Force to intervene in
Chad in 1981. This effort to foster a peaceful resolution to that West
African state’s civil war is widely-reputed to have been a failure.10 One
author sums up the situation in 1981-1982 as follows: “The Inter-African
Force was deployed in a complex conflict situation with no proper
ceasefire to monitor, lack of clear political goals, an ambiguous mandate,
lack of commitment by warring factions, and differences in opinion by
OAU member states about the objective of the peacekeeping and
intervention force.”11
Nonetheless, the Inter-African Force endured as a security instrument of
the OAU. In 1999, responsibility for the Inter-African Force was turned
over to the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS),
whose membership had essentially formed the bulk of the Inter-African
Force’s personnel and resources during the 1981 deployment to Chad, in
any case. Currently, the Inter-African Force is being reformed into the
ECOWAS Standby Force, a regional division of the envisioned ASF. This
ECOWAS Standby Force is to be composed of 6,500 military personnel
and police. Furthermore, three training centres have been established,
possessing a structure somewhat similar to that of the NATO Centres of
Excellence, though with far less specialized mandates. These training
centres include the National Defence College in Nigeria (aimed at strategic
level planning), the Ecole du Maintien de la Paix in Mali (specializing in
tactical level planning), and the Kofi Annan International Peacekeeping
Training Centre in Ghana (concerned with the operational level).12
Rather than pursuing a single centralized instrument for intervention, such
as that proposed by Gaddafi or expressed somewhat in the formation of
the Inter-African Force, the AU has pursued a significantly decentralized
approach. Responsibility for planning and forming components of the
ASF has been delegated to the sub-regional organizations that have
emerged as the AU’s partners. There are five different regions, each with
an assigned brigade of the ASF. These regions and brigades correspond to
a sub-regional organization – the North is coupled with the Arab Maghreb
Union (AMU), the East with the Inter-Governmental Authority on
Development (IGAD), Central with the Economic Community of Central
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African States (ECCAS), West with the aforementioned ECOWAS, and
the South with the Southern African Development Community (SADC).
Each brigade of the ASF is to be composed of police units, civilian
specialists, 300-500 military observers, and approximately 3,000-4,000
troops.13 Thus, given the limited size but myriad capacities of each brigade,
it stands to reason that each ASF brigade would function as a rapid
response unit to emerging crises, or else would function as the core of a
more considerable United Nations or AU mission. This is perhaps in
keeping with the missions and institutions from which the AU derived its
inspiration for the creation of the ASF at the 2003 Maputo summit. It
could be said that, in its approach to forming the ASF and articulating its
structure, the AU derived its inspiration chiefly from three sources: the
African Union Mission in Burundi (AMIB), the series of operations
undertaken by ECOWAS between 1990 and 2003, and the Standby HighReadiness Brigade (SHIRBRIG). It is worth discussing these three sources
of inspiration in greater detail before delving into the opportunities for
NATO and other external actors to assist in enhancing the coherence and
capabilities of the ASF.
The first source of inspiration to be addressed here, AMIB, was deployed
just months prior to the Maputo summit that set out the particulars of the
African Peace and Security Architecture. In April 2003, Ethiopia,
Mozambique, and South Africa committed some 3,000 troops to assist in
resolving Burundi’s intra-state conflict, following a call by the AU’s
relevant decision-making bodies for the deployment of just such a
peacekeeping mission. According to most accounts, AMIB successfully
carried out its mandate, creating conditions that allowed for the
deployment of a follow-up mission by the United Nations.14 This seemed
to demonstrate to African policymakers the virtue of reigning in ambitions,
setting specific and attainable targets for AU deployments.
The second source of inspiration is derived from ECOWAS’ long history
of intervention and conflict resolution. The deployment of the InterAfrican Force to Chad in 1981 was seen as a first attempt hampered
somewhat by the political interference of other OAU member states not in
the immediate West African region. It might be surprising to some
onlookers that ECOWAS should be the pioneer of humanitarian
intervention in Africa, given that the organization through much of its
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history rationalized non-interference in regional conflicts on the basis of
preserving the principle of state sovereignty.15 But, in the years that
followed the difficulties of 1981, ECOWAS member states increasingly
undertook interventions under the auspices of ECOWAS itself, rather than
looking to the OAU and later the AU. The first of these region-directed
efforts was the ECOWAS Monitoring Group (ECOMOG) that was
initially formed in 1990. This was an ad hoc force, intended to intervene
into the Liberian civil war and create conditions for a ceasefire.16 Later,
ECOMOG would be re-deployed to Sierra Leone, attempting to resolve
the civil war there between 1998 and 2000.17
While ECOMOG ultimately proved to be less successful than the later
AMIB, ECOWAS seemed to learn from some of its lessons in Liberia and
Sierra Leone during the 1990’s. In 2003, a short few months after the
Maputo summit, the ECOWAS Mission in Liberia (ECOMIL) was
deployed. ECOMIL involved troop commitments from eight ECOWAS
member states and greater burden-sharing than in the 1990s missions,
which ensured that ECOMIL would not be as reliant upon Nigerian troop
commitments as ECOMOG had been. But responsibility for military
planning was placed solely with Ghana. As such, ECOMIL forces were
unable to deploy beyond the Liberian capital of Monrovia due to lack of
logistical planning and a limited number of troops from the contributing
ECOWAS member states.18 After a ceasefire agreement was reached
among the parties to the Liberian conflict in September 2003, ECOMIL
was replaced by a more comprehensive United Nations peacekeeping
mission.
Around the same period as the deployment of ECOMIL, ECOWAS was
also deploying the ECOWAS Mission in Cote d’Ivoire (ECOMICI) to
address instability in that country. Initially, ECOMICI deployed only 1,288
troops from nine ECOWAS member states. Nigeria, which had been the
backbone of previous missions to Liberia and Sierra Leone, now
contributed only five troops but pledged a significantly greater
contribution.19 Furthermore, ECOMICI encountered problems of
logistical planning, which led to a slow and very limited deployment of
personnel. “By February 2003, there were approximately 3,000 French
soldiers and only 500 ECOWAS troops on the ground. While ECOWAS
struggled to complete its deployment, the French continued deploying
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their troops with their high mobility and superior reinforcement
capability.”20
Together with the Inter-African Force, the experiences of ECOMOG,
ECOMIL, and ECOMICI led to ECOWAS forming ECOBRIG as its
regional contribution to the ASF. All of these progenitors suffered from
similar problems. Lack of sufficient logistical and operational planning
hampered the effectiveness of the operations, leading to small and slow
deployments that were oftentimes limited to the capital city of the host
country. There was also the problem of dependence on regional powers in
many of these missions. “Nigeria’s role in ECOBRIG is presently
considered sine qua non for its viability and credibility and it is, therefore,
in the institutional context of ECOWAS that Nigeria’s role in a multilateral defence structure can be meaningfully considered in the immediate
term…”21 This dependence on regional powers might well be an
unavoidable pitfall, though. Much as ECOWAS has frequently depended
on Nigeria in its interventions, it could be said that NATO has also
frequently depended on the United States of America to lend force to its
security guarantees.
Having discussed the examples of AMIB and the ECOWAS operations, it
is also worth noting the degree to which the ASF has been inspired by
SHIRBRIG. This Danish-led initiative was intended to create, as its name
suggests, a standby brigade which could react rapidly to emerging crises or
conflicts. Declared ready for operations at the start of 2000, SHIRBRIG
comprised roughly 4,000-5,000 troops at any given time, drawn from
twelve countries: Argentina, Austria, Canada, Denmark, Finland, Italy,
Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Romania, Spain, and Sweden. The aim of
SHIRBRIG was to deploy early on in an emerging conflict, operating
independently for up to 60 days before a more comprehensive mission
could be deployed by the UN or a relevant regional organization. This is
similar in many respects to the intent reflected in the ECOWAS missions
fielded around the time of SHIRBRIG’s creation.
SHIRBRIG provided the initial headquarters for the UN Mission to
Eritrea-Ethiopia (UNMEE) in 2000, force headquarters for the UN
Mission in Sudan (UNMIS) in 2005, advisory personnel for the UN
Mission in Liberia (UNMIL) in 2003, and the UN Advance Mission in
Sudan (UNAMIS) in 2004.22 SHIRBRIG also avoided one of the
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shortcomings encountered by ECOWAS by not relying on contributions
from all the states involved. “The SHIRBRIG brigade pool is comprised of
a number of similar units exceeding the force requirement. This ensures
the deployment of the brigade even if one or more participants decide not
to provide troops for a given mission…”23 This proved to be an important
feature of SHIRBRIG in its first deployment, assisting UNMEE in
November 2000. Citing financial constraints, the governments of
Argentina and Romania opted out of contributing personnel and resources
to that deployment. As a result of the expansive brigade pool, units from
other contributing states were drawn upon in order to compensate for the
lack of Argentine and Romanian participation.
Unfortunately, SHIRBRIG ceased operations in June 2009. “…The ASF
scheme has been explicitly modelled on SHIRBRIG and could in time lead
to a coherent African peacekeeping and crisis management system. By
supporting the SHIRBRIG-AU and SHIRBRIG-UN channels and
mechanism, the EU itself could have increased its own impact and
demonstrated its commitment…”24 Instead, the creation of the EU
Battlegroups in 2007 led to military resources increasingly being diverted
from SHIRBRIG to this new instrument of EU security policy. Given that
nine of the twelve countries contributing to SHIRBRIG were also EU
member states, though Denmark has opted out of contributing to the EU
Battlegroups, SHIRBRIG was left starved for resources. It is regrettable
that the EU did not provide for a knowledge transfer between SHIRBRIG
and other security institutions prior to June 2009.
Ultimately, the AU has seen these three cases – AMIB, the ECOWAS
missions, and SHIRBRIG – as the template for the ASF. All of these
examples were rapid reactions to emerging crises, deploying as quickly as
they could manage to address a conflict in its earlier stages. This limits the
expansion and intensification of the conflict, while also helping to create
conditions necessary for the deployment of more comprehensive UN
missions. The problems encountered by the former two cases related to a
lack of logistical planning, dependence on regional powers, and the lack of
standardization in training and equipment across all contributing states.
The third case, SHIRBRIG, helped to at least address the problems of
logistical planning and dependence on states like Nigeria or Ethiopia for
personnel. With SHIRBRIG out of action, an innovative solution must be
found in order to ensure that the ASF does not become a failed project.
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The NATO/EU Dynamic
Having briefly touched upon the closure of SHIRBRIG and the
unintended effect the creation of the EU Battlegroups had upon efforts to
implement the African Peace and Security Architecture, it is important to
examine the degree to which the competition between NATO and the EU
has in the past sometimes hindered AU operations. In highlighting the lack
of efficiency inherent in the status quo, it will become all the more
apparent how vital it is that NATO seek political and practical partnership
with the AU and the sub-regional organizations involved in the ASF.
As has been pointed out here and by other scholars elsewhere, “on the
regional institutional level, NATO-African Union relations have witnessed
limited cooperation.”25 Regrettably, NATO’s new Strategic Concept does
not explicitly mention Africa once. Operations Ocean Shield and Active
Endeavour appear to have minimum input from the AU, conveying a view
that holds African states, and Africa as a whole, as an object to be acted
upon rather than a security actor capable of its own agency. The 2003
European Security Strategy, meanwhile, mentions Africa a few times,
stating, “Sub-Saharan Africa is poorer now than it was 10 years ago. In
many cases, economic failure is linked to political problems and violent
conflict. Security is a precondition of development.”26
Yet some tangible contributions to African peace and security have been
made by both the EU and NATO in conjunction with the AU. An
illustrative example of this would be the AU Mission in Sudan (AMIS).
With the conflict in the Darfur region of Sudan intensifying, the AU
sought to take action in 2004, setting out the mandate for AMIS. Few
member states were willing to offer resources to see that operation come
to fruition. “…AMIS, without external support, soon appeared unable to
carry out a peace operation, due to its lack of funds, equipment and its
ineffective management of resources.”27 The AU reached out for support
from external actors, seeking to obtain the funds and equipment necessary
to implement the AMIS mandate.
“By 24 May [2005], NATO had agreed that the elements to be provided to
the AU would include strategic airlift, training (command and control,
operational planning), and the use of intelligence by AMIS.”28 Rather than
a coordinated response from both NATO and the EU, though, the two
organizations launched entirely separate assistance operations that largely
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replicated contributions. On a more positive note, the EU increased the
finances available for humanitarian aid in Sudan to €91 million29 and a
highly successful donor conference was held in conjunction between the
EU and AU. “In essence, the European Union financed most of the
African Union’s mission and made it possible.”30
It would appear that the EU is attempting to quickly develop credibility for
itself as a security actor, even as much debate remains among the EU
member states themselves as to what role the EU should have in the realm
of security and defence policy. For example, “on 7 April 2010, the Council
of the EU initiated an EU military training mission for Somali security
forces (EUTM Somalia), and training started in May 2010. Somali forces
are being trained in Uganda, in conjunction with AMISOM.”31 While the
need for Somali security forces to receive adequate training cannot be
over-emphasized, EUTM Somalia is not an isolated case. The EU has
increasingly become involved in training and the provision of other
military resources in Africa, even where it duplicates existing efforts
undertaken by NATO.
Rather than duplicate efforts, it would be best for NATO to assume a
leadership role in the area of knowledge transfers. The Alliance has
cultivated a wealth of experience from implementing successful peace
support missions across several decades, whereas the EU has only recently
assumed security capabilities of its own. For example “the experience that
NATO has accrued in Active Endeavour and other maritime interdiction
operations has given the Alliance unparalleled expertise in this field.”32
Institutional memory might be NATO’s greatest asset, and sharing this
institutional memory with the AU and its budding ASF would be a
significant contribution – one that the EU would be hard-pressed to offer.
This is not to say that the EU should disengage from Africa entirely,
ceding all responsibility to NATO. “Unsurprisingly, the ASF’s high cost
has compelled African leaders to seek international support for the force.
A joint Africa/G8 Action Plan aims to bolster African peace support
capabilities, with the G8 providing substantial technical and financial
assistance.”33 Much as the EU’s financial contributions ensured the success
of AMIS, the capacity for the EU to arrange the financial resources
necessary for the ASF is of integral importance to this project. Delivery of
the requisite financial assistance could be made conditional based on a
series of benchmarks set out on the basis of an agreement between the EU
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and the AU. The AU’s own ASF Roadmap could serve as a foundation for
such a conditionality framework.
More financial contributions from the AU member states themselves will
no doubt need to be expected in future as well. It has been noted that, at
the time of the AMIS deployment, close to 75% of the entire annual AU
budget came from only five countries: South Africa, Egypt, Libya, Nigeria,
and Algeria. Meanwhile, wealthier African states like Angola or Botswana
contribute little to the annual AU budget.34 Aside from contributing
financially to future missions undertaken by fully operational ASF brigades,
the EU could help to encourage the articulation of better burden-sharing
arrangements among AU member states when it comes to extra-budgetary
concerns like AMIS.
The outline for EU financial assistance to the ASF is not within the
purview of this text, however. Having examined the disjointed pattern of
relations between NATO, the EU, and the AU, and having outlined how
the responsibilities might be better distributed between NATO and the EU
in relation to the ASF, it will now be possible to explore in greater detail
the form the NATO-AU partnership could take in future years. The
aforementioned loss of SHIRBRIG’s institutional memory is a costly one
for African security, but a structured exchange of best practices between
NATO, the AU, and its sub-regional organizations could ensure the
operational effectiveness of the ASF brigades and perhaps even lead to
developments in NATO’s own training standards.
Results-Based Partnership
NATO has enjoyed a number of partnerships with non-members in recent
years. The Partnership for Peace (PfP), launched in early 1994, includes 22
countries, ranging from Switzerland to Turkmenistan. Twelve countries
have gone from participating in the PfP to full NATO membership.
Around the same time the PfP was launched, NATO also initiated the
Mediterranean Dialogue, which currently involves seven countries. It must
be noted that more than half of these countries are also members of the
African Union – Algeria, Egypt, Mauritania, and Tunisia. The Chicago
Summit Declaration, adopted by the heads of state and government
participating in 2012’s North Atlantic Council, extended an invitation to
Libya to also participate in the Mediterranean Dialogue.35
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The Istanbul Cooperation Initiative, launched in 2004, seeks to intensify
the relationship between NATO and its partners in the Mediterranean
Dialogue. Thus far, only Bahrain, Qatar, Kuwait, and the United Arab
Emirates have joined the Initiative. Amidst the interplay of current
globalizing forces, interest in trans-regional forums has grown. The AsiaEurope Meeting, the Asia-Pacific Cooperation, and the ASEAN-EU
dialogue are all examples of the growing interest in trans-regionalism being
expressed through the establishment of institutions that can foster
dialogue.36 The PfP, Mediterranean Dialogue, and the Istanbul
Cooperation Initiative are also attempts by NATO to foster this transregional dialogue. But no similar structure exists between NATO and
African partners, aside from the participation of a few Northern African
states in the Mediterranean Dialogue.
One concern that could be raised with regard to the question of a future
NATO-AU partnership is whether AU member states would be willing to
participate. A NATO initiative might be viewed with suspicion, regarded as
an attempt at paternalistic interference in African affairs. After all, “during
the first decade of NATO’s existence the colonial powers (mainly Britain
and France, to a lesser extent Belgium and the Netherlands) sought to
integrate Africa centrally within the alliance’s security system and
contingency planning.”37 This was largely intended to ensure continued
security dependence of these colonies on their corresponding imperial
powers. If the PfP is to be the template for NATO-AU partnership, then
there is the application of democratization criteria by NATO to the AU
member states that could place a strain on relations at the outset.
These concerns are not justified. While the PfP does deal somewhat with
democratization, the Istanbul Cooperation Initiative does not explicitly
deal with this area but does to some degree facilitate indirect
democratization through security sector reform.38 Meanwhile, the
Mediterranean Dialogue, which might perhaps be the closest example of a
template for future NATO-AU partnership, has as its main objective
raising awareness of Mediterranean issues affecting NATO member states,
as well as introducing modern concepts of good governance and
cooperative patterns of international behaviour within the region.39
A more pertinent question to address regarding a future NATO-AU
partnership would relate to what actors ought to be involved. Clearly, the
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intent would be to express solidarity and acknowledge shared purpose
between the institutions of NATO and the AU. NATO’s existing
partnerships are with collections of states. Would this partnership then
best be one shared between the institutions of NATO and the AU, with
AU member states opting in as they wish? Such a scenario would likely
lead to an unnecessarily complex NATO-AU relationship, given that there
are 54 AU member states. This ‘Partnership for Africa’ would be more
than double the size of the existing Partnership for Peace, NATO’s largest
framework for partnership with external actors.
A better approach might be to extend an invitation for engagement to not
only the AU but also the sub-regional organizations involved in the ASF.
Were a broader relationship to be sought with all sub-regional
organizations in Africa, moving beyond those directly contributing to the
ASF, crowding would again be a problem. “One of the problems
encountered in African integration as a whole is the proliferation of
arrangements that often overlap. Nowhere is this more evident than in
southern Africa, where three arrangements converge: the Southern African
Customs Union (SACU), the Southern African Development Community
(SADC), and the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa
(COMESA).”40
Therefore, an effective ‘Partnership for Africa’ would include NATO, the
AU, ECOWAS, IGAD, AMU, ECCAS, and SADC. This would facilitate
dialogue among the seven organizations on issues specific to the ASF, as
well as more general matters. With the ASF brigades becoming increasingly
effective operationally, this partnership among the seven institutions could
then take on a character more similar to that of the Mediterranean
Dialogue and Istanbul Cooperation Initiative or could be re-oriented
toward another project. This dialogue and political partnership could also
become an important forum for discussing a future NATO intervention
into an African conflict, should the need emerge at some point.
Pursuing the establishment of a ‘Partnership for Africa’ is of paramount
importance and should very likely precede any efforts by NATO to
structure practical partnerships, such as the coupling of NATO Centres of
Excellence with ASF regional training centres to be discussed here later.
Rather, the political partnership between NATO and all relevant actors
should come first. This will allow for NATO’s training assistance to be
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delivered efficiently and effectively, further limiting the capacity for
overlap or duplication of efforts.
The designation of regional training centres, referred to by the AU itself as
‘technical workshops’, has been somewhat more logical. These are being
hosted by South Africa, Angola, Ethiopia, Ghana, and Kenya. But it is the
designation of the locations for some of the ASF brigade components that
is cause for concern. An illustrative example of this would be East Brigade
(EASTBRIG), IGAD’s contribution to the ASF. The EASTBRIG
headquarters has been assigned to Kenya, but the Planning Element
(PLANELM) is based in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. “While the separation of
the two headquarters is politically expedient, especially in light of tension
between certain members of the EASTBRIG, it portends nothing short of
operational disaster to keep the two arms apart.”41 Command and control
of EASTBRIG at all stages of deployment will become highly convoluted
if the key structures of this brigade are distributed between Nairobi and
Addis Ababa.
Indeed, what seems to be urgently needed in the process of developing the
ASF is structure. The ‘Partnership for Africa’ discussed here would lend
that much needed structure, not just in terms of the distribution of
constituent organs, like EASTBRIG PLANELM, but also in terms of the
relationship between the AU and its sub-regional organizations. As was
previously stated, integration processes in Africa have resulted in a
melange of organizations, with memberships over-lapping to a degree that
is admittedly quite confusing to most observers. The example of southern
Africa was previously mentioned. In the case of EASTBRIG, IGAD is the
immediately responsible sub-regional organization but it also must be
noted that some IGAD members are also member states of East African
Community (EAC) or the Common Market of East and Southern African
States (COMESAM).
This has led to inter-institutional disputes over the possible off-loading of
responsibilities regarding the ASF, with IGAD and other sub-regional
organizations struggling to develop means of burden-sharing, especially in
terms of financial support for the regional ASF brigades. The AU could,
and more than likely should, take a leadership role in the resolution of
these disputes. “While Article 13 of the AU Peace and Security Protocol
authorized the establishment of the ASF, it did not spell out arrangements
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with sub-regional organizations. Instead, the AU has had to establish
memoranda of understanding with sub-regional organizations and member
states, which has been slow to transpire.”42 If the ‘Partnership for Africa’ is
to be an instrument in ensuring the implementation of the ASF project,
then it can also serve as a means by which to resolve disputes among subregional organizations. If other institutions wish to become involved in the
ASF project, then they could apply for membership in the Partnership,
with NATO and its African partners determining together whether to
accept or reject such an application.
To draw upon the example of EASTBRIG, this would mean NATO
counselling IGAD and the AU on the problem of divorcing PLANELM
from the rest of the EASTBRIG command structure. At the same time,
the Partnership’s members would consult with one another on the issue of
whether the EAC and COMESAM should be invited to participate in the
Partnership and/or the ASF project as equal members, associate members,
or at all. In fact, accepting the applications of these two other Eastern
African sub-regional organizations, essentially coupling them with IGAD
on the development of EASTBRIG, could help to put additional pressure
on ‘freeloaders’ – Eastern African states that have been avoiding
contributing to the ASF project, despite being parties to the AU Peace and
Security Protocol.
Training Assistance and NATO Centres of Excellence
Beyond the benefits of a political partnership encompassing NATO and
relevant African institutions, the accompanying practical partnerships are
of even greater potential value to the operational effectiveness of the ASF,
the credibility of NATO as a vehicle for stability transfers, and the peace
and security of Africa. This would come first and foremost in the form of
training assistance for units comprising regional ASF brigades. Training
assistance is a form of aid most clearly needed as the AU embarks on the
ASF project. The various ECOWAS missions discussed previously were
often negatively impacted by a lack of logistical planning, for example.
SHIRBRIG’s assistance helped to ensure that UNMEE and other missions
would not succumb to the same shortcomings. Training assistance on
strategic and tactical level coordination would help to mitigate the impact
of SHIRBRIG’s closure.
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But training assistance is rarely provided in Africa by external actors. In
2009, military forces from Burundi, Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania, Uganda,
and the United States of America participated in Natural Fire, a USsponsored exercise designed to improve collective responses to complex
humanitarian crises in East Africa.43 Aside from one-off exercises like
Natural Fire, there are few other actual examples that can be cited. The
aforementioned EUTM Somalia is a first attempt by the EU to provide
sustained training assistance to an African partner, so even this ambitious
project could be regarded as a one-off project and not the vehicle for an
intensive instrument of training assistance for military personnel of AU
member states.
In some respects, a practical partnership in the realm of training assistance
would be problematic. The ASF brigades are not standing units. Rather,
much like with SHIRBRIG, each ASF brigade consists of a pool of units
drawn from a number of contributing states and which are rotated out at
various intervals. Under such circumstances, the risk would be that NATO
training assistance would have an impact in the short term but would need
to be regularly repeated in the long term as units are swapped out of the
brigade pool and replaced.
This, however, assumes that NATO’s training assistance would adopt an
approach similar to that of EUTM Somalia or Natural Fire. This attempt
by the EU, in the case of the former, to reinforce the security capabilities
of the Transitional Federal Government (TFG) in Somalia involves the
training of TFG military forces in Uganda over the course of a 14-month
period.44 This approach supposes a sustained interaction between trainers
from an external party (in this case, the EU member states) and the
military forces requiring training (for example, Somali TFG forces). If the
intent is to support the development of the ASF, then an undertaking by
NATO to provide training assistance would either require a massive
investment of resources or a different approach to that of EUTM Somalia.
Fortunately, NATO currently possesses structures well-suited to the
delivery of specialized training assistance in a targeted fashion: the NATO
Centres of Excellence. According to NATO, “Centres of Excellence
(COEs) are nationally or multi-nationally funded institutions that train and
educate leaders and specialists from NATO member and partner
countries…” and assist in expanding the Alliance’s capacity to operate in
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varying environments under diverse conditions.45 Many of these COEs
take the form of research hubs, with experts spending time not just
training personnel from NATO and its partner countries but also working
on policy and technological solutions to specific challenges currently facing
the Alliance.
There are currently 16 NATO accredited COEs in operation. Three
additional COEs are currently in development. These are coordinated by
Alliance Command Transformation (ACT) in Norfolk, Virginia in the
United States of America. As these COEs obtain direction from ACT, they
remain officially NATO bodies but are outside the traditional NATO
command structure, offering them considerable freedom in determining
their respective research priorities. In fact, the principal decision-making
body of each COE is a Steering Committee made up of representatives of
the Host Nation and Sponsoring Nations. The Host Nation is, as the name
suggests, the country where the COE is located. The Sponsoring Nations
are all those NATO member states which are signatories to the agreements
specific to that COE and which contribute personnel and funding for the
operational budget.
It is worth noting that the vast majority of Host Nations are EU member
states. Of the NATO accredited COEs, only three are not located on the
territory of EU Member States: Cold Weather Operations in Bodø,
Norway; Combined Joint Operations from the Sea in Norfolk, Virginia in
the United States; and Defence Against Terrorism in Ankara, Turkey. All
three of the COEs currently in development are also located on the
territory of EU member states. Within NATO, there are certainly more
EU member states than non-members. But the degree to which EU
Member States play host to COEs is also disproportionate to their
number.
In any case, it appears that the previously mentioned ‘technical workshops’
designated by the AU would be Africa’s equivalent to the NATO COEs.
“A number of regions have also been designated centres of training
excellence to conduct tactical, operational, and strategic training.”46
However, the mandates of these regional centres are much vaguer than
those of the NATO equivalent. A centre operated by SADC in South
Africa is tasked with developing ASF doctrine. Another centre run by
ECCAS in Angola is responsible for the development of a common
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logistic system. A centre hosted by the AU itself in Addis Ababa is tasked
with developing a common command, control, communication and
information system (C3IS) for the ASF. The ECOWAS centre in Ghana is
responsible for developing standard operating procedures (SOPs) for the
ASF. Finally, the IGAD centre in Kenya is responsible for developing a
common training regimen for ASF units, as well as a system for evaluating
troop readiness.47
As one can discern from these mandates, some ASF-related regional
centres have very specific responsibilities, such as the ones operated by
ECCAS and the AU. Logistical and strategic planning are also areas where
AU and sub-regional organizations have encountered deficiencies in the
past. However, the responsibilities of many of the other regional centres –
namely those operated by ECOWAS, IGAD, and SADC – are
unnecessarily vague. Developing SOPs for the ASF, as in the case of the
ECOWAS centre, could conceivably come to encompass all aspects of
ASF operations. Once again, it appears that a lack of structure has emerged
as a serious obstacle to the development of the ASF.
Some form of partnership between the AU training workshops and the
NATO COEs could better structure the practical work on the ASF, while
also allowing for an effective knowledge transfer between NATO and the
AU. The participation of countries outside NATO in the work of NATO
COEs would not be unprecedented. Non-NATO EU member states have
remained almost completely disengaged from the work of the COEs. The
sole exception has been that of Finland, which is counted as a Sponsoring
Nation of the COE for Operations in Confined and Shallow Waters, based
in Kiel, Germany. The participation of Finland in the work of the CSW
COE should not necessarily be taken as a testament to outreach efforts by
NATO or by that particular COE. Rather, the Finnish Navy has had a
demonstrably strong interest in operations in confined and shallow waters.
For example, in September 2010, Finland played host to Northern Coasts
10. Northern Coasts is a large-scale multinational naval training exercise
that takes place in one part of the Baltic Sea or another each year. It is
intended “…to improve the interoperability between participating units
and countries with main emphasis on maritime operations in confined and
shallow waters.”48
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The CSW COE also routinely provides support for Northern Coasts. For
example, at the 2010 edition hosted by Finland, the CSW COE made
contributions that focused on three areas of training: high speed boat
operations in confined and shallow waters, force protection in an
anchorage or harbour environment, and surface-to-surface missile
deployment in confined and shallow waters.49 Through this involvement,
the CSW COE has been able to impart its expertise to military personnel
of non-NATO EU Member States that are not Sponsoring Nations, since
these countries may be participating in the training exercises. At Northern
Coasts 10, this was the case for Swedish personnel.
But this is not to say that the ideal form of engagement would have each
individual AU member state or each separate sub-regional organization
opting into the work of the myriad NATO COEs as Contributing Nations.
The Finnish example is cited here only to demonstrate the precedent that
membership in NATO is not a pre-requisite to participating in the work of
the COEs. Perhaps the best approach would rather be for a NATO COE
to be formed to deal specifically with Africa-related security issues. This
COE could serve as a hub for the collection of relevant best practices from
the other COEs and then relaying this information to the ASF technical
workshops. Such a format would not be geared toward training in such a
comprehensive fashion as EUTM Somalia but would instead “train the
trainers”, interacting with experts at the ASF technical workshops with the
understanding that NATO best practices would be integrated into, for
example, the training regimes developed by the IGAD-operated regional
centre.
This Africa-oriented NATO COE would have to engage in intensive work,
determining what information to share and from which COE. For
example, policy and technical solutions to cyber-warfare and cyberterrorism developed by the NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of
Excellence (CCD COE) in Tallinn, Estonia might not be relevant to the
work of the ASF. But best practices from the NATO Counter-Improvised
Explosive Devices Centre of Excellence (C-IED COE) in Madrid, Spain
might be pertinent to the development of SOPs for the ASF. In this sense,
an Africa-oriented NATO COE would serve a threefold function: a liaison
between NATO and the African Peace and Security Architecture, a hub
for the collection of relevant best practices and information, and a
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matchmaking service between NATO COEs and ASF technical
workshops.
The concern here would not be a lack of work for the Africa-centric
NATO COE but an overabundance of it. Beyond the example of sharing
best practices on countering IEDs, there is the issue of accountability and
civil-military cooperation in ASF units, especially given the apparent intent
for ASF deployments to precede more comprehensive peacekeeping or
peacebuilding operations. “Appropriate, robust accountability mechanisms
do not appear to have been considered or discussed in the numerous
meetings that led to the design and formation of the ASF concept.”50 This
could emerge as a liability in the future, undermining the credibility of the
ASF and hindering the success of deployments. A remedy to this might be
for NATO Civil-Military Cooperation COE (CMC COE) in Enschede,
Netherlands to partner with either the ECOWAS, IGAD, or SADC
technical workshops, or some combination thereof, to develop strategies
and SOPs for civil-military cooperation and addressing any alleged human
rights abuses by ASF personnel on deployment.
The Africa-centric NATO COE could also become involved in the
development of policy solution itself, rather than simply serving as a
clearinghouse of information from other COEs. This would be most
apparent in the area of ASF doctrine – the tasking assigned to the SADCled technical workshop. “Inclusive intergovernmental bodies such as
IGAD (and the AU) are not performance based but aspirational in
nature.”51 The principle of conditionality exercised by NATO in its
oftentimes long and difficult membership negotiations ensures that NATO
is a performance-based institution. The same can be said of the EU with
its exacting accession criteria. Inclusivity has guaranteed membership in the
AU for all African states, regardless to what extent these states are willing
to fulfil certain responsibilities or criteria. This has resulted in divergent
doctrines being espoused by different sub-regional organizations in Africa,
potentially leading to an utter lack of interoperability between ASF
brigades.
A very clear example of this can be seen in the divergent approaches of
ECOWAS and IGAD to security issues, which may lead to a lack of
interoperability between EASTBRIG and ECOBRIG. “With its emphasis
on military solutions to conflicts in West Africa, ECOWAS can be said to
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represent a top-down approach, whereas IGAD’s emphasis on low-level
early warning systems suggests a bottom-up approach.”52 This is in part
because IGAD has approached the development of EASTBRIG as an
issue of importance but not necessarily of central importance. That is to
say, when it comes to regional security, IGAD has looked more so to the
development of a Conflict Early Warning Mechanism (CEWARN).53 In
effect, the divergent approaches to conflict resolution of ECOWAS and
IGAD could make the former comparable to NATO and the latter
comparable to the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe
(OSCE). ECOWAS possesses a component for pursuing military solutions
to existing or emerging conflicts, while IGAD predominantly detects
emerging conflicts. This has resulted in CEWARN examining deeper social
and economic triggers to armed conflict.54
While CEWARN is doubtless an important tool in the array of security
instruments available for conflict resolution and conflict management in
Eastern Africa, CEWARN alone is insufficient. IGAD must commit to
developing EASTBRIG on a very tight timetable, which will mean
investing greater resources into the ASF project. The long enduring
instability in Somalia remains a security threat to several Eastern African
states, and EASTBRIG could become integral to future peace support
operations in the Horn of Africa. In 2006, the AU delegated responsibility
for humanitarian intervention into Somalia to IGAD. IGAD accepted this
responsibility and attempted to form the IGAD Peace Support Mission in
Somalia (IGASOM). Ultimately, IGASOM failed to materialize, and
ultimately Ethiopia intervened into Somalia with US backing.55 The
Ethiopian intervention was followed shortly thereafter by the AU Mission
in Somalia (AMISOM). But this attempt to substitute the unilateral action
of Ethiopia with a multilateral response also fell through. “AMISOM could
not operate effectively, given that it never received the number of troops
that had been authorized by the AU.”56 Nonetheless, AMISOM is an ongoing operation, set to come up for review again in 2013.
The valuable information provided by CEWARN will be for naught if
Eastern Africa is left to rely upon the unilateral actions of states like
Ethiopia. EASTBRIG will allow for IGAD as a whole to act upon security
threats detected by CEWARN. Emphasizing the importance of this might
well be one of the greatest benefits an Africa-centric NATO COE can
yield. Through engaging with the SADC-led technical workshop, ASF
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doctrine can be influenced in such a way as to allow for some regional
divergence but to ensure that the divergence is not so substantial that subregional organizations possess entirely different doctrines, such as
doctrines that see ASF brigades as being of peripheral concern in
comparison to other security instruments.
In short, the NATO COEs and AU technical workshops can serve as
vehicles for practical partnership between NATO and relevant African
security organs. While the ‘Partnership for Africa’ addressed earlier helps
to give greater structure to the AU’s strategic vision for the ASF, the
practical partnerships pursued between the NATO COEs and AU
technical workshops will help to ensure the deployability and
interoperability of the ASF brigades and the units within those same
brigades. This will likely necessitate the formation of a NATO COE
concerned specifically with African security issues, serving as a research
centre in its own right as well as a clearinghouse of information from other
COEs and a matchmaking service between NATO COEs and AU
technical workshops. The process of establishing such a NATO COE may
be a complex process, especially with regard to finding NATO member
states willing to participate as Contributing Nations, providing personnel
and finances for the work of the COE. Therefore, it is imperative that
efforts be made in this area soon in order to ensure that the COE is ready
as discussions among the various parties to the ‘Partnership for Africa’
reach an appropriate stage.
Moving Forward
As has been demonstrated here, there is ample opportunity for NATO to
assist in the development of a viable African security instrument in the
ASF, moving the concept of an African Peace and Security Architecture
forward from the realm of tentative political agreements to actual practice.
This requires that NATO and its member states acknowledge a reality that
appears to now have been accepted by the AU member states: NATO and
the AU do not share the same regional security complex, and thus NATO
and other Euro-Atlantic structures cannot be relied upon to conduct
humanitarian intervention or peace support operations when and where
they are needed in Africa.
For the sake of clarity, we are referring here to Regional Security Complex
Theory, a pillar of what has come to be known as the Copenhagen School
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in the field of international relations. Barry Buzan and Ole Waever, two
Copenhagen School thinkers who first introduced Regional Security
Complex Theory into the body of literature, define a regional security
complex (RSC) as follows, “A distinctive territorial pattern of security
interdependence must exist that marks off the members of a security
complex from other neighbouring states.”57 Without clear borders to the
interactions within an RSC, the spill-over in analysis would inevitably end
with the researcher merely looking at a regional conflict within the
framework of the entire international system, returning to something
approaching a classical realist analysis.
However, as Buzan and Waever argue, “the formation of RSCs derives
from the interplay between, on the one hand, the anarchic structure and its
balance-of-power consequences, and on the other the pressures of local
geographic proximity.”58 This condition of geographic proximity is crucial
in defining an RSC and cordoning it off from the international system and
the security interactions of great powers. For example, Somalia and
Ethiopia share geographic proximity as neighbouring states as well as a
long history of security interactions, even if these security interactions have
tended far more so toward conflict than toward cooperation. Therefore, it
could be argued that Somalia and Ethiopia form, or at least share, an RSC.
Meanwhile, Ethiopia does not share adjacent territory with Venezuela and
has very little, if any, history of security interaction with that state. It could
therefore also reasonably be said that Ethiopia and Venezuela do not share
an RSC.
Another condition established by Buzan and Waever for ascertaining the
existence of an RSC is that the security interactions that take place within
such a regional unit are defined by a scale of amity and enmity between its
members. Other authors have concurred with this principle but have gone
further to provide for greater depth of analysis, arguing, for example, that
“regional security complexes are mainly constructed by patterns of ‘amity’
and ‘enmity’. These patterns are socially constructed based on historical
factors or common cultures.”59 Once again, it is clear that Somalia and
Ethiopia share an RSC on the basis of cultural similarities and historical
factors. At the same time, Venezuela and Ethiopia share little in the way of
cultural similarities and thus cannot be said to share an RSC.
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This would help to explain why NATO and EU member states have
tended to remain disengaged in African security affairs. While France has
shown a propensity to become involved in some Western African
conflicts, this is in large part due to the cultural and historical factors
referred to previously, with France having been engaged in Western Africa
as an imperial power and with several Western African states now
belonging to La Francophonie. France can be considered an exceptional
case. For example, while the US Department of Defence established
AFRICOM in 2007 by means of acknowledging the strategic importance
of Africa in international affairs, the United States of America has very
rarely intervened in African conflicts.60 This is because the United States,
while certainly remaining the global hegemon, is not part of the RSC or
RSCs of Africa.
The process of developing an African Peace and Security Architecture
means regionalizing solutions to African conflicts. The ASF and the
responsibilities designated to the sub-regional organizations are intended to
ensure that interventions will be executed when and where interventions
are needed in future conflict situations. In a very real sense, this is an
important stage in Africa’s post-colonial development, gradually moving
away from dependence on Euro-Atlantic security structures and in turn
becoming increasingly independent as a continent.
At its core, the challenge facing the development of this African Peace and
Security Architecture is the degree to which the RSCs of the African
continent have become entangled. The process of integrating the continent
into various sub-regional organizations has resulted in confusion over
jurisdictions. This need not be a Gordian knot. The tangle of overlapping
commitments and institutions can be resolved through a structuring of the
relationships necessary for the ASF to succeed. NATO has an important
role to play in this regard. The ‘Partnership for Africa’ addressed
previously can serve as a means by which to better define the division of
labour in establishing the ASF while also honing the strategic vision and
doctrine of this security instrument. No less important will be the practical
partnerships formed between AU technical workshops and NATO COEs,
ensuring that ASF personnel are equipped with the know-how to
accomplish their objectives when deployed on peace support missions.
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As the NATO Secretary General, Anders Fogh Rasmussen, expounds the
virtues of the ‘smart defence’ concept to the NATO member states, it is
important not to lose sight of one of the Alliance’s greatest assets.
Through decades of operations and initiatives, some successful and other
perhaps less so, NATO has developed considerable institutional memory.
This asset, which we could style NATO’s ‘knowledge dynamic’, is
something which can be shared with potential strategic partners like the
AU and related African sub-regional organizations. This means of
projecting stability to other regions beyond the Euro-Atlantic community
will be substantially less expensive than interventions like Unified
Protector. At the same time, employing this knowledge dynamic might well
be more effective, with the ASF and follow-up UN or AU operations
having the capacity to remain engaged in peacebuilding activities over a
more sustained period than the forces of NATO member states.
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Monitoring and evaluation in multifunctional operations
– A critical examination of key challenges for military organizations
in measuring what matters
By David Harriman, Swedish defence Research Agency, FOI
Monitoring and evaluation (M&E) constitutes the key tool to assess how
operations in war-torn countries progress and aims to ensure that tasks
and projects are executed efficiently and effectively. Military organizations
have a long tradition of planning activities and setting objectives for
operations. Less focus has been put on evaluating effects. With the
increased influx of multifunctional operations this has become a necessity
for military organizations. Despite important developments at the strategic
and concept level, M&E-practice in theatre is still lagging behind. This
article examines how a number of internal challenges – task-oriented
evaluations, reductionist interpretations of the operational environment,
poor documentation of operational designs and use of junk arithmetic –
obstruct military M&E-processes. These internal challenges are further
exacerbated by a number of external challenges – intangible objectives,
complex and rapidly changing environments, politicization of success and
progress, and parallel operational phases. Many of these challenges are
extensive and will require lots of work within military organizations. The
road forward is likely to be long and bumpy.
Introduction
If the first casualty of war is truth then the second may well be perspective.
Nothing is more chaotic than armed conflict or more profoundly in need of
sound methodologies to evaluate the international community’s efforts to
intervene and resolve armed conflict. Yet a conflict zone presents an environment
antithetical to the systematic ordering of causality and epistemology towards
which evaluation aspires. One of an evaluator’s most daunting propositions is to
enter the chaos and tragedy in the aftermath of armed conflict and find a way to
gauge progress or regression amongst all that seems senseless and lost.1


Paper presented at the International Society of Military Sciences (ISMS)
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Monitoring and evaluation (M&E) in multifunctional operations is a field
that has grown considerably the last few years. This is due to the huge
amount of financial and human resources that are poured into stabilizing
war-torn countries each year, and due to the increased complexity of
contemporary conflict management. The ability to bring progress to weak
and fragile states is dependent on doing the right things, at the right time, in
the right ways2, and involves actors from different sectors such as defence,
development, diplomacy and justice as well as the local community.
Participation in multifunctional operations often requires a long-term
engagement with respect to the objectives that are to be achieved, ranging
from providing security to economic development and state-building.
Politicians in countries deploying personnel in these areas have to balance
this commitment to domestic pressure for withdrawal and national
political considerations. To ensure sound political judgment and relevant
and sustainable operations M&E constitutes a crucial tool.
Military organizations have a long tradition of planning activities and
creating objectives and strategies for its operations. Less effort has been
put on monitoring and evaluating the results of executed tasks. To some
extent this is due to that results have been fairly easy to observe, e.g. the
number of enemy losses and whether a road has been secured or not.3 As
stated above, the multifunctional context is more complex both with
regard to the operational environment and stated objectives compared to
traditional military operations, which necessitates a different approach to
M&E. Substantial attention has been paid to this issue within the defence
community and has led to the development of new doctrines and
concepts, e.g. Effects-based Approach to Operations (EBAO) and Assessment of
progress. NATO has also developed an assessment handbook and included
a chapter on assessment in its proposed new planning process directive
Comprehensive Operations Planning Directive (COPD).4 These developments
definitely constitute a push in the right direction and deserve to be
cherished. At the same time, the need for improvement is still substantial
since in many cases military organizations lack a comprehensive M&Esystem in the field.5 This makes it difficult for military commanders to
know how operations impact on the operational environment and risks
leading to skewed decision-making that could threaten operational
progress.
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The purpose of this article is to analyze and compile key military
challenges to M&E processes in multifunctional operations. The purpose
is also to identify challenges that are external, i.e. structural and/or due to
environmental circumstances, and internal, i.e. actor-oriented, and explore
how these interact. The analysis primarily builds on reported field
experiences from the operation in Afghanistan. This is the largest ongoing
multifunctional operation and forms a logical starting point for the current
topic. The analysis further explores challenges that are connected to the
general configuration of military organizations, such as doctrine, tradition,
procedures and mindset. The focus of this article is on the assessment of
effects and results. It does not address other kinds of evaluations that
military organizations conduct, e.g. battle damage assessments (BDAs),
validation of units (e.g. Operational Capabilities Concept Evaluation and
Feedback – OCC E&F) and lessons-learned (LL).
The main source of information for this article consists of research
conducted by the Swedish defence Research Agency6 and open-source
reports on the M&E-processes implemented in the operation in
Afghanistan.7 Another key source of information consists of research
conducted within the international defence and concept development
project, Multinational Experiment 6 (MNE6).8 The outline of this article is
as follows: the first section defines a number of key concepts, namely
multifunctional operations, M&E, assessment, effect and result. The next
section entails a thorough analysis of external and internal challenges that
are of key importance to military organizations when it comes to M&E.
The final section discusses the main conclusions of this article.
Concepts and definitions
Multifunctional operations
There is no agreed upon definition of what a multifunctional operation is.
In generic terms it refers to international civil-military operations in
conflict environments that serve to stabilize weak and fragile states.
Multifunctional operations are characterized by having extensive mandates
and encompass numerous complex assignments, e.g. security sector
reform (SSR), support to peace and reconciliation processes, creation of
state institutions and conduct of security operations. In order to execute
these different tasks a mix of civil, military and police capabilities, e.g.
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development, diplomacy, humanitarian assistance and military units, need
to work in parallel in the operations area. The concept of multifunctional
operations is thus similar to other contemporary concepts like fullspectrum operations, stabilization operations, counter-insurgency
campaigns (COIN) and multidimensional peacekeeping.9 The most
important characteristic of multifunctional operations is that they
significantly differ from traditional military operations in that the military
component is only one of several components that work simultaneously
to achieve the comprehensive objective of stabilizing weak and fragile
states.
Monitoring and evaluation (M&E)
Monitoring and evaluation is a concept that primarily has been used
within the civilian sector, notably within the aid community and in
humanitarian assistance. For a long time, and even today, there is no
consensus on a definition of the concept and what it entails. A
harmonization of terminology has occurred, at least with regard to conflict
prevention and peacekeeping operations, where the Organization for
Economic Cooperation & Development/Development Assistance
Committee (OECD/DAC) has taken the lead. OECD/DAC has
broadened the M&E-field by introducing criteria that aim to make M&E
more applicable to conflict environments and go beyond measurement of
short-term effect. These criteria are:
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Relevance: the extent to which the intervention relate in a
meaningful way to current, key driving factors of the conflict



Efficiency: the extent to activities are/where cost efficient and
contribute to peace



Impact: refers to what has happened as a result of the conflict
prevention and peace-building activity with regard to positive,
negative, direct, indirect, intended and unintended long-term
effects



Effectiveness: the extent to which objectives have been
achieved.



Sustainability: refers to whether benefits will be maintained after
external support has ended.
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Coherence: refers to how an activity relate to other policy
instruments (trade, migration, diplomacy, military) with regard to
whether different efforts are undermining each other.10

According to OECD/DAC these criteria are crucial to evaluations of
conflict prevention and peace-building efforts in order to enable more
effective policies and programmes.11
Based on OECD/DAC’s terminology, monitoring is defined as:
A continuing function that uses systematic collection of data
on specified indicators to provide management and the main
stakeholders of an ongoing development intervention with
indications of the extent of progress and achievement of
objectives and progress in the use of allocated funds.12
Monitoring is basically a review of used resources and results of executed
tasks. It usually centres on looking at quantitative indicators, e.g. the
number of books delivered to a school.
Evaluation is defined by OECD/DAC as:
The systematic and objective assessment of an on-going or
completed project, programme or policy, its design,
implementation and results. The aim is to determine the
relevance and fulfilment of objectives, development
efficiency, effectiveness, impact and sustainability. An
evaluation should provide information that is credible and
useful, enabling the incorporation of lessons learned into the
decision–making process of both recipients and donors.
Evaluation also refers to the process of determining the
worth or significance of an activity, policy or program. An
assessment, as systematic and objective as possible, of a
planned,
on-going,
or
completed
development
intervention.13
The main difference between monitoring and evaluation is that the latter
is more encompassing compared to the former. Monitoring is connected
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to plans and expected effects, i.e. efficiency and to some extent,
effectiveness, whereas evaluations also look at the relevance, impact,
sustainability and coherence of those plans.
Assessment
Evaluations within military organizations have traditionally focused on
output analyses, threat assessments and battle damage assessments
(BDAs). Lessons-learned (LL) and validation of units have also
constituted a key part of the military evaluation process. To signify the
change that has occurred within the military sphere the past decade the
term assessment is predominantly being used, notably within NATO. In
NATO’s proposed new operational planning directive, COPD,
assessment is defined as:
The activity that enables the measurement of progress and
results of operations in a military context, and the
subsequent
development
of
conclusions
and
recommendations that support decision making.14
To further specify the assessment concept, NATO has introduced two
additional concepts, campaign assessment and operational assessment. Campaign
assessment is basically “the continuous monitoring and evaluation of all effects and
objectives specified in the operational level military plan (campaign)”.15 It is a
continuous process that aims to overlook the entire military operation and
should cover assumptions and theories of change in operational plans as
well as outcomes and changes in operational conditions.16 In COPD
operational assessment is defined as:
A short to mid-term review of decisive points/decisive
conditions leading towards effects along particular lines of
operation, and the assessment of any special events or
situations that may arise outside of the standing military
plan.17
Operational assessments have a supporting role to campaign assessments
and serve to validate on-going operations, feed the Commander’s decision
cycle and recommend modifications to plans through fragmentary orders
(FRAGOs).
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The military assessment concept is similar in many ways to the civilian
M&E-concept. A crucial difference is that the assessment concept does
not cover criteria like relevance, impact, effectiveness, sustainability and
coherence. This makes it less apt for promoting evaluations in theatre of
how military activities, stated objectives and achieved effects influence
stability and security in war-torn societies such as Afghanistan.
In this article the concept of M&E is used when referring to
OECD/DAC’s glossary whereas the concept of assessment is used
when referring to NATO’s terminology in COPD and evaluations of
military operations.
Effect and result
Effect and result are two concepts that are of key importance when
discussing M&E and assessment, and are commonly used to define what
these processes are about. At the same time, the concepts are not selfexplanatory and are used differently by different actors; hence they need
clarification. According to Oxford Advanced Learner’s dictionary, effect is
“a change that somebody/something causes in somebody/something else; a result”, and
result is “a thing that is caused or produced because of something else”.18 Clearly, the
essence of the concepts is identical and both are used to denote the
relationship between a cause, i.e. an independent variable, and a
consequence, i.e. a dependent variable. In this article the terms effect and
result will be used interchangeably.
Key Challenges to military organizations regarding M&E
The below compilation of military organizations’ challenges to M&E is
categorized into one external perspective and one internal. The external
perspective is structural and covers challenges that are related to
operational environment and political circumstances. Many of these
challenges are general and apply both to civil and military organizations
deployed in conflict zones. The internal perspective is actor-oriented and
covers challenges connected to the military organizational characteristics,
e.g. doctrine, military tradition and culture, methods and operational
perspectives. Even though the configuration of military organizations
differs between countries, regiments and units, not least with regard to
tradition and culture, they arguably share certain general characteristics
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that supersede the differences. The section on internal challenges below
analyses how these characteristics obstruct implementation of military
M&E.
There are no water-proof bullets between the two perspectives since
several of the challenges are interconnected. For example, the complex
and non-linear character of conflicts (external perspective) together with
military organizations’ preoccupation with measuring planned activities
and effects rather than actual results (internal perspective) hampers fruitful
M&E. Likewise, the intangibility of objectives in multifunctional
operations (external perspective) combined with poor documentation of
operational designs and plans (internal perspective) directly obstructs
assessment of executed tasks and specific effects, for instance, increased
security in a village. Still, the categorization is relevant since it enables a
structured analysis of existing challenges and how they interact, which is
crucial to be able to manage them.
External challenges
Intangible objectives
A key characteristic of multifunctional operations is that they encompass
wide and abstract objectives, such as the creation of sustainable and stable
states, and ultimately aim towards structural transformation of conflictridden countries. These objectives are very complex and essentially wider
than traditional military objectives which primarily have included winning
battles, monitoring cease-fires and defeating enemies. This makes it
difficult for commanders at the operational and tactical level to
deconstruct and create objectives that correspond to the overall end-state,
which in turn generates ambiguities regarding interim targets and
operational purposes.19 Consequently, it is difficult for military personnel
to know what to monitor and evaluate; the link between activity and
outcome becomes invisible. In Afghanistan one of the International
Security Assistance Force’s (ISAF) key objectives is to provide security.20
In many cases this objective has not been operationalized into tactical
objectives with explicit metrics and indicators which, in turn, make it
difficult to answer questions like: how did we provide security? To what
extent? For whom? Assessments of security developments do exist in
theatres like Afghanistan and Iraq. The metrics used in these assessments,
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e.g. number of improvised explosive device-attacks, hostile encounters
(troops in contact – TIC) and civilian causality rates, are seldom
connected to stated objectives and conducted operations. Certainly these
kinds of metrics are important to look at, not least when it comes to force
protection, but they are insufficient to assess how (if) kinetic operations
generate security for the local population. The problem is that military
units risk operating without knowing what effects they achieve which in
turn can lead to unwanted and/or unexpected results.
Complex and rapidly changing operational environment
One of the most important reasons to why M&E is such a difficult task is
the complex and rapidly changing character of the operational
environment, where numerous factors affect each other interactively,
often in a non-linear fashion.21 The asymmetric character of these
environments further complicates things, sometimes making it difficult
even to work out who to fight and who to protect. One key challenge is
that these operational environments only follow a limited linear logic
within certain unknown intervals. This makes it difficult, and associated
with great uncertainty, to predict and understand in hindsight
developments in an area of operations. With respect to cause and effect it
makes it impossible to look at such relationships as isolated and noncontextual phenomena. For M&E this means that the value of using linear
methods to evaluate operations becomes highly questionable.22 According
to Kessler et al. there is an on-going conceptual shift within the military
community from using deterministic causal assumptions towards using
contributing factor-assumptions.23 Even though this does not solve the
core problem of identifying cause and effect, it is a positive development
with regard to the cognitive process within military organizations of
applying less deterministic assumptions to explain complex operational
environments.
Apart from the above mentioned methodological issue, complex and
rapidly changing operational environments influence M&E in three crucial
ways. First, it quickly renders assumptions and temporal frames given in
operation plans (OPLANs) invalid since circumstances continuously
change. This forces military organizations to analyze and plan for the
short-term and, as a result, focus is often directed at monitoring what they
do rather than evaluating effects.24 In a complex operational environment
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both the environment itself, i.e. the dependent variable, and military units’
operations, i.e. independent variables, change value interactively over time.
Second, it quickly renders indicators to measure effects obsolete and
makes it difficult to establish baselines.25 Third, it complicates collection
of reliable data. Some geographical areas and certain actors may be
impossible to reach, thereby making it difficult to get a balanced and
representative resolution of the environment. In addition, objective
information rarely exist in complex conflict environments where
stakeholders often have their own agenda and seek to influence other
actors by disseminating certain information. Often the most important
information is the most difficult to collect, e.g. a rebel movement’s
intentions.26 In a study of ISAF Joint Command (IJC), Regional
Command Southwest (RC SW) and PRT Helmand in Afghanistan,
Downes-Martin found that this severely had impeded on the assessment
process. He found that information perceived to be impossible to collect
was set aside by assessment personnel without any proper risk analysis,
e.g. that critical metrics could be missed in the process.27 This clearly
jeopardizes the accuracy of assessments.
Rather than having too little information, the problem for assessment
personnel is often the opposite. In complex and rapidly changing
environments there tend to be an overload of information which is often
contradictory, inconsistent and incomplete. The number of assessment
metrics tends to increase as an operation proceeds and new metrics are
added without others being removed, out of fear for missing something
critical.28 In Afghanistan the strategic and operational command, e.g. IJC
and some RCs, have issued fragmentary orders (FRAGOs) on the
collection of large numbers of numeric metrics, in one case on
approximately 240 metrics. It is beyond the capacity of most units in the
field to collect on such large numbers of metrics and produce a credible
product. There is also a risk that assessment staff becomes preoccupied
with collection and structuring of data at the expense of analytical work
and reflection.
The politicization of success and progress
Evaluation of success and progress is highly dependent on how it is
defined. The international operation in Afghanistan is often accused of
failing to reach its goals, even though 7.2 million children were enrolled in
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schools in 2011 compared to 1 million in 2001.29 The question is: does
this signify success for the operation as such? There are basically three
issues that influence how success and progress is perceived in
multifunctional operations. First, progress and success is largely defined in
the eyes of the beholder and is viewed differently depending on factors
such as interests, identity, position and political agenda of different
stakeholders. Second, multifunctional operations are to a large extent
judged based on expectations that exist at the international, national and
local level, and how perceived effects meet these expectations.30 Third,
actors involved in multifunctional operations often work under heavy
pressure from both international and local stakeholders to produce
successful results. Consequently, there is always a risk of politicizing
evaluations which could inflict on results and conclusions; instead of
assessing actual operational progress they might focus on finding results
that can confirm political expectations for progress. The transition process
in Afghanistan is one example of this. In this process the time-line for
transfer of responsibility for security matters, from ISAF to the Afghan
government, has largely been determined by political considerations than
de facto developments on the ground.
Clearly, the importance and impact of an evaluation is a political issue just
as much as a methodological/technical issue. This is problematic both for
the operations and for the prospects of measuring progress or failure as
objectively as possible.31
Parallel phases and the Three-block war
Multifunctional operations are often conducted in several simultaneous
phases, meaning that civilian and military tasks are executed in parallel
rather than in sequence. The concept of the Three-block war comes to mind
in this regard. Developed by US Marine General, Charles Krulak, in the
1990s it refers to that the character of an operation can change quickly
between closely located geographical areas. Modern military units may be
required to conduct full-scale military action, peacekeeping operations and
humanitarian assistance within the space of three adjacent city blocks.32
Since military units are only one of several actors that operate in a
multifunctional setting there is an additional point to Krulak’s concept,
namely that achieved effects in one phase often influence preconditions
for progress in other phases. For example, a seemingly successful military
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operation might in fact increase support and recruitment for antigovernmental elements and thereby hamper an on-going reintegration
process or development effort. For military organizations this creates
significant challenges since objectives and results cannot be viewed in
isolation but must be assessed in relation to other objectives and results
that go beyond military end-states. This need for coherence makes it even
more difficult to trace cause and effect-relationships since the causal link
become very far-stretched. The causal connection between the capacity of
local defence forces, for example, and increased security and good
governance in a district is far from obvious and explicit.
Internal challenges
Military tradition, culture and doctrine
Military organizations are highly institutionalized. A key characteristic of
institutionalized organizations is that traditions and cultures often are
persistent to change since this is what essentially defines them. If
proposed organizational changes collide with such fundaments they are
less likely to take place.33 For example, in a study of the American Marine
Corps, Terry Terriff found that large changes that clashed with the selfimage of what it meant to be a true marine did not have an impact on the
organization.34 Forming a strong culture of commonness and conformity,
e.g. for values and in training, has its reasons, namely to manage what Carl
von Clausewitz called ‘the frictions of war’ since it reduces the need for
communication and the risk for misunderstandings.35 As we shall see
below this also leads to flaws in the M&E-process.
Military organizations tend to be process-oriented rather than outcomeoriented. Processes are designed to avoid errors and focus on optimizing
the execution of tasks by controlling that these processes work the best
way possible. In a life-and-death business like the military this is logical
and necessary, but at the same time affects M&E negatively since
assessments tend to focus on executed tasks, i.e. how efficiently a plan
was executed, rather than outcomes, i.e. achieved effects.36 Objectives and
effects tend to be accounted for in terms of what has to been done at a
certain point in time rather than what effects and changes in the
operational environment that ought to be achieved. This has been a
common problem in Afghanistan. For example, in a study of the Swedish
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PRT in Mazar-e Sharif, Harriman & Lackenbauer found that evaluations
centered on output-metrics like whether contact was made with a village
elder, whether a search operation was executed or whether books had
been delivered to a specific school.37 This obviously put the potential for
operational progress at risk since tasks can be executed in ways that
undermine expected results or entirely erases them, and, more important,
that military units are unaware of it.
A key part of the problem is that military personnel to a large extent are
trained to be efficient and task-oriented, and that assessment personnel
are shaped and trained in the same way as the officers that design
operational plans.38 This discourages critical thinking and instead increases
the risk for group-thinking. Another key part of the problem is that
military organizations tend to make reductionist interpretations of
complex operational situations and presume causality. This often leads to
simplifications that are too general to allow for any wealth of details. It
also leads to assumptions and arguments that are based on generalizing
abstractions rather than specific data that describe the situation at hand.
By simplifying and generalizing complex matters, nuance and detail is lost
in the process.39 The limits of reductionism was emphasized by Clausewitz
already 200 years ago when he stated that war is an indivisible unit where
each part have no value on its own and must be related to the whole.40
Furthermore, military organizations tend to perceive decision-making as
an objective and rational choice of finding the optimal solution. This
rationality is based on the premise that every alternative can be identified
and compared, and that there is an objective and unbiased solution to
complex problems.41 It makes military organizations ill-equipped to
manage the complex situations and problems that they encounter in
multifunctional operations.
Military tradition and culture is thus paradoxical to doctrine in that
doctrine emphasizes the need for innovation, creativity and adaption
whereas behaviour often is characterized by process-orientation,
reductionism and strict norms.42 Even though many military organizations
are aware of this problem it still lacks a sustainable solution. At the
moment, it is reducing chances for success in operations that are
conducted in complex and rapidly changing multifunctional settings.
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Poor documentation of theories and assumptions in operational
designs and plans
Assessment of effects within military organizations primarily have two
main purposes, to establish whether planned objectives are achieved and
to validate the operational design, i.e. to confirm that planned activities
lead to intended results.43 This presumes that assumptions, theories and
logics that the plan builds on are documented in a systematic way. Kessler
et al. claim that logical theories on how and why planned activities are
assumed to generate certain effects often are not explicitly documented in
operational designs and OPLANs.44 An illustrative example can be found
in NATO’s COPD. In the operations design section of the directive it is
described how an activity generates a certain effect, and leads to that a
stated objective is achieved (see figure 1).45 However, what is lacking in
this regard are explicit descriptions of the relationships between the
different stages, i.e. in what way an activity leads to an effect and how an
effect is related to a decisive point and eventually an operational
objective.46 The problem is that if operational designs and OPLANs only
describe activities, effects and objectives and not the underlying logic, the
so-called theory of change, it becomes difficult to say anything about changes
in the operational environment and whether this can be attributed to
military activities. Without a comprehensive theoretical model that both
covers theories of change and the assumptions about causes to instability,
i.e. theories of conflict, there is nothing that connects overall operational
objectives to the collection of data. As a result, designs and plans cannot
be validated.
Military organizations often do not differentiate between theories of
change and activity models. While the former encompass the underlying
theory for how factors and phenomena are assumed to influence each
other in the operational environment (see above), the latter describes
planned activities and expected effects and consequences of these
activities.47 Military organizations sometimes also have difficulties in
separating between activity models and evaluation models. For instance, in
a study of the assessment process during the large international
multifunctional exercise Viking 11, Bandstein found that objectives were
not separated from metrics. According to Bandstein, assessment
personnel sometimes found it hard to distinguish between what was
supposed to be achieved and metrics used to measure achievement of
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objectives. Several of the objectives were also presented as activities to be
performed and did not say anything about achieved effects.48 This lack of
accuracy combined with lack of explicit theoretical models make it
difficult for commanders to ensure that perceptions of operational
problems and preferred solutions are shared by everybody in the staff49,
which poses a serious problem to comprehensive and consistent M&E.
Figure 1. Operations environment displayed in NATO COPD50

Internal battle rhythm
The internal battle rhythm within the military staff in theatre is often
associated with substantial time pressure with regard to the numerous
daily tasks that are to be executed, notably preparing briefings to the
commander. According to Kessler et al. this battle rhythm tends to drive
staff officers to focus on internal matters rather than developments in the
external environment.51 Furthermore, experiences from the Swedish PRT
in Mazar-e Sharif in Afghanistan have showed that the continuous
demand for assessment reporting from the upper ISAF-command levels
forced the tactical level to focus on immediate effects rather long-term
impacts.52 With this kind of internal battle rhythm that precludes an
external focus and discourages a long-term time frame at the tactical level,
it becomes impossible to evaluate results and effects as well as the
relevance and sustainability of them. In the end this will directly damage
the higher echelons’ ability to acquire a holistic view of an on-going
operation.
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Excessive confidence in quantitative methods and junk arithmetic
”Not everything that can be counted counts, and not everything that counts can be
counted”.53 In many ways Albert Einstein summarizes the core problem
connected to what military organizations often view as useful evaluation
data. According to Kessler et al. military organizations largely use
quantitative data and numerical methods in assessments. Quantitative data
are generally perceived as objective and true whereas qualitative data are
perceived as arbitrary and fuzzy.54 This perception is flawed since
selection of quantitative data and the criteria for what to report on often is
highly subjective. For example, in Afghanistan American units have used
different criteria for what to report as discovery of IED-materielii. In one
area cell phones were viewed as IED-materiel since that kind of
equipment previously had been used to detonate IEDs whereas in a
different area only discovery of explosives were reported. As a result, the
IED-threat in the former sector was significantly higher than in the latter
even though in reality no such difference existed.55
Even though mathematical estimations and calculations have become
increasingly accessible to military organizations with the growth of userfriendly software, it has not become easier to perform those analyzes
correctly. Often military staff officers lack knowledge of problems and
limitations associated with numerical methods, and one example of this is
when staff personnel make mean value-calculations on ordinal values.
Ordinal values occur inter alia when a group of people are asked to
answer how they perceive a certain matter, e.g. the level of security in an
area, by stating whether it is ‘very good’,’ neither good nor bad’ or ‘very
bad’. If half the group answer very good and the other half very bad, it is
not legitimate to claim that the group as a whole perceive it as neither
good nor bad.56 This kind of junk arithmetic is mathematically incorrect
but, according to Downes-Martin, has been a recurrent theme in
Afghanistan, for instance, within RC S’s assessment process.57
Calculating the margin of error is a precondition when conducting
statistical analyses. Analysts and assessment personnel should at all times
aim to prove statistical significance when analyzing changes and trends.
This means that observed changes ought to have an established margin of
ii

Improvised Explosive Device.
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error in order to make sure that such changes are not due to fluctuations
deriving from the method used.58 Weighting and aggregation of
quantitative data can be appealing at times since it enables staff officers to
provide seemingly unambiguous and credible results. In practice it is quite
the opposite since the process is often quasi-mathematical. Without
knowledge on how to apply such statistical tools, results and conclusions
risk being completely erroneous.59 In the assessment processes that
Downes-Martin observed in Afghanistan the margin of error was often
ignored. Instead ISAF-commands made conclusions about trends based
on small changes of data that lacked statistical justification.60 Likewise, in a
study of assessment processes in military operations, Nilsson made similar
findings.61 A key problem in this regard is that military organizations often
are short on personnel with expert knowledge in statistical and scientific
methods. Educations within the relevant field do exist, for example within
the US Armed Forces, but experience and comprehensive knowledge is
still lacking.62 As a result, military organizations tend to be ill-equipped to
assess operations using quantitative methods.
Overly simplistic color-coding
Senior commanders often have limited time and must be on top of many
things simultaneously. To manage this time pressure the most common
approach in theatre is to provide assessment conclusions to commanders
and staff in the form of color-coded maps.63 However, despite its
graphically appealing design color-coding entails serious flaws that
threatens the ability to correctly perceive and understand developments in
an operations area.
The fundamental problem is that color-coded maps represent an average,
not a summary, of a large number of underlying factors.64 This means that
mean values are calculated for the colors where, for instance, two red
lights and two green ones can result in a yellow light (see figure 2). In an
assessment brief, presented to commanders and staff, this could give the
impression that popular support for an insurgency in a region is neutral
when in fact it is strong in one area and non-existent in another. Clearly,
such averaging of colors hides information and risk offering a simplistic
and misleading representation of the battle space. According to DownesMartin,
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It is not only possible, but likely, that an average (i.e. colour
on the color-coded map) stay the same as some factors
improve and others degrade. The colour code tells us
nothing useful about this effect, and so one must give
narrative explanations about the improving and degrading
factors. Since this is often done anyway by smart staff, the
colour coded map becomes pointless at best and misleading
at worst.65
Color-coded maps entirely work against the need in multifunctional
operations of in-depth knowledge of operational conditions and the local
population, which is particularly important in COIN-campaigns. Still,
color-coding has been used in critical processes in Afghanistan such as the
transition process, where IJC have used it to assess Afghan districts’
readiness for transition to full governmental control (see figure 3).
Figure 2. Effects of averaging color codes, an example66
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Figure 3. ISAF Joint Command (IJC) District Assessment, an
example67

Conclusions
As this article shows, the challenges for military organizations with regard
to monitoring and evaluation (M&E) are extensive. A large part of these
challenges are internal to military organizations and derive from taskoriented evaluations, reductionist interpretations of the operational
environment, poor documentation of operational designs and use of junk
arithmetic. Especially the use of simplistic color-coding and quasinumerical calculations to assess trends is problematic. At best it gives
commanders a crude image of the operational environment and at worst, a
flawed one which could lead to erroneous conclusions and skewed
decision-making. In many ways military practice is paradoxical to doctrine
in that doctrine emphasizes the need for innovation, creativity and
adaption whereas behavior often is characterized by process-orientation,
simplification and strict norms. This has made military organizations illequipped to conduct M&E in multifunctional operations.
A number of external challenges further exacerbate these internal
challenges. First, there is the complex and rapidly changing character of
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operational environments which makes causal analysis and collection of
reliable data very difficult, and forces military organizations to analyze and
plan for the short-term. As a result, emphasis often is put on monitoring
executed tasks rather than evaluating achieved effects. Second, there is the
intangible character of objectives in multifunctional operations which are
essentially wider than traditional military objectives. Experiences from
Afghanistan have shown that these objectives often are difficult to
operationalize at the lower levels which, in turn, makes it difficult to
establish clear-cut links between objectives, tasks and operations. Third,
there is the parallel character of different operational phases in
multifunctional operations which makes means that objectives and results
cannot be viewed in isolation. Rather they must be viewed in relation to
other objectives and results that go beyond military end-states. This need
for coherence makes causal analysis even more difficult since the causal
link can become very far-stretched. Fourth, there is the issue of politicized
evaluations. Actors involved in multifunctional operations often work
under heavy pressure from both international and local stakeholders to
produce successful results. Consequently, there is a risk that evaluations
will work to confirm political expectations for progress. This undermines
the objectivity of M&E and constitutes an immediate threat to
measurement of de facto progress, or failure, on the ground.
Many military organizations are aware of existing challenges and changes
are under way to manage them, especially at the concept and doctrine
level. However, the road to successful M&E-implementation in theatre is
still long and bumpy. Many existing doctrines and concepts are not
addressing the key challenge of how to measure long-term effects which is
crucial when assessing the impact and sustainability of operations. This
constitutes a serious flaw to ongoing M&E-developments within military
organizations and must be considered in the future work within this field.
While the space for improvement is substantial, this article has illuminated
some of the most daunting challenges that exist within military M&E. It
serves as a fruitful starting point for continued research on how to address
these challenges to enable necessary changes within military organizations.
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The Concept and Framework of Pre-emptive Strategic Development
Operations

By Rene Toomse
Introduction
The manner in which today’s adversaries wage wars has changed in such a
way that Western nations, with their technically superior armies, find it
difficult to win wars by ways and means that have worked before.
Warfighting against modern insurgents has turned out to be exhausting
and endless. While counterinsurgents normally have far better technology,
training and weapons than insurgents in on-going conflicts they cannot
win quickly and decisively. Many strategies so far have proven impossible
to achieve.1 The “quick in – find – fix – defeat” mindset should, according
to current doctrines and policies,2 work with all the traditional principles of
war. Yet still the enemy is not willing to surrender. Something is different
in today’s battlefield, perhaps even in the nature of war itself.
The protracted conflicts in Afghanistan and Iraq have dramatically
changed the world and its understanding about conflicts. Slowly, but
steadily, Western nations are arriving at the conclusion that there is no
purely military solution. Yet there are still many complexities to overcome.
Additionally, even if the West were to one day conclude the current
campaigns, these are unlikely to be the last wars of this type that the West
will face.
However, democratic societies need to work hard to prevent wars, as that
has been set as one of priorities for NATO.3 Violent conflict has become
discordant to current Western culture. Still, there is a constant need to
conduct Crisis Response Operations4 or be ready to fulfil the obligation of
NATO Treaty Article 55. Western nations still need to gather large armies
under coalitions and deploy them into crisis areas with the intent to reestablish peace. It has worked most of the time in the past; somehow it
does not work so simply anymore. Today’s adversary, usually a non-state
actor, is somehow stronger than ever. Despite the lack of equipment and
training, irregular enemies cause superior armies to bleed and wage long
wars.
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NATO officially recognizes that there is no purely military solution in
armed conflict.6 Indeed, NATO notes that there are other solutions than
the military means to prevent a clash. In the strategic picture the main
areas or functions of a state are diplomatic, informational, military and
economic (DIME). In the more elaborated approach, the political,
economic, military, informational and infrastructural (PEMSII) domains.7
Those functions all are interconnected and disturbances in one can result
the collapse of the whole system. Few conflicts start only with military
issues. Conflicts are often caused economic or other man made problems
that lead to collapse of a secure state system.8
To develop informational, diplomatic and economic functions demands
much more civilian knowledge than regular armed forces usually possess.
An army is probably not the best tool to use for fixing a broken economy.
However, Westerners tend to send their soldiers to failed states in the hope
they can stabilize a country in turmoil so the civilian experts can make the
ground safe by other means than military ones. Yet this paradigm has
changed. Even the Comprehensive Approach, if it keeps following
Fukuyama’s model,9 will probably not be effective.
The intent of this study is to look into the context of current and likely
future conflicts. Some key questions are: why are some insurgencies so
successful today? Could one somehow pre-empt those situations? If yes,
then how and by what means should this be done? Last but not least, what
can small states with fewer resources do to make an effective contribution
to Western security? What and how could a nation such as the Republic of
Estonia contribute?
NATO adopted a new strategic concept in Lisbon November 2010.10
Along the emphasis on collective defence in the case of an attack there is
also an emphasis on the prevention of conflicts in the world.
“The best way to manage conflicts is to prevent them from happening. NATO will
continually monitor and analyse the international environment to anticipate crises and,
where appropriate, take active steps to prevent them from becoming larger conflicts”
states the fresh NATO Strategic Concept for the Defence and Security.11
Most Western nations mean to be actively engaged in the prevention of
conflicts. Yet, despite this shared imperative, there is no common
understanding of how conflict prevention should take place. Thereby,
while the NATO statement acts as a policy and mandate, there should be
practical vision for a concept of operations, organization and methods to
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meet the need. This article will propose a model and a pre-emptive
approach that could be used as a basis for discussion. It is called the Preemptive Strategic Development approach. In addition to presenting the
theoretical concept, this study will outline a possible organization and
actors within it. The intention is to create an approach and organization
that can be effective in the prevention of future conflicts.
The pre-emption of most modern conflicts requires, in addition to
sophisticated military skills, civilian advice and expertise that addresses the
problems within social systems. This expertise, if applied correctly, could
bring the desired effects in the target area, reduce the tension and thereby
prevent the conflict from occurring at all.12 This is not likely to be achieved
by the military alone; it needs extensive cooperation with civilian subject
matter experts from day one on the ground and even before.
That approach is very extensive one, and is not possible for a small state
on its own to cover the full range of all the fields of PEMSII that are
needed to improve the social systems of failing countries. There are likely
to be just a few specialized areas, such as power engineering, healthcare,
information technology, and so on where a small state can focus its effort
accordingly. These would usually be unique fields where the nation has
strong capabilities. Thus, the strengths of a small state should be
coordinated within the Alliance to fulfil the common strategy. This would
be the essence of the Pre-emptive Strategic Development Operations
(PSDO).
Small states, being small in their organization, can often be more flexible
and creative in their ability to induce internal changes.13 As long as the
national strategists grasp the idea, they can make operations work in
multiple ways: to mitigate future threats to the nation and the alliance, and
to increase the political credit of their government in the international
arena. This PSDO concept is not widely discussed in the current military
literature.14 In fact, I developed the concept from suitable
counterinsurgency doctrines. However, since every situation is unique,
PSDO does not offer a single solution that is wholly applicable under all
conditions. PSDO has to be taken as a basic framework to be considered
and revised according to situation and context.
This article will look at the evolution of modern warfare, the causes of
recent conflicts, and the new challenges that form the basis for the theory
of Pre-emptive Strategic Development Operations. Then it will develop
the concept of how such operations might work in the future.
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Theory of Pre-emptive Strategic Development Operations
A war is commonly understood and legally defined as an armed conflict
between states. However, today a state actor fighting non-state opponents
has become the main form of warfare. It is often more difficult to succeed
in this type of conflict than to overcome a state actor.15 In almost all cases
the state armed forces will have superiority over the non-state opponents
in terms of "combat power": technology, weapons, techniques, training.
Despite this, state armed forces often lose in the fight to establish
stability.16 How is this possible? When answering this question one must
remember and recognize that the essence of a war is a violent struggle
between two hostile, independent, and irreconcilable human wills, each
trying to impose itself on the other.17 In a war against an irregular, nonstate enemy, local public support and their welfare can often count more
than firepower.18
Human will is the primary factor in waging war and the will to fight is
considered a strategic centre of gravity of a nation or entity at war - that is
the hub of all power and movement, on which everything depends.19 It is important to
keep in mind that a human is the one who also changes the face of war and
adapts to its conditions.
The US Marine Corps doctrine describes the three major forces in war:
physical, mental and moral. The physical characteristics of war are
generally easy to understand and measure. These include equipment
capabilities, supplies, force ratios, and so on. Mental forces are the ability
to grasp complex battlefield situations and to make effective estimates, and
decisions. Moral forces are much more difficult to grasp and measure. One
cannot easily weigh factors such as national and military resolve,
conscience, emotion, fear, courage, leadership, or esprit. Yet these are
primary drivers for other forces.20 In short, moral force is decisive.21 Even
though the decisions to start, wage and end wars are made at a mental
level, these are always driven by rational outcome of conclusions made by
the actor in the conflict made under moral pressure.
Today we see often the widespread use of guerrilla tactics with strategic
impact by a weaker side against a stronger opponent. Some theoreticians
such as William S. Lind and Col. Thomas X. Hammes call this
phenomenon fourth generation warfare, a type of conflict that has emerged
from the second and third generations of warfare. The concept of
generations of war is disputed by many academics but it has also found
some acceptance in Western armed forces. The main argument of the
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critics is that this kind of warfare is nothing new and that the four
generations concept is unnecessary.22
U.S. Marine Col (ret.) Thomas X. Hammes, the author of The Sling and the
Stone: On War in the 21st Century,23 argues that, “strategically, fourth
generation attempts to directly change the minds of enemy policy
makers.”24 Lind argues that the changes in conflict noted by the fourth
generation model centers on who fights and what they fight for. According to
Lind, it is a mistake to believe that fourth generation fighters focus on the
mental level. In fact, the fourth generation fighters turn their state enemies
inward against themselves on the moral level, which makes political
calculations at the mental level irrelevant.25
This might seem contradictory, but is not. What Hammes means is that
policy makers, the people who have the power to command war, are
making rational decisions based on their electorate’s moral calculations. In
that case, the nation’s will is just a tool for the fourth generation to
influence policy makers to arrive at a rational decision to terminate the war.
Their will is shaped via the unwillingness of their electorate (moral level);
the politicians’ sophisticated rationality, and the knowledge (mental level)
will force them to make decisions that favor the opponent. Lind is
convinced that the fourth generation is not going to be satisfied just by
ending the war against their entity but that they will seek for revenge and
keep pulling opposing states apart on a moral level.26 This is a step
forward, but it cannot be a rule by itself. Going offensive depends on
many factors related to previous conflict outcomes, the needs of a
struggling nation, and their reasoning.
Nevertheless, in the scope of physical warfighting it is not as relevant as
who fights or what they fight for. The biggest challenge for national armed
forces is how and where the actual fight takes place. Strategies and tactics
matter. Fourth generation warriors have modified classic guerrilla tactics
and extended the battlefield across the globe, making them difficult to
target as a physical entity.27 If the idea has become the driving principle,
and the opposing force has mastered the skill of emerging and dispersing
among the civilian population within minutes, there is little to target
physically as was the case in the Iraq insurgency.28 This is the reason why
technical superiority on the contemporary battlefield is less important and
armed forces cannot by themselves cope with current insurgents.
Per the ideas of Fourth Generation strategists, the opponent’s high tech
but structured hierarchical army becomes almost irrelevant.29 The
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insurgent or irregular faction’s focus is to undermine the enemy’s moral
support base in their home country by employing all the powers of war –
physical, mental and moral.30 Irregular warfare, through terrorism, can
bring the physical fight into the Western states to enforce their argument.
The irregulars’ main effort is not focused on defeating their enemy’s armed
forces physically; it is targeting the public opinion in the opponents’ home
with the aim to destroy the enemy’s will to continue the struggle.31
How can one set up a winning strategy against so blurred, undefined and
untargetable opponent? What is the actual target? More importantly – in
what dimension is that target and how by striking this target one might
prevail?
Who are “fourth generation” warfighters and why do they fight?
In doctrines and theories they are described mainly by their ideological
aims. They are called resistance fighters, insurgents, guerrillas, and
terrorists.32 Even within those categories they have different agendas that
cannot be simplified with a common concept.33 However, that may be
irrelevant at the beginning. Before they emerge there must be a root cause
that creates the human will and empowers the moral force to take the path
of resistance.
The human will wages wars.34 There is always an underlying cause for that
will to emerge. Something must have gone wrong if people grab weapons
or emplace improvised explosive devices (IED) at a roadside. Something
must have gone wrong when people carry out suicide attacks. If one
focuses the efforts to the original cause, one may be able to prevent that
hostile will from escalating to the point where it needs to be fought on a
large scale.
Two Chinese Colonels, Qiao Liang and Wang Xiangsui, the authors of
Unrestricted Warfare,35 describe that an official reason for starting a war can
be anything from a dispute over a territory and resources, over ideology, or
the distribution of power. The real reason for a war can be different from
the official reason.36 One cause for future struggle are limited resources
where the population is growing and there exists a fear that a nation will
fail to preserve its standard of living, and even fail to survive, is resources
are not secured.37 This can force stronger nations to exploit resources that
weaker ones possess. In democratic societies the problem of resources can
be solved by cooperation, trade and in other peaceful ways. But resource
allocation might still be the main initiator of social conflict within the
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weaker nation. While ruling class of weak third world state increases in
wealth, the ordinary people face an uncertain future. These conditions
create fear at the individual and societal level and provoke a need to defend
one’s family and social group against the perceived threat. With the right
environmental factors resistance to the state or perceived enemy is created.
Though whole populations are unlikely to unite as an organized resistance
without capable leadership, there will be smaller groups of people ready to
who mobilize and fight and whose local leaders are primarily motivated by
a desire to preserve their way of life. As this might not be achieved in a
peaceful manner, the situation will turn violent. This causes a snowball
effect in which the state kills rebels and their families and tribes take
revenge. This was a common local problem in earlier times, but Western
technological advances and innovation have created a “globalization
effect” and the local now quickly becomes an international issue.38
Lt. Col. David Kilcullen, the author of The Accidental Guerrilla,39 finds that
the uneven pace and spread of globalization has created the so-called gap
countries in Africa, the Middle East, and Latin America, sometimes also
called “rogue states”. These have become safe havens for terrorist activity40
where the savvier groups can organize, recruit, and promote their cause.
This was the case with Al Qaida in late 1990’s when they found a sanctuary
in Afghanistan under Taliban’s protection.41
Dr. Mikkel Vedby Rasmussen, the author of The Risk Society at War. Terror,
Technology and Strategy in the Twenty-First Century,42 argues that it is
globalization that makes terrorists react to what they regard as an
infringement of their values.43 He argues it is the cultural invasion of the
West that triggers violent actions in the Third World.44 This may be true in
some cases.
A straightforward intervention in another nation can result in the type of
clash as the West has encountered in Afghanistan.45 However, as
globalization is more about the spread of information and lifestyles there is
no clear evidence that globalization as a single phenomenon can provoke a
deadly conflict against another culture.
For people who engage in an active resistance against the West, or a
government perceived as pro-Western, globalization may remain irrelevant.
If people lack basic recourses, or they believe their identity and culture are
threatened,46 any justification that promises to preserve their desired status
quo will initiate a struggle. Once a critical mass of dissatisfied people is
mobilized, the fighting might focus on gaining more than just preserving
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one’s way of life. The conflict might focus on attacking the Western states’
systems to prevent future interventions.
Leaders, the initiators of social mobilization and conflict, need proximity
with masses of unsatisfied people to exercise influence.47 This is normally
accomplished by physical interaction. But today the media and
communication assets multiply this proximity. In this manner globalization
plays a great role by bringing the psychological presence via cyberspace
and media48 to remote areas and also potential resistance into Westerners’
backyards. Globalization provides opponents with unprecedented access
to a number of tools: the Internet, cell phones, satellite communications,
and electronic fund transfers. It connects geographically distant groups
that previously could not coordinate their actions.49 This means that today
and in the future the battlefield is everywhere.50
What comes next?
According to Colonel Hammes, the emergence of the fifth generation
warfare will be marked by the increasing power of smaller entities, and the
explosion of biotechnology. He uses an example from 2001, namely the
anthrax attack on Washington DC’s Capitol Hill. He argues that today
even a single individual can effectively attack a nation-state, a new level of
war.51 Kilcullen is convinced that today’s conflicts combine new actors
with new technology and have transfigured the ways of war. But old
threats also remain and have to be dealt with. This will stress the resources
and overload the Western militaries. This threat is seen as Hybrid
Warfare.52
Some NATO researchers at Allied Transformation Command agree that
Hybrid Warfare is not likely to have distinct borders between conventional,
non-conventional and organized crime actors.53 This view indicates that
states may adopt increasingly the modus operandi of non-state actors54
because this approach creates extra uncertainty for the opponent and that
is one of the main tools to break adversaries will to fight.55 Such operations
may become the kind of warfare that transcends all established boundaries
and limits. It becomes Unrestricted Warfare as suggested by Colonels
Liang and Xiangsui. That is a conflict where the distinction between the
military and non-military will be destroyed and the battlefield will be
everywhere. The current principles of combat will be modified, and the
rules of war may need to be rewritten.56
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NATO’s predictions highlight that terrorism, increasingly global in scope
and lethal in results, and the spread of weapons of mass destruction, are
likely to be the principal threats to the Alliance over the foreseeable future.
Instability caused by failed or failing states, regional crises and conflicts;
the growing availability of sophisticated conventional weaponry; the
misuse of emerging technologies; and the disruption of the flow of vital
resources are likely to be the main risks and challenges for the Alliance in
near future.57 The Alliance will also need to prepare for the emerging
challenges associated with energy, cyberspace, space and maritime security,
as well as regional instability.58
The list above is a small part of prognosis for the future environment.
What should the West do to counter these threats? There are two major
options to consider: to stop interfering with possible crisis regions or to
pre-empt the rising problems. The first option is unrealistic as the West
cannot ignore security issues likely to escalate into something much worse.
Secondly, Westerners still need to obtain outside resources.
Pre-empting new threats while sustaining resource needs seems the best
option. But to succeed in both aims the traditional military may not be the
best force for the job. Peaceful interaction requires a much more
sophisticated approach.
The concept of Pre-emptive Strategic Development Operations
NATO’s emphasis on the prevention of future conflicts needs practical
application.59 The concept of Pre-emptive Strategic Development
Operations aims to provide a means to meet the goal of conflict
prevention. Committing assets before a conflict is underway might be
costly. But applying assets to improve existing systems to prevent the
collapse is considerably less expensive than rebuilding all the systems after
war has torn them apart. Add this cost to the loss of life in a war, as well as
dealing with masses of refugees, then the long term cost advantages are
clear.
Examples of long wars are the insurgencies in Iraq and Afghanistan. Both
those conflicts were expected to be short and decisive.60 However,
Coalition and Alliance forces faced high attrition of resources. In 2009, the
US alone spent in excess of $400 million per day in Iraq61 and a total of
$243 billion was spent in Afghanistan from 2001 to 2008.62
A similar approach of pre-emption is supported by some NATO
researchers in the Future Security Environment: “[m]eeting the risks created by
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weak and failing states requires not only international cooperation in
counter terrorism and non-proliferation, but a broad and systematic
international effort to help these states move from the category of the
failing to the category of the succeeding. A state failure can no longer be
seen as a localized or regional issue to be managed simply on an ad hoc,
case-by-case basis. A more coherent and effective international response,
which utilizes all of the tools at West’s disposal, ranging from aid and
humanitarian assistance to support for institution building could well be
the course to take.”63
A common response in the presence of the first indications that a state is
about to fall into the downward spiral, is vital and more promising than
reacting to a complete failure. That could provide better security and
would eventually be less expensive for the Western nations.
Robert Martinage, Senior Defence Analyst at the Centre for Strategic and
Budgetary Assessment, indicates that Western nations may not only be
called upon to provide and build capacity for internal security and law
enforcement, but rather for other “non-military” areas critical to the
stability of the state (e.g., electrical power generation and distribution,
water treatment and distribution, provision and distribution of food,
sanitation, and medical care).64 Additionally, some RAND researchers
found in 2008 that given how long it takes to effect a real change in a
society, counterinsurgents need to apply civil tools preventively at the first
signs of trouble.65
There are three domains and two phases in current conflicts that need to
be addressed: the application of informational, political and economic
means (soft power) in the period before the conflict (pre-conflict phase) as
well as during the conflict. The second phase is the transition of military
means to civilian support (transition phase). In these phases civilian expertise
is needed on site, but due to the high threat civilians often cannot operate
there. Thus, an intermediate capability is needed-- an entity that can
survive in harsh conditions while addressing the conflict area’s social
systems. This is an entity with the ability counter the physical threats while
addressing social problems.
The US Special Forces have conducted this type of operations since their
beginning. This approach is captured in their core missions of Foreign
Internal Defence and Unconventional Warfare.66 Recently the U.S. Special
Operations Forces have begun deploying Tribal Engagement Teams to
Afghanistan to win the trust of tribes and via co-operation with the locals
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diminish the power base of Taliban. The main idea is to win the local
people’s trust, build up and train Tribal Security Forces (Arbakai) and
promote good governance.67 The focus is still predominantly on security
related activities, but these alone are not sufficient.
In the pre-conflict phase the key is to be present and begin needed actions to
deal with the root causes of an arising conflict. This can reduce tensions
and prevent collapse. However, this phase must be carried out in close
interaction with the key players in the area. It is vital to have a strategy to
deal with the regional political groups and to ensure their support.
However, in many cases it may not be a good idea to impose a democratic
system that might clash with the local culture and produce a violent social
reaction.
The problem is to recognize root causes and apply the right influence at
the right time, in the right location. In the meantime intelligence gathering
and a supportive network should be developed to shorten the lead-up time
for political decisions in case deployment of conventional military forces is
needed. If prevention fails and a conflict still emerges, there will already be
networks and communication platforms established so follow-on forces
can build on that.
The same modus operandi could be used in case a conflict does emerge.
This is most important moment is the transition phase. At the end of a high
intensity conflict a defeated state’s systems will be at their weakest. As in
Iraq after the Coalition forces defeated Saddam’s the breakdown of the
state apparatus and vacuum left by the invading forces contributed to
conditions that encouraged an insurgency.68 In such situations special units
with proper resources can address the system breakdown and prevent an
insurgency. This transition phase is dangerous in terms of force protection
so operators must be competent in military tactics as well as civilian skills.
An example of the failure to follow this common sense approach is Iraq,
where the civil governance effort went largely unsupported in 2003–2004
when it was most needed.69
The strategy and special teams need to be prepared well in advance of an
open conflict and their advice should reach policymakers who can
coordinate the military response accordingly. In most cases this demands
an understanding of the messages from the field. Actors in the decision
making process need to understand that other cultures have different
values.
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The struggle over perceptions at the strategic level
Before elaborating the theory of the Pre-emptive Strategic Development
Operations (PSDO) some issues need to be addressed. First, one needs to
recognize where the Western nations have different fundamental beliefs
than third world nations. This is a key issue in on-going conflicts.70 William
Lind argues that it was a major mistake to completely destruct an existing
state system after a conventional conflict, as it happened in Afghanistan
and Iraq. By doing this the attacker creates a vacuum of legitimate power,
an ungoverned space to be exploited by non-state actors faster than a new
state can be implemented.71
U.S. Senator John Kerry argues that the U.S. should not commit troops to
the battlefield without a clear understanding of what decision makers
expect them to accomplish, how long it will take, and how to maintain the
consent of the people – in short, a clear strategy.72 A strategy will not be
feasible without knowing and appreciating the situation. One must also
have sound assumptions. One major situational aspect to an intervention is
the local culture as this drives the local decision making. Jaswant Singh, a
former Indian finance minister, foreign minister, and defence minister,
points out that the coalition in Afghanistan failed to, “realize the historical
truth” of the country. Singh argues the conflict is built on miscalculations
about Afghanistan culture and is it is therefore unlikely that Western forces
can win.73 His argument is that dissimilar cultures may have different
rationalities.74 Behaviours called irrational by Westerners may not be seen
as such outside Western culture.75 Forcing others to accept the Western
beliefs or systems creates friction and even violent resistance. There are
also different cultural understandings about democracy and human rights
that do not correlate.76
Lieutenant Colonel Kilcullen criticizes the tendency to lump all threats
together under the banner of a “global war on terrorism”. This tends to
have the opposite effect that is intended by unifying disparate groups in
the face of common external enemy. This is a fusion mechanism that
sociologists call “primary group cohesion”.77 The amplifying factor is the
globalization that allows these disparate groups to unite globally via cyber
space. Indeed, Western nations seem to force this process.
Dr. Montgomery McFate, a senior social scientist for the US Army’s
Human Terrain System, claims that, “misunderstanding culture at the
strategic level can produce policies that exacerbate an insurgency; a lack of
cultural knowledge at the operational level can lead to negative public
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opinion; and ignorance of the culture at the tactical level endangers both
civilians and troops. In summary, the lack of adversary cultural knowledge
can have grave consequences strategically, operationally, and tactically.”78
That can be seen as a major reason for the failure to create a strategy that
can work.
Western perceptions can be incorrect about basic things. Even largely
illiterate societies can show a high degree of technical competence and
problem solving skills.79 Over the past several years the Coalition forces in
Afghanistan have seen sophisticated developments in the use of IEDs and
in other tactics. The Al Qaeda manual is highly sophisticated and well
developed.80 Insurgents in third world countries are able to exploit Internet
and media very effectively.81 These same insurgents have even hacked
Western communications.
Another problem is the belief that overwhelming force can end disputes.
That is probably true in terms of Western rationality, as the Kosovo
conflict demonstrated in 1999.82 However, this may not work in terms of
Eastern cultures. McFate notes that winning on the battlefield is irrelevant
against an insurgent adversary. Often the use of overwhelming force can
have the negative effect of strengthening the insurgency by creating
martyrs, increasing insurgent recruitment, and demonstrating the
"brutality" of state or coalition forces.83 In Afghanistan areas “cleaned” are
soon again filled with insurgents, who during major combat operations hid
themselves among the people or retreated to wait for the show to be
over.84
The former ISAF Commander Gen Stanley A. McChrystal understood this
dilemma and directed the emphasis for the Coalition forces to be directed
on population protection and state building as the most important
activities in Afghanistan.85 Meanwhile he restricted the use of force,
particularly air power, which was perceived (correctly of not) as a major
cause of civilian casualties.86
The biggest contrast between East and West may be different concepts of
time. This again comes from culture. In the Western world the “time is
money” creates an impatience to achieve the goals without realizing the
different value of time.87 That can be a source of friction between cultures
when one tries to influence the other. It may lead to a short term focus
while missing long term effects.
Small states like Estonia can take better advantage of their capabilities
through a more comprehensive strategy. By contributing conventional
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units to conflicts they in Iraq and Afghanistan they win the approval of
their allies but do not make much of a difference. Yet there are
opportunities for small states in prevention of conflicts as one of them
may be a part of the framework of concept of Pre-emptive Strategic
Development Operations.
The essence of Pre-emptive Strategic Development Operations
The best pre-emptive action to diminish the rising conflicts is the use of
balanced development, educational, and participatory strategies to restrain
corruption and open alternatives for future generations in the target
societies.88 This is based on the reasoning that participants satisfied with
their market position and with a positive expectation about the future are
more risk averse are less likely to challenge the state order than those who
are unsatisfied and pessimistic about the future.89
James Corum emphasizes that a counterinsurgency strategy must address
all of the major issues: politics, economics, infrastructure, social problems,
security of a population, foreign involvement, and so on.90 In a functioning
state system all these elements work together, but breakdown in one can
cause the others to collapse and bring down the whole system. This is
essential to understand while assisting a failing government to sustain the
whole arrangement, as otherwise the West might face the protracted war.
The type of assisting presence has to be agreed upon and given legitimacy
by the local authorities and main political movements in the area because
only these groups that can create a stable situation in long-run. One cannot
simply impose stability from the outside. Direct contradiction with local
beliefs and traditions is to be avoided to prevent friction. Efforts should be
made to identify and address failing systems before the situation becomes a
conflict. Therefore, Lieutenant Colonel Kilcullen suggests applying two
new mission sets: Strategic Disruption and Military Assistance.
Strategic disruption aims to keep potential enemy’s groups off balance,
prevent the emergence of new terrorist threats, disrupt safe heavens, and
defeat adversary propaganda. This may include lethal effects. That looks
offensive and is that on a tactical level, but it is actually defensive on a
strategic level, because it deals only with today’s threats and does not
contribute to preventing a next generation of enemies from emerging. A
decisive mission set is actually military assistance. This is aimed at
restructuring the environment over a long term by denying an enemy or
potential enemy a role, reducing the recruitment base, and influencing
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conditions that may generate a threat. This requires a low-profile civilian
type presence over and above the overwhelming military display in a crisis
area. All the activities aimed at influencing the situation should be carried
out as indirectly as possible to avoid negative reactions from local
populace. This mission set is seen defensive tactically, but it is actually
offensive on a strategic level.91
Both of these mission-sets can be seen as vital components of PSDO
because one will always complement the other. Depending on the area and
other factors the emphasis on disruption activities may vary greatly but the
capability for this will always exist.
However, the idea of Pre-emptive Strategic Development Operations will
take a step further. First, the strategy of this approach should be planned,
coordinated, and supported in an alliance and not single-handedly by a
nation leading or conducting the operation. That allows using more assets
and unique capabilities that different nations have. Additionally, it is vital
to deconflict different national ambitions and aspirations in Third World
countries and in any case enforce an ethical approach..
Secondly, Pre-emptive Strategic Development Operations are meant to do
much more than just communications and promotions. The focus is to be
placed on physical improvement of actual weak points in a social system,
where economic, informational, diplomatic and military support is
designed to shape the conditions favourable to social stability in target
area. The operators should use all available recourses and subject matter
expertise to implement those assets with minimum losses to corruption or
misuse by lack of expertise on spot. The focus will be to build loyalty “to
empower local people to act as partners with government and foreign aid
agencies toward shared, long-term objectives”.92 All the activities are to be
carried out using non-provocative methods – there should be no reasons
for discontent of populace and the projects are to be sensed as leading to
improvement of their future. These are to be long-running operations,
where physical presence and support in recourses should be granted until
the situation has actually improved and can be sustained without external
assistance.
The cornerstone of PSDO is the shift of attention to human dimension,
local culture and economic situation in possibly failing states and application
of the necessary means before a conflict arises. The aim is to improve social
systems before they break down and thereby to deny the option, reason
and space for violent conflict.
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According to Professor Steven Metz of the U.S. Army War College and
Gen Charles F. Wald, USAF, Deputy Commander, U.S. European
Command, a counterinsurgency strategy must offer alternative sources of
identity and empowerment for bored, disillusioned, and disempowered
young males who are the main risk group that can become insurgents.
Simply providing low paying, low status jobs or the opportunity to attend
school is not enough.93 Again, the same paradigm has to apply to Preemptive Strategic Development Operations, as the creation of resilient job
options as well as outputs to market are most likely to be the main
preventive factor of conflict as that is the source of hope for better future.
For PSDO operations the approach may be substantially different from
the Clear-Hold-Build model in counterinsurgency operations as it is
described in the draft NATO COIN doctrine. The participation and
presence of host nation (HN) security forces (that should include the
armed forces and police) may be misleading. The NATO description
leaves the impression that NATO forces usually solely conduct the clear hold phases and transition to HN security forces in the build phase.94 That
contradicts most of principles of the same doctrine and the outsider in the
lead model has been unsuccessful in the past. In fact, embedding the HN
security forces as much as possible is necessary from the start, as only their
presence can diminish the people’s negative perception of NATO forces as
an occupying force. Not committing HN security forces will lead to a
fragile hold phase and thus never reach the effective build phase. The
creation and activation of HN security forces should start as soon as
possible in order to commit them as much as possible in following phases.
Lost time in creation of HN power will likely lead to a protracted conflict
as in Afghanistan and in Iraq.
For PSDO the approach could follow the phases of Identify-Invest-Supervise.
The operation begins with the identification, and all phases are conducted
concurrently. The identification is aimed at spotting the root causes of
emergent conflicts. This includes reconnaissance to identify the key
personnel and gather information. This initiates the Strategic Development
Group that will work on plans, and committing partners and NGOs to
addressing the weak spots. Invest means building relationships with key
personnel to apply solutions together while leaving actual operators in
shadow. The control of monetary assets remains in the hands of the
operational team. The operators invest their subject matter expertise and
control the use of donated money and equipment to ensure an honest and
purposeful application. Supervision of assets is conducted throughout the
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invest phase, but this function should remain running in a background
even when the parts of the development program are withdrawn after a
successful operation. That is to track the continuity of the strategy and to
be ready to insert a specialist team with necessary resources quickly in case
of breakdown or the likelihood of breakdown.
To be effective in the Pre-emptive Strategic Development Operations
actors at all levels need to understand and accept the following three major
principles: First, every project and action should take local cultural context
into consideration.95 The population’s worldview and social systems must
be understood and accepted as they are. If their existing systems are not
effective then change must be implemented using acceptable methods.
Rushing and enforcing may create friction and lead to failure. Patience and
understanding are the key words.96 One cannot make another culture
similar to one’s own, especially in short timeframe. Enforcing democratic
values and even women’s rights in Islamic world can create enormous
friction97 and therefore jeopardize the mission. The change of values is an
extremely sensitive topic and a major source of conflict. If a change is
needed, it should be introduced as carefully as possible and within a
timeframe that is acceptable to the target audience.
Second, there is no need to enforce changes in systems when these are not
needed. This understanding is dependent on understanding the reasoning
of the target group. Systems in different cultures that seem dysfunctional
or ineffective to Westerners may be acceptable and even practical in their
systems.98
NATO nations should reconsider the belief that armies can prepare secure
security situation that allows civilian expertise to follow. The leading role in
most situations should be placed even more in the civilian hands. The
military, in maintaining a low profile, can generally provide local security
for civilian experts to implement development programs. The role of
armed forces is to be supportive and low key as an overwhelming display
of force will most likely provoke insurgents and pose a threat to
operational goals.99 Still, a sufficient force to defend the project team must
be located in an area and should be held in low profile and high readiness.
In case of hostile actions quick reaction forces should take direct and
decisive action to extract the project teams. The use of kinetic power must
be carefully calculated to cause minimum negative effects to overall aims.
The same approach, with necessary variations, should be used in the
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transition phase. The aim is to reduce people’s uncertainty towards their
future and this will diminish the pool of possible insurgents.
This should be implemented as early as possible, not just as a response to
an insurgency once it begins. Constant monitoring of a situation becomes
vital, necessitating the use of all intelligence assets, including human
presence, in a target area. Creation of vital networks, intelligence collection
and preparation of kinetic targets as contingencies for conventional
military intervention will take place correspondingly. To prepare a region
and to ensure the right form of development at the right time in right
locations, conceptual and organizational improvements are needed.
Need for a common understanding and policy
Professor Miemie W Byrd of the Asia Pacific Center for Security Studies
suggests that a (U.S.) counterterrorism strategy should include economic
policies that encourage development, more open societies, and
opportunities for better living. Initiating and sustaining economic growth
in the poorest areas requires creativity and cooperation among
organizations such as the United Nations Development Program,
governmental aid agencies, military forces, nongovernmental organizations
(NGOs), and private businesses.100 In that context, the same strategy
should be universal to the whole Western world. Key organizations that
should agree are the European Union (EU) and the NATO.
The PSDO approach needs a common policy and this is difficult to
achieve.101 Every nation has its own interests and agendas, and even the
EU and NATO, although sharing democratic values, compete for
influence.102 This can be an obstacle in forging a common Western strategy
to deal with frequent threats.
Encouraging news comes from NATO regarding its emphasis on
cooperation with the EU. The new Strategic Concept promises to:


strengthen the strategic partnership with the EU in the spirit of
full mutual openness, transparency, complementarity and respect
for the autonomy and institutional integrity of both organizations;



enhance our practical cooperation in operations throughout the
crisis spectrum, from coordinated planning to mutual support in
the field;
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broaden our political consultations to include all issues of
common concern, in order to share assessments and perspectives;



cooperate more fully in capability development to minimize
duplication and maximize cost-effectiveness.103

At the strategic level the EU is beginning to understand the need to mix
military and civilian planning capabilities for effective crisis response.
Integration is planned to take place in the Crisis Management Planning
Directorate established in December 2008.104 However, that concept has
major challenges. Political, cultural and branch centric approaches are
obstacles to overcome. However, understanding and actual integration will
take place at higher levels in the EU in a slow and steady fashion.105 This
means that the capability to deploy to crisis areas will be expected from
member states.
This approach suggests that nations should build coordinated bilateral
liaison and cooperation with target states to create a framework in which
consultants, trainers, and project managers with access to national and
international funds would be present in the area. They would work in a
civilian posture and follow local rules while monitoring the situation and
sending information back home. Connections to civil society networks,
often operating behind the scenes, support to local initiatives, and
diplomatic persuasion to modify the target area’s government behaviour
are important tactics in those operations.106 Such an approach does not
require a UN mandate and provides reliable advice to decision-makers if
the need for military intervention arises.107 A common policy and strategy
would deconflict national interests and use the limited resources with
maximum effectiveness. However, it is not assured that NATO will accept
integrated crisis planning, which in addition to civilian planners gives full
authority to the EU representatives from the strategic to the tactical level.
In Pre-emptive Strategic Development Operations there could be practical
coalitions where states develop projects together that complement each
other’s capabilities within commonly agreed strategies. This partnering is
most relevant to smaller states that have fewer resources and need to focus
on their specific fields of expertise. The most important thing is to have a
well-defined and agreed strategic aim common to all actors. If the project
teams are as civilian as possible there is a better chance to attract the
involvement of non-profit organizations and privately funded
organizations.
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In the case of failure to prevent the conflict and a subsequent agreement to
commit military forces project teams should become advisers to the Joint
Force Commander. They would be responsible for suggesting proper
methods, uses of force, and targets as they will have the most experience
concerning the political, social and cultural conditions.
Improvements needed in current operational systems
While some needed strategic improvements have been described, there are
also gaps in the current systems at operational and tactical levels. As
planners and primary executors, armed forces need to adjust their way of
thinking to be more open. Here are some examples.
Military culture. Armed forces are designed to take life, not to improve it
and this can produce friction between military and civilian agencies.
However, to be effective in current and future conflicts interagency
cooperation is crucial. Thereby, all actors need to drop the mode of
competition and co-operate to create and implement a working strategy.
Strategic thinking has to be the guideline for all players at all levels.
Extensive collaboration between allied states, governmental, and nongovernment organizations, private funding bodies, and investors is the new
power in any operation, even on tactical level. Power does not lie in the
military alone.108 The military, by using conventional means, is the last
resort, but even then it must work according to the guidelines of civilian
authorities. This may mean that the actual leading role in an area of
operations is in the hands of civilian staff, and the military may be a
supporting asset.
Creating cultural change is a big challenge for Western armed forces.
Western military structures are still characterized by top-down
management, a lack of innovative goals, long and complex approval cycles,
short-term orientation due to frequent personnel turnover, and paralysis
that can result from a risk-free culture.109 Military culture itself should
undergo major changes. Within PSDO the military staff may become just a
section of a civilian-led staff. Civilian authorities and assets are to take the
lead and be supported by military units as needed. This means a new
design of operations. Instead of the current doctrinal and Comprehensive
Approach where militaries secure the environment to allow civilian
support to follow as soon as practical110 the civilian capabilities need to be
alongside the military from the first. More than that, they need to be there
before operations.
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Provincial Reconstruction Teams. The Civilian Military Cooperation (CIMIC)
concept and Afghanistan Provincial Reconstruction Teams (PRTs) are
good examples of addressing the whole range of issues and stressing the
social dimension. PRTs are designed to improve security, support good
governance, and enhance provincial development. Teams are made up of
international civilian and military resources that allow the PRT to have
wide latitude in implementing its mandate. There are currently 26 PRTs in
Afghanistan.111
However, there are significant problems with coordination, leadership,
conflicting interests and pre-mission training of PRT members.112 The
concept seems to lack a clear overarching strategy and a lead entity that
could better coordinate the national efforts in build-up the country and
win locals to government’s side.113 David C. Gompert and John Gordon
IV, the authors of War by Other Means,114 find three main reasons why the
PRT concept is not fully successful: lack of an operational culture,
insufficient personnel, and inadequate funds.115
However, there have been successful applications of this principle in the
past, among others in Malaysia and Vietnam. The Malaysian emergency of
1948-1960 was a communist insurgency mainly consisting of ethnic
Chinese fighting to create a Marxist Malaysian State. Initially the British
plan was to defeat the insurgents militarily. After four years of ineffective
operations, British governor and military commander Sir Gerald Templer
in 1952-54 developed a political and social strategy. He built an
organization that focused on raising the life quality of local population by
constructing schools, new housing for the Chinese, and controlling the
distribution of food. He electrified rural villages and increased the number
and quality of local security forces. He also empowered the Chinese
community to govern and secure themselves with British support. These
actions undermined the insurgents’ appeal and made the local government
stronger and more popular in the eyes of the people. This strategy and
unified organizational focus that integrated military and civilian efforts at
all levels were key to successfully bringing peace and stability to Malaya.116
During the Vietnam War the Civil Operations and Rural Development Strategy
(CORDS) was implemented in 1967 in South Vietnam. This involved the
creation of advisory teams composed of military and civilian personnel at
the provincial and district levels to handle community development,
including public health and administration, civil affairs, education,
agriculture, psychological operations, logistics and management of military
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issues. The province chief, usually a South Vietnamese Army or Marine
colonel, was assisted by an American counterpart who was the province
senior adviser, who was either military or civilian depending on the security
situation of the respective province. Within the program a sub-project
called Phoenix was conducted. Project teams were created to collect
intelligence on insurgents, neutralize them, and assist local security forces
to maintain order. The strategy was so effective that it was a major concern
and special target for North Vietnam leaders.117 118
Information domain. The Internet has become an avenue of approach leading
to the military objective.119 This fact should be considered as an
augmentation to other operations.120 Insurgents need a close and relevantly
undisturbed proximity with the population in order to influence them.
Meanwhile, intervention forces can be too thin on the ground and that
creates the opportunity for insurgents to influence the population as
insurgency is often a competition for uncontrolled spaces.121 Western
nations need to understand and use virtual space more effectively.122
Cyberspace presence may be a reasonable alternative that is less
provocative, but at the same time a direct tool for exercising influence.
“Internetization” with the aim of contributing to rural development and
information sharing from local government can shape public opinion and
improve the quality of life.123 This could be implemented within Preemptive Strategic Development Operations as a main effort as the use of
the Internet is spreading constantly.124 However, one also sees a trend in
third world countries that allows adversaries a chance to use the World
Wide Web to coordinate actions and inflame attitudes against the West.125
Information is the only means to change a person’s opinion.126 By creating
Internet coverage and providing the assets to use it one has the option for
more sophisticated information operations. That could have a twofold
effect – first, it would blur the adversaries’ propaganda as it would face a
mass of other opinions. This is effective denial of the single source input
to an uncommitted population that has not yet taken sides. It can even
create doubts about previously acquired perceptions. Second, by exposing
people to the pictures and stories of different lifestyles and values one can
change their perceptions and, in the long-run, even culture.127
The World Wide Web has also become a terrorist propaganda and
recruitment system, and even a support mechanism for physical attacks.128
However, there are other uses for the Web. There are options for progovernment homepages, banners, cyber social networks and other
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information. The Internet can be seen as a threat, but can also be used for
positive development purposes. It can be a way to outmanoeuvre the
enemy in that dimension – because on the net they have the same
vulnerabilities as the West.129 Today a laptop computer with a freeware
operating system is relevantly cheap.130 Thus, networking could be set up
using the existing mobile phone infrastructure.131 Power can be produced
by donated generators, guarded by local village security teams, but
maintained by government services until power lines are available.
Smartphones, for example, will enter the Afghanistan market in the near
future and then the Internet will penetrate even to the most remote
areas.132 If the West does not take the lead on controlling this network,
someone else will.
Time perspective and development of the next generation. Lastly the perspective of
time and a focus on the next generation is important. No country wants to
be committed to a protracted war. However, this is a problem today and
the phenomenon will continue as long there are developing insurgencies.
Relevantly short term perspectives are likely to extend current problems
for decades. The question is – who will be in charge in ten years? Current
counterinsurgency doctrines do not stress the need to educate and develop
the next generation.
A school system could be the one of the most important projects for
failing countries to invest in. During the Soviet invasion to Afghanistan in
the 1980’s a whole generation of youth was educated in madrasahs (religious
schools) in Pakistan, where they were, from a Western perspective,
radicalized.133 This generation is now in their 40s. According to UNICEF
the average life expectancy in Afghanistan in 2008 was 44 years.134 This
means that the men in charge now who are shaping the perceptions of the
next generation have all been in one way or another shaped by the West
since 2001. However, this has not been done in a way that would support
the Western cause.
The median age in Afghanistan is 18.2 years.135 Latest reports show that
midlevel Taliban leaders are now younger than before, often in their mid20’s,136 which indicates that the fighters’ age is below that – early 20’s on
average. The most troublesome fighters today were in elementary school
age in the early 2000’s. Had the West supported a school system that
shaped the youth then we might not have as large a corps of insurgents
today. That might already be a strategic consideration.
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The simple truth is this that today’s young people will have the vote
tomorrow. Ignoring the shaping of their world view can keep a conflict
protracted. From the military viewpoint the most worthwhile parts of the
system of supporting the youth include the infrastructure, teachers, and
routes form villages to schools. There are numerous ways to make the
education attractive by adding lunches, clothing, and additional family
support for school attendance. For local people their children remain the
most important factor and through the children the perceptions of parents
can be shaped as well. This can be a powerful indirect approach to the
problem that must inevitably be tackled.
Strategic Development Group as the lead body of a national effort
To conduct Strategic Pre-emptive Development Operations a national
Strategic Development Group could be created and tasked with advising
national leaders and coordinating plans with partners. The purpose of this
group would be to study and create strategies in conjunction with the total
strategy137 of the nation. As with national strategies, planning and executing
of Pre-emptive Strategic Development Operations should be done with
fully integrated civil and military expertise. The intention is to fill the gap
between academics and practitioners by joining them under a permanent
working group.138 This requires that the service centric attitudes and
competition have to be avoided. Every ministry and office should have a
role in that body and the focus on the endstate maintained – this being the
improvement of the nation’s position in the international arena and
mitigation of future security risks. This body would also be responsible for
monitoring, analysing, planning and guiding the action process. The body
represents the interagency cooperation needed to combine the best
practices from all necessary fields. The group needs a direct
communication link to the government and allied partners to conduct
multidimensional coordination.139
The group should be comprised of leading experts in a variety of sectors –
economy, intelligence, internal security, defence forces, science, education,
energy industry, info-technology. The group should exercise its authority
by guiding all national departments, experts, advisors, civil companies in
their involvement in development operations. When an operation is
identified the planning, leading, supporting and monitoring the execution
become the tasks at hand.
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The primary tasks of the group would be to monitor global trends and
conduct analysis on strategic and operational issues to include the military,
economic, diplomatic and informational domains. The guideline is to
identify developments that may pose a threat or an opportunity. These
developments should be identified and projects launched as soon as
possible. To avoid exhausting national resources communication and
liaison with international organizations, non-government organizations and
foundations is to be maintained. Once needed actions are identified and
validated, the group will put together an integrated action team to gather
data from the ground and then execute the mission. While the operation is
on-going, a reach-back system is needed to advise and coordinate the
efforts.
The group should work on developing specific domains for future
improvement, by analysing the needs and advising state departments and
other organizations. This approach does not demand many additional
resources to be committed. This approach uses the existing range of
capabilities already in place by combining them. Resource needs that
exceed the national ability will be agreed to and committed from umbrella
organizations, such as the EU or NATO, strategic bilateral partners, or
non-government organizations and private groups.
The Strategic Development Group should encompass the following
phases: monitoring the situation and trends, analysing information to
identify the need to become committed, devising a preliminary plan of
execution, conducting reconnaissance by a comprehensively combined
expert team, finalize the plan, commit partners and resources, support the
execution of the operation, and finally, gather and analyse the feedback and
lessons identified.
Who should belong to the comprehensive combined action teams? What
entity possesses the required civil expertise and can survive in the high
threat areas?
Special Operation Forces transformation
The physical threat situation in remote areas, in failing states, or in conflict
zones such as Iraq and Afghanistan, can be extremely challenging.
Planning at home is worth little if there is no one to send to implement the
fieldwork. Often the situation is so tense of violence that civilian experts,
even under close protection, are in grave danger.140 That can be overcome
by creating or modifying “intermediate” units. The ideal platforms to build
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on are Special Operation Forces (SOF), whose nature is to cooperate with
indigenous people in a low-key mode in remote areas and in high risk
environments.141 Modified SOF units should receive additional training in
skills other than soldiering and language/cultural awareness and develop
expertise in vital civilian areas. They should look, talk and act like civilians
while having strategic “reach back” communication options to experts in
homeland. However, when under physical attack, these forces would be
able to turn into fighters and defend themselves.
This might be the future of SOF operations as this force loses core tasks to
conventional units. At the NATO SOF Symposium in Deauville, France
2008 this problem was addressed and a primary topic was how to move
SOF into new, more sophisticated, fields and more strategic operations. 142
However, integrating national strategic requirements and NATO demands
for allied SOF remains a problem.
The NATO Glossary of Terms and Definitions defines Special Operations as
“military activities conducted by specially designated, organized, trained,
and equipped forces using operational tactics, techniques, and modes of
employment not standard to conventional forces. These activities are
conducted across the spectrum of conflict independently, integrated with,
or in coordination with operations of conventional forces to achieve
political, military, informational, and economic objectives. Politico-military
considerations may require low prominence, covert or discreet techniques,
and the acceptance of a degree of physical and political risk not associated
with conventional operations.”143
In comparison, the U.S. Doctrine of Special Operations, one notes that,
“Special Operations can be designed and conducted to influence the will of
foreign leadership and/or populations to create conditions favourable to
US strategic aims or objectives. This may involve a long-term commitment to
achieve the desired result. Alternatively, special operations may be
principally directed at high-value targets of strategic significance. Such
operations are often time-sensitive and rely on surprise, security, and
audacity, and frequently employ deception to achieve success. These
missions can be overt, clandestine, or covert in nature. Some operations
may involve high physical and political risk, and can offer the potential for
high returns, but rarely a second chance should a first attempt fail.”144
One can draw some conclusions from these broad definitions. First, the
NATO glossary does not mention the strategic aims of the Special
Operations as the way it is done per US doctrine. This leaves open an
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option to use this scarce resource in tactical roles by theatre commanders.
Sometimes this might be justified, but in general it is a misuse of this this
capability. Political, military, informational, and economic objectives are
stressed that might lead to strategic or operational objectives, but the levels
should be expressed clearly.
Gen Peter J. Schoomaker, former US Army chief of staff, finds that, “in
the essence Special Operation Forces should support directly the strategy by
shaping, responding, and preparing for the future in the path towards the
strategic aims.”145 Interestingly, even the NATO SOF study finds that SOF
should provide a strategic offensive and defensive asymmetric capability
that will provide the political and senior military leaders with options that
retain freedom of action while at the same time employing an economy of
force.146 However, this understanding has not found its way to the Allied
Doctrine for Special Operations, where the description of the Special
Operations repeats the standpoints of the NATO Glossary of Terms and
Definitions.147
National Special Operations Forces usually fall under the highest
authorities of political or military leadership and are used according to
national policies. As the relevance of SOF in recent and on-going
operations was recognized and operational gaps identified, NATO nations
realized the need to integrate these strategic assets.148 Therefore, the
NATO SOF transformation initiative (NSTI) was declared at the NATO
Summit in Riga in 2006. The initiative was aimed at increasing national
SOF ability to train and operate together, including improving equipment
capabilities.149
In June 2007 the NATO Special Operations Coordination Centre (NSCC)
was established at SHAPE in Casteau, Belgium as the centrepiece of the
NSTI. In March 2010 it was re-designated as the NATO Special
Operations Headquarters (NSHQ) with the aim to provide focused Special
Operations advice to the Supreme Allied Commander in Europe
(SACEUR) and the NATO Chain of Command and to provide a
collaborative, inter-dependent platform to enhance the Alliance SOF
network.150 The mission of NSHQ is to be “the primary point of direction
and coordination for all NATO Special Operations-related activities in
order to optimize employment of Special Operations Forces to include
providing an operational command capability when directed by
SACEUR.”151 The NSHQ does this by providing the Alliance SOF a
proposal for a “NATO SOF policy, standards, doctrine, training, education
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and assessments, which maintains and develops a robust operational
command, control, communications, computers, and intelligence (C4I)
capability equipped with organic SOF enablers to ensure interoperability
and enhance employment of NATO Special Operations.”152
That new structure has already produced some remarkable developments
in the commitment of national Special Operations Forces into the conflict
in Afghanistan. With the assistance of NSHQ the national SOF units and
staff officers’ contributions to the mission have been impressive. Within
the first two years of its existence (2007 – 2008) the NSCC was able to
mobilize five new Special Operations Task Groups under a unified
command. That was a more than 250% increase of this type of force on
the ground.153
According to the NATO SOF doctrine, the three principal tasks of NATO
SOF in any operation are: Special Reconnaissance and Surveillance, Direct
Action, and Military Assistance, where the last is the closest to the nonkinetic and indirect influence mode. That again is limited to assistance via
training and advising of host nation military personnel.154
The use of coalition SOF units within NATO SOF doctrinal tasks may
produce strategic problems. There is a criticism that the kinetic approach
by NATO SOF units can be counterproductive in meeting strategic goals
in Afghanistan.155 RAND researchers in 2008 found it appropriate for
special operations to focus primarily on training local military forces and
conduct kinetic tasks mostly aimed at high-value targets.156 SOF units
could be used in a more indirect manner to shape the strategy. The current
kinetic focus could also wear out the teams and lower the ability to employ
SOF in social domains where the vital civilian expertise is missing.
Currently the three core missions of NATO SOF described above are less
relevant on the national strategic level. The core missions are clearly not
enough to provide guidance for Pre-emptive Strategic Development
Operations. The current doctrine is more combat focused and pays little
attention to pre-emptive non-military actions. However, NATO SOF
doctrine also provides a useful assessment tool for special operations
operational missions by giving criteria that should be considered when
evaluating SOF employment. According to the doctrine the SOF mission
should be:


Appropriate. Is the mission suitable for SOF capabilities, and does
it accord fully with the higher objectives? Could another asset be
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used? The mission must have a unique aspect that requires the
special skills and capabilities of SOF, and which renders the
mission unsuitable (or less suitable) for action by other assets.


Feasible. If the mission is appropriate, can it feasibly be
accomplished by the SOF assets available? Does the SOF element
have the appropriate training, skills, planning and rehearsal time as
well as the required cultural understanding?



Sustainable. Are the resources adequate? Is the intelligence
sufficient? Is there adequate infiltration, logistic sustainability on
the ground, exfiltration, survivability, and communication
support? Even if the target is appropriate, feasible and vulnerable
to SOF, a lack of dedicated support resources may prevent the
execution of a special operation.



Justifiable. Does the expected outcome justify the risk?
Commanders should recognize the high value and limited
resources of SOF and ensure that the benefits of successful task
execution are measurable and in balance with the risks inherent in
the task. Assessment of risk should take into account not only the
potential for loss of SOF units and equipment, but also the risk of
adverse effects on Alliance interests should the mission fail.157

The reason these criteria are useful is captured in the SOF Truths that have
been framed for the US Army SOF and recognized by other countries’
services:


Humans are more important than hardware



Their quality is more important than quantities



Special Operations Forces cannot be mass-produced



Competent SOF cannot be created after emergencies occur.158

According to retired U.S. Army Colonel John M. Collins (the author of the
truths above in 1987) he would complement them with a fourth:
“Competent SOF cannot be created RAPIDLY after emergencies occur”
and he suggested re-instating the original 5th truth:


Most Special Operations require non-SOF assistance.159

Admiral Eric T. Olson, Commander, U.S. Special Operations Command,
apparently agreed with Collins. Olson reinstated the fifth truth into the US
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SOF doctrine. Admiral Olson noted the assistance of all sister services and
other branches whose commitment has made SOF successful.160 Even
though he did not mention the civilian, the last truth is equally relevant for
them.
Byrd finds that the cooperation with all relevant actors must become
routine. Military personnel must be educated in emerging concepts and
trends in the business sector and the military should invite business leaders
and decision makers to counterterrorism conferences and seminars.161
Close ties and common understanding should be created to help a nation
to make rational decisions on how to contribute to crisis prevention
around the world. In this case the National Strategic Development Group
should have the leading role.
Lieutenant Colonel Moore argues that the future roles of SOF are to shape
and prepare the strategic context to enable the application of the elements
of national (or international – author’s comment) power. SOF should
operate across the spectrum of crisis (before, during, and after) and
conduct overt, covert, and clandestine operations to support the strategic
objectives of the nation (or coalition – author’s comment). SOF will
conduct engagement activities to detect a crisis and try to prevent it.
Successful engagement operations can lead to shutting down a crisis before
it escalates to war. All elements of national (and international – author’s
comment) power are to be focused on identifying a potential crisis and
taking actions to impede its development. The critical periods become the
periods before and after a crisis.162
Gen Peter J. Schoomaker envisages that, “Special Operations Forces need
to access such diverse areas as commercial information technologies,
utilization of space, biomedicine, environmental science, robotics,
organizational design, and commercial research and development”.163
The NATO New Strategic Concept defines cyber-attacks conducted by
NATO adversaries’ as one of the greatest security and stability risks. It
recognizes that such attacks can nowadays inflict costly damages to the
Western societies.164 However, the answer to this threat, especially as it
may come from well protected systems, is highly complicated. Martinage
sees the option of educating and empowering SOF units to gain the access
to closed cyber network systems in remote areas where no other means
can reach. He then advises SOF to master the skills of tapping the fiberoptic and other lines, as well to acquire the necessary hacking skills.165
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The good news is that, in recognition of the need for further development
of operational approaches, the NATO SOF Headquarters is conducting
NATO SOF symposia annually. At the symposium at Deauville France in
2008 Lieutenant Colonel Kilcullen raised ideas about SOF for the allied
countries. Lieutenant Colonel Kilcullen admitted that contemporary
conventional war is actually unconventional. So the question is which roles
should SOF have in a situation where regular forces have taken over the
most of their special skills such as close combat, training of indigenous
forces, and so on?166 Kilcullen argues that there will always be a need for
SOF to react quickly to strategic situations that require a low-visibility
force that is not possible for a mass of regular forces. However, that is not
enough. SOF needs to become more pre-emptive because by simply
reacting to situations the West has already lost the international initiative.
Kilcullen suggests the use of NATO SOF to pre-empt and prevent
conflicts. That would be the most politically and economically attractive
endstate.167
Kilcullen proposed a new focus for SOF to assure better strategic results
than it has achieved so far. He argued that the West may need to start
using similar guerrilla tactics against adversaries. Combined with
Information Operations experts, NATO should send SOF to provide
assistance to the military in potential threat areas following four main
tenets:


Long duration operations to ensure constant and continuous
influence;



Low profile performance – not advertising one’s presence with
Western outfit. Employ a look and behaviour that is as similar as
possible to locals while, at same time not hiding itself;



Small footprint – respect of local people and avoidance of major
changes that could outbalance the local community;



Integration with locals and with all possible organizations and
players in the area of operations.168

However, the political and economic development in target areas demands
much more civilian knowledge than covered by the traditional Special
Operations skills. Education in vital civilian skills, in addition to military
training, can produce the desired effects on target and reduce the tension
and thereby prevent the occurrence of conflict at the first place. That
creates the need for a qualitative shift in SOF training and its focus on
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deployments. This does not mean that SOF needs to drop their current
training and tasks. They just need to learn and do more.169
Lieutenant Colonel Kilcullen argues that purely military operations, such as
Special Reconnaissance and Direct Action, are offensive at tactical level
but actually defensive at strategic level. On the other hand, military
assistance is defensive at tactical level, but can be strategically offensive
because it denies the support of local people to the enemy.170
Therefore, Kilcullen suggested focusing on two major operations as
described above:


Strategic Disruption – this involves mainly Special Reconnaissance
and Direct Action and focuses on disrupting existing or emerging
organizations and individuals that pose a threat, while keeping in
mind that this is only a support effort for the most important
mission set that is;



Military Assistance – this should be the main effort and involve all
players in the operations area, including police, government
officials, non-government organizations, local companies etc.
From Kilcullen’s point of view this is the most important mission
set for current and future operations as this is the only one that
can assure achievement of desired end states.171

Kilcullen argues that via this type of new Military Assistance, when SOF
units are first in a potential crisis area they can create a system of networks
where all follow-on actors (conventional forces, civil agencies, NGO’s etc.)
can plug into later. Most importantly, leaders must understand that to
create this capability takes time and effort. The training of such operators
should include civilian expertise, sophisticated cultural awareness, and
languages and related skills. Interagency cooperation becomes more
important than ever before, and every opportunity should be taken to
enhance it.172 The need for similar approach is recognized by NATO
analysts who suggest formulating plans to respond quickly to a variety of
warfare models, ranging from high-intensity operations to the conduct of
security assistance missions, to an advisory role in support of civilian
authorities.173
However, this modus operandi is not likely to be conducted by SOF or any
other entity alone. This method of operations requires extensive
cooperation with civilian subject matter experts while SOF trains for, plans
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and executes missions. Operators must go through the educational process
in important areas such as anthropology, power engineering, law,
healthcare, IT, communications, media campaign strategies to become
competent to apply those tools effectively in a high threat environment.
The rationale is that SOF operators, with high survivability skills, are the
best placed to assist failing non-military systems in difficult conditions
while still maintaining a low profile and high survivability. This is true for
situations where the civilians would not take the risk, or where protecting
civilians would endanger the operation by greatly enlarging the footprint.174
For Pre-emptive Strategic Development Operations the Special Operations
Forces should become directly subordinated to previously described
Strategic Development Group or its equivalent in a theatre of operations.
For strategic missions it is vital to have direct communication between
these two actors. However, it must be made clear that there should be no
direct influence of daily political affairs on operations in target area. The
strategy previously agreed on has the primacy.
What makes SOF suitable for pre-emptive operations? Dr. Rasmussen
summarized the advantages of SOF.
“Special forces are special because they are not part of the bureaucratic organization of
the armed forces as such. Symbolic of this is the way they prefer to choose their own
weapons. Their own fighting does not depend on the operation of weapons systems in
concert with other soldiers, such as guns and tanks. They fight on their own initiative –
in other words, they embrace the risks of war. Where other soldiers place their lives at
the mercy of the system and thus fear risks, the special forces embrace risks because they
can still choose to fight, and find death, on their own terms.”175
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The Military and the Management Movement
By Eric A. Sibul PhD, Baltic Defence College
This article will examine the influence of the management movement and
the military in order to understand the interaction of the American armed
forces the management movement from its beginnings to contemporary
time. The management movement, for the better and sometimes for the
worse, has greatly influenced the modus operandi of the US modern military
and those of allied nations. Yet interaction with the military has been a
two-way street as ideas and trends in military theory, military leadership
and strategic and operational doctrine have also had their influence on the
management movement. This article will show that the adaptation of
business concepts to military from the private sector is nothing new.
Indeed, this has been a long time and well-established practice. The article
will also look where concepts taken from civilian management have been
useful and were they have been detrimental for the military. By examining
the history of interaction between the management movement and the
military it may be possible to derive insights on the utility and limitations
of employing civilian management concepts in the contemporary armed
services and military support organizations.
A historical analysis of the management movement and the concepts it
generated has some utility for the newer NATO nations and partner
nations that are today in the process of developing and modernizing their
defence structures and attempting to implement what they see as modern
Western administrative, managerial and leadership practices.
Unfortunately, all too often the advice from local management experts on
defence organizational and administrative modernization and reform is
based on misunderstood American management concepts from the late
nineteenth - early twentieth centuries.1
Management concepts for the purpose of this essay refer to ideas and
theoretical constructs within the field of management. The management
movement, again for the purpose of this essay, refers to the development
of the field of knowledge which examines and provides concepts for the
systematic internal organization and operation of private enterprises and
public entities which had its genesis in the 1830s and 1840s and continues
to contemporary times.2 In essence, the management movement is the
continual historical development of the field of management.
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Although many believe that the interaction of the field of management
with the military is something of a recent occurrence – in fact it is not.
From the very beginnings of the management movement in the first half
of the nineteenth century the military has had extensive interaction with it.
Indeed, military practices actually helped shape the initial management
concepts. The interest of the military was clearly understandable in the
early 19th century as transportation technologies were rapidly changing
military movement. Furthermore, armies were becoming larger and more
difficult to sustain. By the same token, with changing technologies and new
industries rising commercial organizations were becoming large and
complex and more difficult to effectively direct. The military was the only
place at the time where there were leaders experienced in guiding large
organizations involved in complex operations. The management
movement was born out of the need to deal with the size and complexity
of these new commercial organizations.
The Beginnings of the Management Movement
The management movement had its beginning with the industrial
revolution in the early nineteenth century. Steam power was central to the
industrial revolution as it allowed for the development of factories capable
of mass production and dramatically increased the speed and capacity of
water and overland transport. The steam railway represented this dramatic
revolution in land transport and it is from there the management
movement had its birth. From the beginning of the steam era there was
also military involvement with railways as their great military utility was
quickly demonstrated. In 1830, at the opening of the Liverpool &
Manchester Railway less than a year after the first trial trip of Robert
Stephenson’s steam locomotive Rocket, a regiment of British soldiers was
moved thirty four miles (54 km) in two hours, which would otherwise have
required a two day march. On 30 June 1831, the United States made first
use of railways in military operations as one hundred volunteers of the
Maryland State Militia under Brigadier General George H. Steward were
dispatched from Baltimore over the Baltimore and Ohio (B&O) railroad to
quell a riot of railway track construction labourers at Sykes Mills, Maryland,
twenty nine miles (46 km) away. 3
The B&O, chartered in 1827, was America’s first common-carrier steampowered railway. Since the only engineering school in United States was at
the Military Academy at West Point, the army had helped survey and
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construct the right of way.4 US Army officers subsequently became
involved in surveying the routes and supervising the construction of
numerous other railways. Operations and management of early railways in
the United States were also influenced by military officers. In the mid1830s Captain William G. McNeill and Lieutenant George W. Whistler
developed operating rules for several railways in New England based on
army regulations. The operating rules were basically reforms meant to
bring safety and efficiency to operating organizations. While early
American railway organizations were not directly based on a military
model, they were strongly influenced by British railway managerial practice
which was based on a military pattern.5 For a short period there was a
group of US Army engineers who both held military commissions and
were involved in the construction, operation, and development of civilian
railways, however they came into conflict with more fortress oriented
military engineers, who focused their energies on the construction of
coastal fortresses. Military railways were portrayed as an alternative to
fortresses as troops could be rushed to the coastal area if a foreign invasion
threatened. In the longer term, the more established military engineers
prevailed politically and the army eschewed involvement with the railways
before the American Civil War. As a result, when the Civil War began in
1861 both the Federal and the Confederate armies were ill prepared to
operate and construct railways in a theater of operations and work with
civilian railway companies at the strategic level.6 Such expertise would have
to come from the business sector to the military.
Daniel Craig McCallum
In the years between 1827 and 1861 railways were emerging as American’s
first “big business.” By the 1850s major railways were emerging which
were over 500 miles (800 km) long and with thousands of employees.
Modern management concepts had their beginning as ways had to be
found to operate these entire new and large and complex organizations.
Daniel Craig McCallum was faced with this problem. McCallum was selftaught architect and civil engineer and in 1854 he became the general
superintendent of the Erie Railroad. McCallum quickly gained reputation
for being an innovator in railway operations and administration.7 He
adapted the electric telegraph to railway operations and management. Use
of the telegraph in train dispatching made operations safer and more
efficient and daily reports from train conductors and station agents
covering all important matters of train operations, passenger movement
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and freight handling tabulated in the statistical data provided minute and
accurate information which management needed for complex business
decisions.8 In addition to the stimulating the flow of information,
McCallum sharpened lines of authority and communications in the
management structure of the Erie Railroad. McCallum outlined this overall
concept of corporate management in 1855 in six general principles of
administration:
1. A proper division of responsibilities
2. Sufficient power conferred to enable the same to be fully carried
out, that such responsibilities be real in their character
3. Means of knowing if such responsibilities are faithfully executed
4. Great promptness in the report of all derelictions of duty that
the evils may be corrected
5. Such information, to be obtained through a system of daily
reports and checks that will not embarrass principal officers, nor
lessen their influence with subordinates
6. The adoption of a system, as a whole, which will not only
enable the General Superintendent to detect errors immediately, but
will also point out the delinquent9
While the lines of authority and communications were sharpened
in the management structure, many responsibilities and much decision
making and were at same time decentralized to help the Erie Railroad cope
better with its sprawling organization. One important organizational
innovation adopted by the Erie Railroad, a year before McCallum’s
appointment as general superintendent, was splitting the Erie into five
geographic divisions each about a hundred miles (160 kilometres) long.
McCallum continued the decentralization process, working to perfect the
organization. Each division operated virtually as a railway in itself, handling
the essential functions of track and equipment maintenance and train
operations.10 Top management at the railroad’s headquarters made overall
decisions effecting the direction and welfare of the entire organization.
McCallum’s management innovations received wide attention in railway
trade publications and the popular press. However, it was the Pennsylvania
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Railroad that rapidly became the largest railway company in North
America that further tested and rationalized McCallum’s concepts of large
scale administration. In 1857 president J. Edgar Thompson of the
Pennsylvania adopted the organization and regulations McCallum
developed for the Erie Railroad.11
As the army had eschewed involvement with railways due to internal
political squabbles at the outbreak of the American Civil War the Army
had to draw experienced railway men from civilian industries who were
experienced in large scale administration. McCallum was appointed
director of the United States Military Railroads (USMRR) on 4 February
1862, and eventually given the rank of general. Subordinate to USMRR
was the Construction Corps which was in charge of the bridge and railway
construction. Railroads were new to military logistics and their effective
management under McCallum provided a decisive advantage to northern
forces. McCallum applied his principles of management to the USMRR
and the operational feats of the USMRR were remarkable. In September
1863 the defeat of Federal forces under General William Starke Rosecrans
at Chickamauga endangered the Federal position in Eastern Tennessee. To
secure the Federal position in Tennessee the USMRR transferred 23,000
men with artillery, supply wagons, ambulances and horses from Catlett’s
Station, Virginia to Chattanooga, Tennessee. The 1200 mile (1920 km)
move was accomplished in seven days. The Construction Corps also
accomplished remarkable feats. In the operational theatres they
constructed 641 miles (1025 km) of track and 23 miles (36 km) of bridges
as the northern forces advanced. Clearly northern forces benefited greatly
from the effective utilization and management of railroad transportation.12
On the other hand the South was never able to make as effective a use of
railways due to material and managerial weaknesses in their railway system
and to a lack of effective strategic management largely caused by the
parochialism of the Confederate state governments.
According to George Edgar Turner,
The projection of locomotives into warfare disproved the thesis that
victory must
come to the side with the bravest men. In a battle
area which extended from the
Atlantic
coastline
to
the
Mississippi River and beyond. The first year of the war made it
apparent to some and should have made it obvious to all that,
regardless of all other factors involved, mobility was of prime
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importance. It should have been equally clear to all that mobility of
men, munitions and supplies depended in large measure on the
railroads. More quickly than in the South, the North capitalized on
the advantage it held in particular. Slow to recognize its railroad
handicap, the Confederate government quarrelled with its railroad
men and did nothing to lessen that handicap.13
For the American railway industry experiences of the USMRR served as a
hothouse for development. McCallum built up an organization that was
administratively sound and able to perform engineering and operational
feats considered impossible. Great forward strides were made in methods
of administration, engineering, construction, maintenance and equipment
design. The USMRR also served to train men at all levels for post-war
civilian railway service.14 The USMRR served as a proving ground for
McCallum’s concepts of management and these concepts were adopted by
the Pennsylvania Railroad, which carried the lion’s share of the North’s
industrial and mobilization traffic during the war. This acceptance gave
McCallum even more credence. In turn, these concepts were adopted by
other large American railway lines as well as steel, retailing and
manufacturing firms in the second half of the 19th century. They would
also influence corporate management in Great Britain, Canada, Japan and
elsewhere.15
For the US Army the introduction of modern management practices had
little immediate effect as the army organization quickly shrank in size with
the principal post-war task to maintain security on the Western frontier at
small and scattered outposts. Procurement projects were small and
transport contracted when necessary from private carriers.16 Nevertheless,
McCallum left a strong legacy of sensible thinking for military. From a
military leadership perspective many of his ideas were eminently sensible.
These ideas included the delegation of responsibilities to subordinates and
giving them authority to carry the commander’s intent, which is known
today as mission command-- a key doctrinal tenet of NATO doctrine and
within the national doctrines of most western armed forces. Mission
command were also developed from the concept of Auftragstaktik that
arose in the Prussian army during the mid – nineteenth century as
McCallum’s management concepts took root in the civilian sector. The
empowerment element in McCallum’s civil management ideas and in
Prussian leadership military concepts have eclipsed more recent
management and leadership trends and remain relevant to business and the
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military in contemporary times.17 In the same way, McCallum’s idea of not
embarrassing officials in public with negative reports so as to not reduce
their influence with their peers and subordinates is in line the
contemporary military leadership tenet of praising in public and
counselling and correcting in private.18 Another enduring policy for
commercial and military organizations, astutely identified by McCallum, is
the need to accurately determine the origin of problems within a chain of
command and to correct them promptly. Even in a relatively small
organization such as a military staff college it is often hard for the top
leaders to detect the actual source of major problems as issues are
obscured by turf fights, stove-piped information, cronyism and personal
agendas. As McCallum observed, timely and accurate information is critical
to keep an organization functioning effectively. McCallum developed
information flow as the lifeblood of a large business and applied the same
dynamics to military logistics long before it was fashionable in the late
1990s to speak of network-centrism in business and how such concepts
could be applied in warfare to the benefit of the US Military.19
As McCallum’s ideas took root in civilian industry another general officer,
who had also been involved in commercial railway development, was
undertaking reforms in the Prussian and then German armies. These
reforms would radically alter modern military organizational and leadership
concepts.
Helmuth Von Moltke (the Elder)
In 1857, an obscure officer, Count Helmuth von Moltke, became the chief
of the Prussian General Staff. By the end of his career he would be
considered one greatest military geniuses of all time. Von Moltke originally
gained a commission in the Danish army, but transferred to Prussian Army
in 1821.20 In the years between 1821 and 1857, in addition to his normal
military duties, he translated poetry and historical works from English to
German, wrote short stories and travel books, and served as an adviser on
artillery and fortifications to the Ottoman Army. Like McCallum, von
Moltke was involved with the development of commercial railways. As
soon as he could afford it, von Moltke invested in the Berlin - Hamburg
Railway and soon became a member of its administrative board. He
studied every aspect of railroad construction and operation and even wrote
a long study entitled, Consideration in the Choice of Railway Routes. While von
Moltke perhaps had little unique influence on early trends in commercial
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railway operations and management, his expertise allowed the Prussian
Army to utilize railways to move and supply tens of thousands of
thousands of troops during the 1866 Austro – Prussian War.21
In wake of the Austro – Prussian War, von Moltke wrote the equivalent of
a modern lessons identified report for the King of Prussia in 1868. The
two things he singled out for particular criticism was the lack of direction
from above and the independent actions of the lower levels of command.
Furthermore, he saw that subordinates often acted independently without
understanding correctly how his overall concept towards how victory was
to be achieved. Von Moltke concluded that it was vital to ensure that every
level understood enough of the intentions of the higher command to
enable the Prussian Army to meet its objectives. However, von Moltke also
did not want to put the brakes on initiative, but rather wanted to guide it in
the right direction. Thus, Von Moltke developed the system of
Aufragstaktik, or mission command. Under this concept the commander
told their subordinates what to do, but not how. The system depended on
uniformity of thinking and reliability obtained through thorough training
and education and practical experience. Confidence of superiors in their
subordinates was indispensable under mission command, and subordinates
required an equal confidence in their superiors. With the concept of
mission command von Moltke nurtured an army that did not depend on
being led by a single, or small number, of military geniuses. Because the
performance and potential of the average officer and soldier was improved
raised, the organization was better able to adapt to circumstances by
making corrective decisions during the execution phase-- even if the
overall plan was flawed.22 The value of von Moltke’s concept of mission
orders to civilian business was not appreciated until much later, but in
recent times Moltke’s ideas have been embraced by such persons as
veteran management consultant Stephen Bungay of the Ashridge Business
School, and the chief executive officer (CEO) of General Electric, Jack
Welch.23
Interestingly many civilian industrial organization experts contemporary to
von Moltke entirely missed the significance of mission command. But after
the Franco – Prussian War of 1870 – 1871 they became enamoured by the
general staff system. Initially, the Prussian general officer was exactly that,
an able officer with broad general knowledge to assist commanders in
planning and executing operations. After the disastrous Prussian defeat at
Jena in 1806 the general staff was formed to guard against royal and
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princely incompetence in leading armies. Under von Moltke the
relationships that developed between the general staff and individual
commanders were neither formal nor highly structured. General staff
officers were not looked upon as authoritarian figures or demigods as
depicted in later periods in German history. They were simply officers with
a good overall understanding of strategic objectives and capable of
performing interchangeable duties to assist army and corps commanders.24
In applying this to the commercial world A. M. Waitt, writing in 1904,
envisioned a military type staff organization for large American railroads
systems. According to Waitt,
Chief executive officers and department chiefs to have a sufficient
staff of able men to relieve them routine and detailed work, and
detailed work, and also to have a corps of assistants who are free
from confining routine work who can be assigned to special
investigation of important matters in department work.25
One young observer of the Franco – Prussian War was Harrington
Emerson, a seventeen year old American language and engineering student
in Europe. Emerson saw both sides of the conflict, and commented later
that he admired the Germans for their efficiency and the French for their
character in equal proportions. He would go on to become an “efficiency
engineer” and leading proponent of scientific management. Deriving
inspiration from the Prussian general staff, Emerson developed the line
and staff system for large corporations.26 The line was what the army
command structure looked like before the addition of the general staff.
Describing the inspiration of Emerson line and staff from the Prussian
army the American Engineer and Railroad Journal states in 1908,
It was the addition of addition of the staff to line which enabled the
Prussian army under von Moltke to overthrow the combined armies
of Austria and Southern Germany in an exceedingly short campaign,
thus making possible a united German Kingdom, which in turn
defeated the French in a campaign of less than two months.27
Emerson was dazzled by German army efficiency and its military technical
achievements such as quick rail movement of troops and supplies, the
quick evacuation of casualties with well-equipped hospital trains, mobile
telegraph units, and improvements in weaponry such as breech loading
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artillery and breech loading rifles. Emerson entirely missed or ignored von
Moltke’s concept of mission command. Emerson saw the army
organization that von Moltke developed through the prism of scientific
principles. Mistakenly or disingenuously, he portrayed von Moltke a sort
omnipotent master of scientific management over Germany society.
Emerson perhaps used this image to justify an authoritarian approach to
the applying his military derived staff and line system to private industry.28
He saw general staff officer’s parallel in private industry as the “special
expert” who would furnish the best methods of applying scientific
principles of efficiency to all levels of an organization. According to
Emerson’s vision, as the special expert was a representative of the top
leadership, the line officers were simply required “to use what is furnished”
from the expert.29 From Emerson’s misconception of the general staff
officer under von Moltke would came the modern efficiency expert and
management consultant so humorously portrayed as bungling outsiders all
named Bob in the 1999 dark comedy Office Space, a movie that has become
a cult classic about the modern workplace.30 Emerson’s ideas on efficiency
became a key part of scientific management of which he and Frederick
Winslow Taylor were chief proponents. Scientific management would have
profound influence over the American military in the twentieth century.
The application many of military general staff concepts as envisioned by
von Moltke, to large commercial organizations was far better understood
by an anonymous author writing in the America rail industry trade
publication Railway Age in July 1949 . In his article entitled “Staff Work”
and the Future of Private Ownership,” the writer, mostly likely a railway
executive and army reserve officer, believed that, “The secret of effective
staff work, of course, lies in the widespread delegation of authority and
responsibility to competent subordinates.”31 He saw that the staff work as
applied to the railway industry had three objectives:
(1)
Getting into the policy-making picture significant economic,
social, and technological information which is now omitted from
consideration;
(2)
Stretching the minds and imaginations of younger railroad
officers by requiring them to master a wider variety of jobs than
their predecessors did, thus increasing their alertness and
resourcefulness and;
(3)
Giving top management of the industry the widest possible
knowledge of the environment in which the industry is living, with
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the end of getting the best “break” possible out of that
environment.32
According to the author, giving top or strategic management information
for the widest possible knowledge of the environment was necessary as rail
executives not only had to be “competent administrators“ and “brilliant
experts“ in their industry, most of them also had to spend many hours
every week preparing and presenting testimony to legislators and
regulators, “in hope of imparting to amateurs sufficient information to
enable them to arrive at decisions of policy.”33 Accordingly, the author
noted that in America of July 1949 left-wing and semi-subversive groups
had superior “public relations” and manipulative skills over that of
America’s constructive forces. He noted that for the private railways it was
a perilous time as they were “half-way in clutches of socialization.”34
Although he did not use the term, the unknown writer believed that a vital
part of staff work was to develop effective strategic communications
targeted at the general public, press, and government policymakers.
This clear vision of the application of general staff concepts to private
industry was not en vogue at the turn of the twenty century in America.
Instead, it was the concepts outlined by Emerson that would serve as the
foundation for the field of scientific management.
The Rise of Scientific Management
The euphoria for industrial and scientific progress in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries gave rise to a number of pseudo – scientific
fields applied to human affairs such as political science, sociology, and
scientific management which all attempted to provide forms of decision
making that was more “scientific”, and thus believed to be the best means
to manage complex problems. There existed a general hope that one could
establish a “science of society” where the facts of human affairs would be
subject to deterministic laws as in physics and chemistry and that such laws
would be discovered by further research.35 Along these lines Emerson
came up with twelve principles of efficiency. He argued ,
Efficiency like any other branch of applied knowledge, has its own
laws. These laws are absolute. You cannot have high and
continuous efficiency if any of these laws is neglected. Wherever
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there is high efficiency it will inevitably be found that it is attained
by observance of all or one of these laws.36
However, these efficiency laws or principles were hardly scientific. They
consisted of such things as inspiration, common sense, special expert
advice, discipline, the fair deal, standard practice instructions, efficiency
records, scheduling and dispatching, standard practice instructions, time
study work, standardized conditions, standardized operations, and
efficiency reward.37
Better even known than Emerson in the field of scientific management
was Frederick Winslow Taylor. Taylor was credited with greatly improving
the efficiency at the Midvale Steel Company in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
during his eight year tenure as master mechanic. Taylor established a
system for manufacturing enterprises which broke down complex
production tasks into a sequence of simple, standardized steps that
permitted a standardized mass production line supported by a personnel
management system that classified work into standard tasks and workers
into standard specialties. Workers trained in these standard specialties
became interchangeable parts of the manufacturing system to be placed
where needed during the process. The management system was based on
centralized control from the top, and all decisions made in the organization
were done with overall efficiency in mind.38 Taylor’s approach to
management rested on three premises: first it was possible in principle
possible to have near to perfect information to be able to plan what to do;
secondly, planners and doers should be separated; and third, there is but
one right way to do things.39
Even within the steel industry not everyone believed that Taylor’s
approach was truly beneficial. In 1898 Taylor was allowed to implement
his approach at the Bethlehem Shipbuilding and Steel Company in
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania where he was hired as a consultant. Taylor greatly
improved efficiency. However, in 1901 he was fired because Taylor’s
system required a large number of consultants to oversee the
manufacturing process and the productivity gains were eaten up by the
whopping wage bill of these consultants. In 1903, Bethlehem was sold to
steel magnate Charles M. Schwab who quickly fired the consultants that
Taylor had brought into the company. Undeterred, Taylor went on to
lecture at the newly formed Harvard School of Business helping to ensure
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that the concept of scientific management entered the academic
mainstream.40
Scientific management became a matter of widespread public interest after
the sensational Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) public hearings in
1910. The ICC was the American federal government agency regulated the
rates that American commercial railways could charge freight shippers. In
the hearings lawyer Louis D. Brandeis, representing a group of shippers,
and efficiency expert Emerson, suggested that scientific management could
make American railways more efficient and thus save millions of dollars a
day for the railways and forgo the need for freight rate increases.41
Depending on one’s perspective, Emerson and Brandeis were either
visionary men or shady adventurers taking ethical shortcuts to their pieces
of the American pie. Railway management experts proved that many of the
scientific management suggestions for rail companies were misguided or
blatantly deceptive. Unlike a manufacturing plant, a railway work force had
to be spread out thinly over the distance of a railway line working under
scant supervision and their work being checked by inspection. On the
other hand, the scientific management system required the constant
supervision of workers which was only possible in a large concentrated
manufacturing plant. Even in large railway workshops, the repair,
maintenance and construction tasks were generally too varied to allow
work to be broken down into standardized steps to permit mass
production. Furthermore, many of Emerson’s statistics were shown to be
manipulated. For example, Emerson depicted the Union Pacific Railroad
as inefficient because it had the highest locomotive maintenance cost of
any railway in the country. On other hand, he failed to acknowledge that
the highest maintenance costs also resulted in the lowest operating costs.
Many railway managers considered the scientific management experiments
Emerson conducted in the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway’s
workshops and roundhouses to be failures. Emerson showed that his
scientific method reduced the cost of conducting locomotive maintenance,
but failed to account for increased cost due to more mechanical failures
while in service. A number of middle managers who observed the
experiments believed that they led to the demoralization of the workforce
who disliked being treated like automatons. Scientific management was
questionable at best. At its worst it was shown to be unscientific as it relied
on scattered examples amid varying conditions rather than careful
experimentation and reproducible results. It was also criticized for ignoring
the human element of management.42
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While the railways rejected scientific management and the ranks of its
critics grew, the concept had its many devoted followers as well. The
discussion surrounding the 1910 ICC hearings served to popularize the
concept and made scientific management an issue of widespread public
discussion and soon it won a following among managers of certain
manufacturing industries, within university business faculties and the
American federal government. In 1899 US President William McKinley
had appointed Elihu Root, a corporate lawyer, as the Secretary of War to
reform the army by bringing modern business practices to the US War
Department. Root was an early devotee of scientific management and
paved the way for its introduction to the military. However, it was the
Major General William Crozier, Chief of Ordnance from 1901 to 1918,
who introduced scientific management in earnest to the US Army. The
scientific management system was first applied to army manufacturing
operations at arsenals and ordnance plants through the efforts of Crozier.
In 1911, coinciding with the stir caused by the ICC hearings, Crozier
completed two years of experimental use of scientific management at the
War Department Arsenal at Watertown, Massachusetts. The Secretary of
War Henry Lewis Stimson stated that the results of this experiment were
highly “gratifying and full of promise.”43 Stimson had been a partner with
the previous Secretary of War, Root, in the Wall Street law firm of Root,
Howard, Winthrop and Stimson. Both Stimson and Root had some vested
business interests in promoting scientific management as it was in line with
the financial interests of many of their corporate clients. In the
Department of War Stimson continued where Root had left off,
embarking on an ambitious program to rationalize the Army's organization
along business lines. Soon after the experiment at the Watertown Arsenal
scientific management was introduced at other army arsenals and ordnance
manufacturing plants. Crozier took a brief absence as Chief of Ordnance
from 1912 to 1913 to serve as president of Army War College where he
introduced scientific management to senior army officers. During and after
the First World War the scientific management practices were more widely
applied to other organizations within the army. Due to the apparent
success of these practices and the influence of General Crozier on senior
officer education during his tenure as president of the Army War College,
the army became steeped in the theory and practice of scientific
management in the interwar years.44
This passion for scientific management lead to attempts to break the
complex phenomenon of war into interchangeable parts into where
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military commanders could make decisions based on standard “scientific”
principles. The individual initiative and decision making abilities of junior
officers was distrusted in this scientific approach to war. According to US
Army Major E.S. Johnson writing in the Review of Military Literature in June
1934 on the need for scientific principles of war:
If not furnished such guides by someone in authority, they will
provide them for themselves…commanders, being human, will
evolve their own guides, which guides will often be false. Hence
the need for unchanging principles45
This was great contrast to the ideas of the German Army during the same
period, which from the time of von Moltke had subscribed to concept of
mission orders. Because of the passion for scientific management the US
Army did not develop anything resembling mission orders during the
interwar years.46
Interestingly enough, during the interwar years another place where the
scientific management received an enthusiastic reception was the Soviet
Union. Both Lenin (Vladimir Illych Ulyanov) and Trotsky (Lev Bronstein)
were vocal admirers of Taylor. At Lenin’s order Taylor’s works were
translated into Russian and serialized in Pravda. With the rise of Stalin
(Iosif Vissarionovich Dzhugashvili) to power scientific management simply
became a way of driving workers to work harder and harder with the threat
of being sent to the Gulag, or being denied food in case of collective
farmers. By the late 1930s the ultimate result was an arbitrary upward creep
of production quotas imposed on the workers by central planners.47
During the same period the US Army was not entirely under the spell of
scientific management. As World War II approached reserve officers
Colonel Carl R. Gray Jr. and Colonel C. D. Young drew up reorganization
plans for army transportation units. Both were railway vice presidents in
civilian life, Gray for the Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha
Railway and Young for the Pennsylvania Railroad. Organization and
management concepts from railway industry concepts, rather than
scientific management, proved highly successful for the US Army
Transportation Corps in managing theatre movements during the World
War II and the Korean War.48
Another aspect of the US Army service support in Second World War and
Korea, notably personnel administration, was directed firmly under the
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scientific management concepts. Scientific management methods provided
an administratively efficient personnel system to get replacements where
needed. However, this approach did not take into account the social and
psychological factors to build cohesive and effective units. In the Second
World War, the army put administrative efficiency as the top priority over
other considerations and, according to Hebrew University professor of
military history Martin Van Creveld, this resulted in many US Army
combat units often having low morale, poor cohesion and a lack of
fighting power.49 The US Army persevered during war despite a flawed
personnel system and in the elation of victory in 1945 many of the lessons
learned regarding unit cohesion and combat effectiveness were forgotten.
Thus an unsuitable personnel system based on Taylorian concepts largely
remained in place through the Korean War, Vietnam and to the current
day. The personnel system, based on scientific management concepts, was
legitimized by its apparent success in the Second World War despite
substantial evidence to the contrary. Many senior army officials believed
that the personnel system produced a winning army that overcame the
warrior cultures of Germany and Japan. There was also a misconception
that German military prowess emanated from their mastery of scientific
management, this perhaps originated with Emerson’s misconceptions and
which was reinforced by wartime propaganda that portrayed the Germans
as industrial automatons. Much to their consternation American
intelligence officers found from interrogation of German army personnel
after the Second World War that the Wehrmacht employed neither
mechanized methods of administration nor a points system in personnel
management. Furthermore, it had little use for opinion polls, social
workers, or psychoanalysis. The Wehrmacht was content to collect only
modest amounts of statistical information and as a rule, did not employ
strict mathematical models.50
Statistics and mathematical models were central to America’s strategy
making during the Vietnam War. The American military’s passion for
scientific management led to its increasing influence into politico strategic and military decision-making and the sway of civilian experts
trained in this field over the entire American defence establishment. The
methodology of the civilian specialists guiding the Vietnam War effort
was the economic conflict model using the assumption that international
conflict could be analyzed in terms of rational strategic men. This
approach had it limitations as it discounted the often intangible social
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and cultural motivations of the enemy. Furthermore, the success of
military operations was measured in terms of statistics which were often
flawed in assumption and collection. Pentagon leadership imposed on
military operations the ideas of scientific management including such
ideas as the irrelevance of specific social and cultural conditions,
centralized decision making, and a fixed best approach of doing
everything.51
In American domestic law enforcement during the same period a similar
approach was advocated for urban policing by experets tied to the
Johnson administration in the wake of the political assassinations and
race riots of the era. Their approach was based on metrics such as how
fast it takes the police to respond to a complaint, or the time it takes to
make an arrest after a crime. In the view of these experts, crime was
caused chiefly by poverty, an assumption that criminal activity could
analyzed in terms of rational economic actors. As poverty was outside of
police control, the only strategy police could have was to respond
efficiently. The alternative policing strategy which largely served to
replace this type of computer – statistics based policing, is community
policing, which focuses on shaping community environments and
individual behaviors positively by proactive police work that seeks to
prevent crime as opposed to just responding to it. The application of
scientific management to domestic policing proved to be as unsuccessful
in fighting crime as it had been to fight the Vietnam War.52
The failures of scientific management in guiding strategy in the Vietnam
gave pause to passion of its application to military operations and strategy.
Nevertheless, it would continue have to lasting influence on segments of
the American defence establishment such as the US Army’s Human
Resources Command.53 The soul searching in the US armed forces after
the Vietnam War led to a renaissance in American military thinking that
took place in the late 1970s and early 1980s and led to the concept of
manoeuvre warfare that embraced mission command and many of von
Moltke’s other ideas, and moved away from the doctrinal approach of
trying to apply scientific management to warfare.54
During the same period the glow of scientific management also faded in
private industry. By the mid-1970s the American automobile industry,
which had been a model of scientific management in the 1950s and 1960s,
was in decline and unable to react to market conditions. During its heyday
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the industry provided two former top executives to serve as Defence
secretaries to include Charles Erwin Wilson of General Motors (GM) and
Robert McNamara of the Ford Motor Company. As long the American
automobile industry was producing predictable quantities of predictable
products in a predictable market, the scientific management approach
worked well. As the business environment became more complex and
unpredictable with the petroleum shocks in 1970s and rise of foreign
competition, the approach began to break down.55 According to some
observers of American business, in GM’s case it was not so much
production efficiency that gave it a successful business model but the skill
of its CEO Alfred P. Sloan, Jr. through the 1920s to the 1950s to use the
company’s sizable resources to manipulate government policy and local
economic conditions to keep the automobile market continuously
expanding. The main strategy was to use the company’s sizable financial
muscle through a byzantine network of subsidiaries and holding companies
to buy privately owned mass transit systems throughout the United States
and systematically dismantle them, thus forcing the former users to have
no other alternative than to purchase automobiles.56 Once the American
auto market was saturated, and GM not being nimble enough because of
its rigid management practices to meet new foreign competition, the
approach no longer worked. Eventually, this contributed to the company’s
bankruptcy. The source of much of this competition, Japan and its
industrial practices, became of great interest to American managers and
business schools.
Within the phoenix like recovery of Japan in the 1960s and 1970s, Japanese
management practices were seen as major factors in Nippon’s “economic
miracle.” They were seen as possible solutions to the many pressing
problems facing American and Western European manufacturing
industries, many of which were ailing by the early 1970s.57 Japanese
management practices would also have great influence on the America
military. It was to certain extent a double circle as some Japanese
management concepts had actually been introduced by American experts
of the US occupation government of Japan under General Douglass
MacArthur in the post Second World War era.
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W. Eduard Deming: Total Quality Management
In one of his first steps in occupation of Japan General MacArthur
established the Civil Communications Section (CCS) to provide mass
communications to the Japanese population. As the CCS broadcasted
instructions and information over radio directly to the Japanese
population, each household needed a radio. The CCS thus established an
industrial division to coordinate the Japanese manufacture of small
portable radios. MacArthur recruited a group of American engineers, many
of whom were experts in quality control and had worked for Western
Electric or Bell Laboratories before the war. Their task was to advise
Japanese companies how to construct small portable radios of good
quality. Between 1945 and 1949 they established testing laboratories and
certified quality standards and advised Japanese managers in reopened in
industrial plants. The occupational government’s secondary aim of this
advisory effort was that they wanted the Japanese to regain confidence in
manufacturing and develop export products. 58
Towards this end, in 1949 the CCS began sponsoring management
seminars on quality techniques for the Japanese communications industry.
One of the first speakers was W. Eduard Deming, who in 1921 had earned
a bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering from the University of
Wyoming and in 1928 a doctorate in mathematical physics from Yale
University. Deming had worked for Bell Laboratories, the research and
development organization for Bell Telephone Companies. He first visited
Japan to assist MacArthur’s staff in compiling statistics for a census of
Japan. In the CCS seminars Deming introduced his quality control
approach which was to use statistics to achieve better quality control by
recording the number of product defects, analysing why they happened,
making adjustments and then further measuring the quality results. One
refined the process until near perfect standards were achieved. Deming
also advocated treating workers as associates and not as mere underlings.
He saw it as a problem of poor management if workers were not
motivated to work well. After the CCS seminars ended Deming continued
to speak and consult in Japan and became very popular in Japanese
management circles. Japanese manufacturing businesses were receptive to
his ideas in 1950s and 1960s while American manufacturers were not as
Emerson and Taylor still held strong sway over American manufacturing.
The Japanese eagerness to adopt Deming’s ideas was in part because they
dovetailed with many Japanese traditions. The Japanese had long held hard
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work and quality craftsmanship as important virtues. Furthermore, the
Japanese had the well-established and widespread practice of
“circumstantial adaptability”, or taking in foreign methods and
technologies adapting them to local conditions and then improving on
them.59 The Japanese manufactured goods won a reputation for quality,
while many American products such as automobiles were increasingly seen
by consumers as being of inferior quality. American manufacturing
industries began to take an interest in the Japanese style of management
and Deming’s ideas.
While Deming’s ideas were gaining more adherents among American
manufacturers and on university business faculties, the American military
was also starting to take notice. Japanese contractors and suppliers
supporting the US Navy and US Air Force commands in Japan had gained
a reputation for good quality and service. In 1982, several members of the
Air Force’s Directorate of Distribution at McClellan Air Force Base in
Sacramento, California attended a seminar presented by Deming on quality
control. Impressed with Deming's approach they decided to bring these
concepts to their own organization, which provided logistics support for
tactical fighters and stealth aircraft development. Initially, a small group
spread headed the adoption of Deming’s practices first at McClellan Air
Force Base. The practices soon spread to other air related commands
through the Air Force’s research and development establishment at
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in Dayton Ohio. The Naval Air Systems
Command headquartered at the Patuxent River Naval Air Station in
Maryland adopted the concepts first at North Island Naval Aviation Depot
in San Diego, California. With the apparent success in quality
improvement the approach was extended in the navy to other aviation
depots, shipyards, and naval supply centres.
From these practices the Naval Air Systems Command coined the term
Total Quality Management (TQM) to describe this Deming-inspired
Japanese-style management approach to quality improvement. TQM would
eventually permeate all parts of the American military and defence
establishment. In May 1988 Deming spoke to 500 top military officers and
soon after he oversaw the establishment of a Department of Defence
senior executive TQM training course. While TQM became official policy
of the Department of Defence, in 1990 the Chief of Naval Operations
retitled it for the Department of Navy as Total Quality Leadership (TQL)
to emphasize the crucial role leaders have in the quality approach. The
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change in labels did not affect any of the major elements of the Deming
approach. TQL was introduced throughout the US Navy and Marine
Corps to headquarters, commands, operational units, field activities, and
systems commands. At the same time, the U.S. Army implemented in
logistics units and maintenance bases. Israel, the then largest recipient of
American military assistance funds, also implemented it to Israeli Defence
Forces (IDF) support units and was first to test whether TQM had any use
in combat units. 60
As enthusiasm in the US military for TQM and TQL grew and spread to
the defence establishments of allied countries, the elements of Japanese
culture and philosophy that made Deming’s ideas work in Japan were
largely missing. According to defence and strategic management expert
Chester W. Richards, lean production, a creation of the Toyota Group
which represented the apex development of Japanese-style management in
the 1980s and 1990s, relied more on a Taoist / Zen framework that had
more in common with the classical Asian military and strategic thinkers
Sun Tzu and Miyamoto Musashi than Deming’s concepts. In essence, lean
production was the implementation of Sun Tzu to the commercial world.61
Lean production has much in common with the manoeuvre warfare
concepts that were developing in the US military in the 1980s which
embraced mission command and the swift, lean, and adaptable approach
of Sun Tzu. According to Richards:
Enterprises that successfully employ lean production routinely
take market share from those who do not, and, because of their
lower costs, generally post far better bottom lines. It should also
be noted that improving mutual trust is a key element in
implementing lean production, and that coincidentally; the people
who invented lean manufacturing were careful students of Sun
Tzu. To see the power of Sun Tzu’s strategy applied to business,
one need only note that between 1980 and 1990, General Motors’
share of the U.S. market declined from 52 per cent to less than 30
per cent, largely driven down by the inroads of Toyota, Nissan,
and Honda.62
However, in the widespread to diffusion of TQM/TQL to the military the
element of circumstantial adaptability, which made Deming’s concepts
meld with Japanese culture and traditions, was often lacking. For the
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Marine Corps TQL seemed something imposed from the top and outside.
This was in contrast to the Marines implementation of manoeuvre warfare
as a doctrine that was driven by a combination of the initiative of junior
and mid-grade officers and the strong will of the Commandant of the
Marine Corps. In contrast, TQL instruction to Marines came from the
Department of Navy and was often taught by non - Marine civilian
experts. This instruction introduced business jargon unfamiliar to Marines
and created a subculture within the service with its own language. Marines
steeped in the leadership examples of the likes of Smedley Butler and
Lewis B. Puller were unimpressed by the success stories of the Ford Motor
Company and the Sears and Roebuck retail chain.63 The other military
services had similar problems in applying TQM to leader development.
The Israeli Defence Forces also found difficulties in applying TQM
broadly in what was essentially an effort to supplant classical military
theory and strategic thought. Business performance indicators were not
always transferable and relevant to the military. According to Boaz Ronen
of Tel Aviv University, "Businesses measure performance by profit and
loss, market share or the number of product defects, but in a tank battalion
or a squadron of pilots, how do you measure performance?"64 Along the
same lines Israeli TQM expert Moshe Dov states, "the customer isn't
another soldier; it's the state. That's very abstract. Beyond winning a war, a
soldier can't determine what that customer wants."65
Along with the IDF the armed forces of another close American ally,
Canada, adopted TQM. The Canadian Forces (CF) took this concept along
with other business derived practices imposed from the top by the
Canadian Department of National Defence. As in the US armed forces,
many in the Canadian Forces saw TQM leading to a ‘zero defects
mentality,’ where problems in the organization were glossed over or
covered up because of a rigid officer evaluation system based on TQM
principles where officers approved for advancement had to have total
quality organizations under their command with ‘zero defects.’ In the US
Army many this saw this mentality having its roots in earlier management
concepts. The scientific management based system of Officer Efficiency
Reports (OERs), which are used for periodic officer evaluation and to
determine suitability for advancement, was standardized in July 1947 in line
with reforms pressed by General George C. Marshall. The purpose of the
OER was to support an up-or-out promotion system which was needed to
build a mass mobilization army to take on the Soviets. At beginning of
World War II the Army did not have enough trained officers at the middle
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and upper ranks for to take on the responsibilities of a much larger force.
The OER was prone to inflation by officers wanting to project their
subordinates in the best light as officers as average or below average OERs
would have their careers ended. Attempts to reform OERs with the
Defence Officer Personnel Management Act of 1980 simply interjected
more unrealistic expectations and could be simply used to ‘rift’ officers out
of what was increasingly seen as a bloated officer corps that encouraged
the ‘zero defects mentality.’66
In Canada, where the implementation of TQM was seen as the origin of
the ‘zero defect mentality,’ many in the Canadian Forces considered it to
be the key contributing factor to the “Somali Incident” where members of
the Canadian Parachute Regiment deployed on a peacekeeping mission
tortured and murdered a Somali teenager in spring 1993. The catalyst for
the incident was that superior officers did not want disclose that there were
some members of the regiment unfit for deployment overseas because this
was an admission of defects in unit training and personnel management.
By 2000 many in the Canadian Forces leadership came to realize that TQM
and other related business derived initiatives had only marginal benefits
and were flawed in concept and execution.67
The Revolution in Military Affairs
Israeli and Canadian enthusiasm for TQM declined as its application was
stretched to the limit in Israel and the Canadians clearly saw its limitations
and hazards. Enthusiasm for it waned in the US armed forces as well.
TQM became a common practice in some defence production and military
support facilities, but could not be fully internalized in other segments of
the military. TQL seminars were eventually dropped as part the military
leadership education and 997 noted military historian Dennis Schowalter
observed, “RMA [Revolution in Military Affairs] has replaced TQM as the
acronym of choice” among members of the US Armed Forces.68 The
RMA was a technology-centric concept which, like the application of
scientific management to military operations, treated war as a mechanistic
process.69
As with TQM, Israel quickly adopted various RMA concepts throughout
the IDF. Many of these concepts also proved unsuitable for the IDF and
with the issuance of the Winogard Report in 2007,which investigated the
Israeli military shortcoming in the 2006 “Summer War" in Lebanon,
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commentator on military affairs William Lind observed “[what] became
known as the Revolution in Military Affairs, or, more recently,
Transformation. This vision of future war, a vision anchored in hi-tech,
high-price "systems," is, I am happy to report, militarily dead.“70
Lieutenant Colonel Scott Stephenson, an instructor in the US Army
Command General Staff Course is less precise in the date for the demise
of RMA’s popularity:
One would have difficulty in pinpointing the exact time and place
of RMA’s demise. The exciting synergy of Special Forces and B52s blasting the Taliban in 2001 seemed to renew its vogue.
However, with the beginning of a full-blown insurgency in Iraq in
late 2003, the use of “RMA” as a Pentagon mantra came to an
abrupt end. The exact location of the phrase’s collapse is open to
speculation, but one place to look for it might be along Route
Irish, between the Green Zone and the Baghdad International
Airport. Near the shell of a burned out Humvee one might also
find the detritus of RMA’s associated concepts such as “perfect
situational awareness” and “full spectrum dominance.”71
While the RMA was not directly derived from civilian sector management
as TQM/TQL was, its proponents heavily cited trends in private industry
to promote the concept. In many ways it was an attempt to apply a
business model to war. RMA supporters Vice Admiral Arthur Cebrowski
and John J. Garstka contended that information systems would dominate
future war citing several business studies showing how information
systems allowed a business to dominate its field. According to Cebrowski
and Gasrstka, the advantage conveyed by information networks is so
overwhelming that certain new industries rewrote economic norms and
achieved increasing returns on investment rather than diminishing returns.
As a result, these firms came to dominate their specialized markets and
locked out their competitors. Based on this example some RMA
supporters developed the idea that modern war is similar to modern
business and that the advantages that information networks give
businesses could be applied to conflict situations with even better results.72
In a critique of this approach Colonel T. X. Hammes of the US Marine
Corps noted in 1998 that a rational business decision making process could
not be applied to war. Hammes notes,
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How could a “business” possibly be rational when it is based on
the concept of trading lives for ideas? How many lives is
independence worth? Religious beliefs? Ethnic identity? This is the
central problem to applying a business model to war. A business
model assumes rational decision-making. Yet war is rarely rational
and always highly emotional.73
This expresses the limitations of trying to apply a business model to
warfare. The enemy has a vote and he usually will not act like a business
competitor making rational decisions in reaction to market conditions
within the legal and ethical parameters of the marketplace. The “wake up
call” in this regard first came in July - August 2002 with Millennium
Challenge 02, a three-week, all-service exercise involving 13,500
participants waging a mock war in seventeen simulation locations and nine
live-force training sites to test RMA concepts. Within the free play exercise
retired Marine Corps General Paul Van Riper played the opposing forces
commander taking the role of the leader of a fictious rogue Persian Gulf
state. Playing the opposing ‘red’ forces commander, Van Riper used
motorcycle messengers to transmit orders, negating friendly blue forces’
sophisticated electronic warfare capabilities. When the blue forces
amphibious group entered the Gulf, Van Riper gave a signal coded
message broadcast from the minarets of mosques at the call to prayer
signal scores of seemingly harmless small craft and propeller planes to
make al-Qaida-style suicide attacks or launch Silkworm-type cruise missiles
against blue forces vessels and airfields along the Persian Gulf. Within the
exercise simulation sixteen ships were sunk altogether a quick and
embarrassing end to the most expensive and sophisticated military exercise
in US history. The fleet was “reflated” and exercise was restarted with
constrains applied to Van Riper’s freedom of action. Nevertheless, the
conduct of the exercise called into question the veracity of the many RMA
related concepts that had been taken as mantra by a large part of the US
military leadership.74 Like scientific management, the RMA offered a
mechanistic approach to war. Van Riper’s red team was able to outthink
blue forces with less available information in Millennium Challenge
because the RMA approach lacked the human element. According to Van
Riper,
I told our staff that we would use none of the terminology that
Blue Team was using. I never wanted them to hear word
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’effects,’[from Effects Based Approach to Operations] except in
normal conversation. I didn’t want to hear about Operational Net
Assessment. We would not get caught up in any of these
mechanistic processes. We would use the wisdom, the experience,
and the good judgment of the people we had.75
The information lock out which was perhaps possible in a business sector
that allows a firm to dominate its field does not necessary work in warfare
where the “competitor” is not bound by the legal and ethical constraints
found in the marketplace and may not make decisions that seem rational or
are predicable. Even in the business realm many leading experts have come
to believe that in the contemporary fast-changing and unpredictable
commercial environment organizations cannot always work like well-oiled
machines with perfect information. According to Bungay, successful
organizations “behave like organisms and are able to act more effectively
with less information than their rivals.”76 From Bungay’s perspective
contemporary businesses can learn from the military. His solution is a firm
that is organized more like the Prussian Army of von Moltke rather than a
steel mill under Taylor’s scientific management.77 According to retired US
Army Lieutenant Colonel Robert R. Leonhard, who serves as an analyst
for national security affairs at the Applied Physics Laboratory at John
Hopkins University, mission command, “gets the subordinates in involved
in decision making.” Leaders at, “lower levels are able to decide a course of
action without having to wait for information to flow upward and orders
to flow downward. They can perceive, decide, and act immediately.”78
Leonhard sees mission command as most effective in situations where
uncertainty reigns and there is a lack of timely and clear information
available to higher leadership. Hence initiative in decision making is most
beneficially exercised at the level where the best information is available.79
Bungay sees mission command as a way for civilian management thought
to escape the moribund early 20th century legacy of scientific management.
He argues,
I have worked with many groups of managers who are seeking to
escape the confines of their 20th century legacy. For them,
mission command is like manna from heaven. The armed forces
have been urged for many years to learn from business. Perhaps it
is time for the teachers and the pupils to swap places.80
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Conclusions
Since the first half of 19th century there has been a steady flow of ideas
back and forth between the military and civilian field of management.
Civilian enterprises and military organizations often face the same basic
problem -- working with increasingly sprawling organizations in
increasingly complex environments. However, there have been clear
boundaries in the fruitfulness of this exchange. From recent experience
with RMA concepts and TQM, and with earlier experiences with scientific
management, the principal lessons for the military seems to be that there
are general limitations of what can applied from civilian management
practices and the scope of their application. TQM and scientific
management might have been suitable to make a defence production
facility more efficient, but the concepts have proven themselves unsuitable
as general leadership concepts for the services, for building cohesive
military units, or to be a model for the decision making process regarding
military operations and strategy. Scientific management and TQM seemed
to work the best when applied to certain aspects of military logistics,
manufacturing and industrial processing where there is not a great deal of
uncertainty. In the case of scientific management there was the early
recognition that it was not applicable to all sectors of civilian industry, as in
the case of the rail industry. Arguably at the time of Root, Stimson and
Crozier scientific management was still a business fad and had not been
fully proven - not even in steel manufacturing. It was perhaps accepted as
Gospel too quickly and in too many sections of the US military
establishment where it was not appropriate. In a similar way, TQM
brought some positive benefits to segments of the military. Yet again there
was an attempt to apply it too widely without enough effort made to adapt
the concept to specific organizational cultures such as the US Marine
Corps. Circumstantial adaptability, so successfully practiced by the
Japanese, was entirely missing.
The application of McCallum’s management concepts were appropriately
limited, coming during the Civil War and used to cope with a new set of
transportation and logistical challenges of a previously unprecedented
scale. But his concepts only had an influence on one part of the army, and
that for a short time. However, McCallum’s concepts later seeped gradually
into the American military leadership’s consciousness and organizational
doctrine as McCallum’s ideas became widespread in the commercial realm.
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As mentioned earlier, the flow of ideas is a two-way street and concepts
developed in the military-- such as mission command and general staff
work-- if properly understood can be applied to commercial organizations.
As in the case of Emerson, there is the danger of misunderstanding or
misinterpreting military concepts and applying them to the civilian realm in
a less than beneficial way. By the same token, a number of lessons can be
derived from historical experience as caveats in applying civilian
management concepts to the military in the future. First, war and business
are not the same and business models cannot be fully applied to warfare.
There must also be the realization of the limitations of what can be applied
from civilian management to military and where in the military it can be
applied to armed forces and defence organizations. Although it is often
beneficial to adopt new concepts from the commercial world, care must be
taken not to move too quickly and broadly on what might just be a shortlived and questionably effective fad. Armed services and military support
organizations have their own specific organizational cultures, thus
concepts from the commercial world usually must be modified and
adapted to meet the specific circumstances of the organization. By the
same token, smaller allied armed forces must think hard about their own
specific circumstance before adopting business derived concepts which are
currently en vogue with the American military or any other larger allied
militaries, even if they are your main defence partner.
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Hellyer and the Unification of Canada’s Armed Forces
Lt. Col. J E M Carey-Hughes Krh, British Army3
“There is nothing more difficult to take in hand, more perilous to conduct, or more
uncertain in its success than to take the lead in the introduction of a new order of things”
Machiavelli
Introduction
This article uses the experience of the Unification of the Canadian Armed
Forces in the 1960s to examine the influence of leadership and
management on strategic change, focusing in particular on the actions of
Paul Hellyer, the Defence Minister. The paper will begin by establishing
the key themes which run through change management models and which
should be borne in mind throughout the paper. It will then describe the
situation in Canada at the time and demonstrate why change in the
Canadian Armed Forces was necessary. The second part of the paper will
examine the 1964 Defence White Paper which proposed the reforms,
focusing in particular on the events that occurred and the actions and
behaviour of the Minister - rather than providing a detailed breakdown of
the technicalities of the reforms. The primary focus will be on Unification
rather than the more successful Integration as this is where the majority of
problems occurred. A brief look at the legacy of this programme and
further study of Hellyer’s personality will lead to the analysis, where the
successes and failures of the overall change programme will be highlighted,
using the change themes identified as a yardstick. Finally the paper will
conclude by examining the reasons for the failure of Hellyer’s policy and
what lessons should be heeded by politicians currently looking to reform
their Armed Forces.
The management of change
Considerable literature exists on the subject of Strategic Change. Indeed,
the subject has evolved and matured over the past 50 years and thus
numerous different theories and models abound. An in-depth analysis is
not within the scope of this article, however a few key themes and
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concepts need to be highlighted to provide metrics by which to assess
Hellyer’s endeavours.
Strategic Change itself is generally viewed as so complex that it is virtually
impossible to control and therefore it is only the process of change that
can be managed; change is dependent on its context1 and as a result there
are “no grand blueprints for long-term successes or quick fixes for
immediate salvation”. 2
Strategic Change may be approached “either in an all-in-one, big bang
fashion, or in a more step-by-step, incremental fashion”.3 The “big bang”
approach is likely to be more relevant when an organisation is facing a
crisis and immediate action must be taken, irrespective of the disruption
caused. The incremental approach is often preferable as it allows building
on existing skills, routines and beliefs so that the change is efficient and
likely to win the support of those involved.4
This support is inextricably linked with overcoming resistance to change
and is therefore key.5 Although effecting Strategic Change may involve
structural change in an organisation, the primary task is in fact cultural
change - shaping how the people in that organisation change their outlook,
attitudes and behaviour.6
The table below outlines three well recognised change models. The models
are different but a number of overlapping themes relevant to this study are
apparent:
Kanter et al’s 10
Commandments
for Executing
Change7 (1992)
1. Analyse the
organisation and its
need for change

2. Create a shared
vision and common

Kotter’s 8 Stage
Process for Successful
Organisational
Transformation8
(1996)
1. Establish a sense of
urgency

2.Create the guiding
coalition
182

Luecke’s Seven
Steps9 (2003)

1. Mobilise energy
and commitment
through joint
identification of
business problems
and their solutions
2. Develop a shared
vision of how to
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direction
3. Separate from the
past
4. Create a sense of
urgency

3.Develop a Vision and
Strategy
4. Communicate the
Change Vision

5. Support a strong
leader role
6. Line up political
sponsorship

5. Empower broad
based action
6. Generate short-term
wins

7. Craft an
implementation plan

7. Consolidate gains
and produce more
change

8. Develop enabling
structures

8. Anchor new
approaches in the
culture

organise and manage
for competitiveness
3. Identify the
leadership
4. Institutionalise
success through
formal policies
systems and
structures
5. Focus on results
not on activities
6. Start change at the
periphery, then let it
spread to other units
without pushing it
from the top
7. Monitor and
adjust strategies in
response to
problems in the
change process

9. Communicate,
involve people and
be honest
10. Reinforce and
institutionalise
change
Fig 1. Three Models for Change Management
Urgency – fostering a sense of urgency will prevent an initiative from
stalling, especially when faced with difficult problems; once momentum is
gained, it will be harder to derail the process.
Leadership – strong leadership and guidance are required from the outset
and the team must be carefully chosen to complement each other’s
strengths and weaknesses; leaders need to be appropriate, credible and
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trusted.10 Kotter warns in particular of the danger of participants with big
egos and those he describes as “snakes” who generate mistrust and kill off
teamwork.11
Vision – the proposed endstate or outcome of the change needs to be
clear, desirable, imaginable and feasible.12 It should not be created in
isolation but refined and guided by the leadership team.13
Strategy – the strategy communicates how the vision will be implemented
in terms of the ends, ways and means available and provides the top-level
guidance for the more detailed planning process.
Communication – a vision is of little use if it is not a shared vision; the
only way to ensure adequate buy-in is to communicate the vision as widely
as possible, in a manner that is simple and explains any potential
inconsistencies.14 Most importantly though, is the need for this
communication to be two-way, enabling feedback - it is better to rework
things in the short term than heading off in the wrong direction from the
outset. If the vision is not accepted then the rest of the process will fail.15
Structures – the organisation must be adjusted to encourage and facilitate
the change.
Consolidation – whether it is the quick-wins advocated by Kotter or
more long term successes, the changes must be made to take hold. Interim
successes should be seized as they provide encouragement which will assist
in accelerating the longer term acceptance of cultural change. It must be
remembered that cultural change is a gradual process which does not
happen overnight.
Flexibility – “no plan survives contact with the enemy”. Common sense
dictates that any strategy or plan must be able to respond and adapt as it
progresses, either as a result of actions and events or feedback from those
affected or charged with implementation.
Failure to understand and devote sufficient resources to each of these
themes is likely to result in failure. As this paper progresses to discuss the
events of Unification, these themes should be borne in mind.
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Defence in post-war Canada
As a result of geography and history Canada’s Defence Forces are now
marginal to security and the Defence Policy essentially serves non-security
objectives; this makes it difficult to determine the character and size of the
Defence force needed to attain these objectives. In the 1950s and 1960s,
defence policy was founded very much in the post-war NATO mindset of
“balanced collective forces” whereby a country contributed specialized
forces as part of a wider NATO or UN effort.16
A previous attempt to unite Canada’s Armed Forces in 1922 under
command of a single Minister and Chief of Staff had proved to be
unworkable from the outset and was abandoned within 5 years.17 At the
end of World War II, the government once again conducted further
reorganization which resulted in the creation of common pay scales, legal
services, cadet colleges and discipline codes. The Deputy Minister’s office
was reorganised along functional lines and a Chiefs of Staff Committee
was established to promote inter-Service cooperation and coordination.18
In later years, the medical services were consolidated, along with the postal
and chaplain services, with limited success. Despite these changes, there
did not seem to be an increase in efficiency or economy – indeed the costs
of Defence were spiralling, resulting in a lack of investment in new
equipment; the proportion of the Defence budget spent on procurement
had fallen from 43% in 1954 to an estimated 13% in 1963/4.19
In 1963 the Royal Commission on Government Organization (widely
referred to as the Glassco Commission after its chairman J. Grant Glassco)
was established to investigate the organisation and methods of government
departments to promote “efficiency, economy, and improved service in the
dispatch of public business”.20 It noted that “procrastination and interservice disagreements, amounting to a virtual refusal to accept direction,
[had] proved formidable obstacles to progress”. The report also criticised
the size of the administrative organisations supporting the services and that
it was uneconomic to maintain separate organisations covering the
common tasks of budgeting, accounting, supply, construction and general
administration.21 The report did however note that the nature of Defence
meant that it was unique compared to other government departments and
that at times military considerations must take primacy over the
management and organisational principles being proposed for other
departments. It noted that administration in peace and war is very different
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and warned of creating structures in peacetime to save money at the
expense of military effectiveness in times of war.22
The new Defence Minister – Paul Hellyer
The new Liberal Government of 1963 saw the appointment of a new
Defence Minister, Paul Hellyer, whose military background was limited to
brief service during World War II in the Royal Canadian Air Force before
subsequently joining the Army as a private. Hellyer was convinced that
Defence was both uncontrolled and out of control, the Armed Forces
were barely beholden to the Civil Power and wasted time and money
fighting out inter-Service rivalries – if they communicated at all. “It is the
issue of who is going to set military policy – the military or the
government. They have been unfettered for so long they just can’t get used
to the idea of taking direction”.23
Furthermore, Hellyer was also faced with economic problems and wanted
to increase the proportion of the fixed budget spent on procurement back
to an acceptable level of 25%, this was to be achieved by manpower
reductions of 30% in addition to efficiency savings elsewhere.24 Shortly
after arrival in office, he suspended all major procurement programmes
since he felt that “policy was being set by the equipment procured” and
that future options should not be restricted by early and relatively
unconsidered commitment to expensive procurement programmes.25
In addition to regaining control over the Services, Hellyer’s goal was to
develop well-equipped flexible, conventional forces, with the strategic
mobility to move them quickly to meet emergencies anywhere in the
world.26
Hellyer ultimately believed that the only way he could achieve these aims
was via the Unification of Canadian Armed forces.27
1964 Defence White Paper
The 1964 White Paper drew heavily, but selectively,28 on the Glassco
report, which was sadly too subtle in expressing its warning that Defence
needed to be treated differently; it was also unable to proffer a suitable
approach which would balance “peacetime efficiencies with wartime
effectiveness”.29 Hellyer used the report to provide authority and validity
to the concepts he was proposing and although he agreed with the
assessment of the problem, his proposed solution was radically different.
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The paper was the first comprehensive statement of Defence policy since
1947 and cleverly linked Defence objectives to resources and structural
elements. It had four primary objectives: a single recruiting organisation; a
single basic training organisation; a single basic trades organisation; full
integration of the headquarters and commands. Implicit in this was the
introduction of modern management methods, the elimination of
duplication and ultimately a higher loyalty to “Canadian Forces”.30
The first step was the establishment of a single Chief of Defence Staff
(CDS) and a single Defence HQ31 within 4 months. The second step was
the reorganisation and integration of the field command structure within a
year into a structure based on functional commands, reducing the number
of headquarters from eleven to six. This paper will refer to these first two
steps as Integration.
Hellyer stated that “if in achieving these objectives, a single unified
Defence Force for Canada is clearly the logical end result, then such a
unified Defence Force will be established”.32 This would be the final third
step – Unification - which would only happen after a “considerable time”.
It was widely perceived that this would require a separate government
decision in the future, thus offering the advance opportunity for debate33a view that was encouraged and supported by Hellyer.
It should be noted that the paper did not provide a plan or organisational
model, as it was the responsibility of the “Defence Staff to work out the
problems”34- the added benefit of this approach being that it allowed
flexibility to make adjustments as the circumstances dictated, without the
shackles of policy.35
Integration
Even though the appointment of a single CDS was made more difficult by
a lack of precision and clear aims,36 the Integration process was largely
seen as being a logical step which was both justifiable and necessary from
an administrative and personnel standpoint37 and to that end was largely
well received – there were doubts and clarifications, but these were
generally minor.
McLin notes that there was a “striking, if not perfect, degree of
concurrence in the goals of this program, even among the Service Chiefs”
and that this was enhanced by the fact it was viewed as being a ground187
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breaking experiment which might provide a model for other countries to
emulate.38 Service Chiefs sent messages to their servicemen urging
cooperation with the government’s plans.39
The new National Defence Headquarters (NDHQ), as a result of the lack
of detail and short timescales, did not have an auspicious start. Within less
than four years it had been subject to three major changes, swinging at one
extreme from a purely functional structure which struggled to account for
inevitable element40 specific issues, to the other extreme which was too
element based and thus failed to provide the functional unity that Integration
aimed to achieve. The final structure41managed to achieve a workable
balance of both and was thereafter widely and enthusiastically supported
by serving officers,42 although as will be seen later, failed to account for
Canada’s geography and thus generated considerable long-term duplication
with lengthy parallel lines of communication.
Unification
In contrast to Integration, there was no operational requirement for
Unification – it was seen as an ill-conceived peacetime construct. The
decision to impose a single uniform and rank structure was seen as the
ultimate proof that the Minister did not understand the military, and
became a rallying point for those who opposed Unification.
In the years before Unification, as Hellyer’s true intent emerged,
increasingly bitter arguments and debate took place – arguments which
were either ignored or dealt with in an adept, albeit slippery, manner by
Hellyer, who had managed to portray himself as a champion of progress
over the reactionary “Colonel Blimps” in the military. He was arrogantly
dismissive of any opponents in the military, irrespective of rank, effectively
branding them as anachronistic dinosaurs. He was convinced that much of
the resistance was purely out of ignorance or self-interest and Service
preservation.43
The Chiefs of Staff Committee was kept in the dark about the Minister’s
plan- their advice was neither sought nor welcomed when it was offered.44
On occasions he would deliberately circumvent the CDS and the chain of
command in order to gain support from elsewhere.45 Even the officers
from Hellyer’s Defence Staff, largely picked by the Minister himself, soon
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found themselves turning their back on him when asked to write a plan
with no foundation or precedent.
Voices of dissent were eliminated – the Chief of the Naval Staff, Rear
Admiral Brock was sacked 1964; it was no secret that he held reservations
which he had expressed through Service channels46. In his own testimony,
he pointed out that in other countries Unification had only been suggested
by crackpots and discarded47. He was succeeded by Rear Admiral
Landymore, who having previously been informed by Hellyer that the new
system would not be” rammed down the throats” of the military and that
the reorganization would be given time to evolve, was informed by the
same Minister that “Unification was a fact. It was coming and coming
soon. Commanders could either accept it or get out”.
As Landymore toured his units during 1965, he found it difficult to
provide detailed information on Unification as he had little to give.
Communication via the chain of command was minimal and frequently
information was “leaked” to the media by a Defence spokesman.48 In June
1966, Landymore informed Hellyer that Unification could lead to disaster;
this was followed 10 days later by an announcement of the “retirement” of
the CDS, Vice Chief of Defence Staff (VCDS), Chief of Personnel and the
Comptroller General.49 Shortly afterwards, Landymore was informed that
he himself would be involuntarily retired in the future. Subsequent
resignations were referred to by the media as the “admirals’ mutiny” and
within a month, of the thirteen most senior officers in the armed forces,
only two had held their present appointments for more than a month.50
This should have sent alarm bells ringing that there had been a complete
breakdown in trust between Minister and the senior officer corps, but
Hellyer was in fact overjoyed that the “logjam” had been broken, paving
the way for more modern thinking officers to follow51 - indeed he was
reported in the Toronto Star as saying that he “had no intention of letting
anyone “even if he is an Admiral” tell the Government how to run the
Armed Forces”.52
At a visit in July 1966 to HMCS Stadacona, the Minister was openly booed
over the Unification issue,53 although he plays this down in his
autobiography, stating it was only the officers which had booed him and
that their minds had been long polluted by Landymore.54 Hellyer was
clearly too thick-skinned to identify the real issue – namely the depth of
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feeling within the Military that had led them to demonstrate such
insubordination as to openly boo the Defence Minister?
Hellyer needed a compliant ally as his CDS and duly appointed General
Allard, who was not expected to protest too much, so long as he was able
to continue to pursue his own personal agenda of championing the
francophone cause within the Canadian Armed Forces – a cause which
viewed the traditions of the past as being very much associated with the
British.55 Even with a “tame” CDS, Hellyer was still unable to consult and
share information, a fact Allard was reminded of in March 1967 when he
discovered that the newly redesigned Naval flag he was about to present,
had in fact been further changed by Hellyer without any consultation.56
Unification was finally “introduced” by a political sleight of hand - despite
the rising tide of revolt and previous assertions that there would be
opportunity for official prior debate. Bill C-243, widely anticipated to cover
the details, asserted that Integration and Unification were simply different
stages in the same process and that as such, legislation had already been
passed and that Unification had already been achieved – this bill was
merely tying up the loose ends. The “considerable period of time” thus
being only 29 months in reality.57 Hellyer had achieved his goal.
Post-unification
After Hellyer, Unification became a matter of such political pride that
successive Liberal Defence Ministers simply reinforced Hellyer’s policies.
Only in 1979, with the brief change to a Progressive Conservative
government, did the Defence Minister establish a task force to examine the
merits and disadvantages of Unification; it concluded that with regard to
financial savings, increased operational effectiveness, increased flexibility
and rapid decision-making, it is dubious whether Unification has achieved
the intended goals.58
As an example, changing the administrative system in NDHQ from one of
command unity to functional unity resulted in long parallel lines of
communication and the ability to coordinate only after arrival at the HQ.
In 1971, this resulted in more than 700 committees within the HQ.59 As a
result, in the 1970s the command organization shifted to a more workable
functional/regional command based system.60
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Many of Hellyer’s non-operational organisations have survived to this day,
such as the recruiting group, common training schools, centralized pay
etc.61
However, Bland asserts that Canada had denigrated “the military way in
favour of concepts derived from institutions concerned with bureaucracy
and making money”62and that ignoring of military advice during
Unification was the start of a growing trend. This was echoed in 1972 by
Brig-Gen Leslie who warned of a drift towards “too much management,
too little command”, a trend that continued for another 30 years.63 This
continuing malaise was highlighted by the Somalia “incident” in 1993,
when members of the Canadian Airborne Regiment tortured a young thief
to death, leading to the subsequent disbandment of the Regiment.
Canadian Forces were seen as being poorly led, overtasked, undermanned,
underfunded and behind the times.64
Canadian Forces are currently undergoing a major transformation
programme as a result of the 2005 Defence Policy.
The Minister
Although a picture of Hellyer’s character and methods has emerged, this
section will consider his character in more detail, as it was a key influence
on his conduct.
Hellyer viewed himself as being a “minister courageous enough to grasp
the nettle”,65 however others were less complimentary. In his memoirs,
Brock describes Hellyer as being “a young man, ambitious for power, with
political clout but little political sense of conscience”.66 He is described as
being forthright, self-confident, sly and politically clever67- prone to being
suspicious and even hostile towards those who would question his goals.
Indeed he used a clever series of misdirections to keep his critics off
balance - such as referring to reports which he had commissioned but
which only he had access to. Many believed that although Hellyer had a
vision of where he wanted to go, any debate as to the detail would allow
his political enemies to entangle him in the details and thus he insisted that
it was only his responsibility to present the concepts, the details themselves
would be worked out later by his Staff.68 Paul Martin, the then Secretary of
State for External Affairs noted that reorganisation of the Armed Forces
appeared to be somewhat of a consuming interest for Hellyer.69
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In terms of his political career, Hellyer had aspirations to succeed Pearson
as the Liberal leader and Prime Minister. He knew that he had energy and
decisiveness and had created a high profile for himself in a department that
had a tendency to break careers rather than make them. In his mind,
Unification would consolidate his position.70
Although there may be no correlation with his abilities as a Minister, it
would be remiss not to mention that Hellyer’s unconventional views were
not limited to Defence. On 3 Jun 1967, he flew into St Paul, Alberta, to
officially inaugurate an UFO landing pad.71 In more recent years, he has
revealed his conviction that UFOs exist and indeed claims to have seen
them.72,73
In later years, Hellyer’s political career lacked consistency and ambition
outdid principle as he changed parties several times. After his resignation
from the Liberals in 1969, he remained as an Independent for two years.
After failing to establish a new “Action Canada” party in 1971, he
promptly changed his political allegiances and joined the Progressive
Conservatives for a number of years before being ousted. He later rejoined
the Liberal Party in 1982 before being defeated six years later. In 1997, he
formed the Canadian Action Party which continues to exist as a little
noticed minority party.74
Analysis
Hellyer’s personality and conduct should now be clear. These will now be
analysed against the change management themes highlighted previously.
As discussed earlier, previous attempts at reforming the Services had failed
and to that end Hellyer, doubtlessly influenced by his political ambitions
and desire for rapid political stardom, was impelled to take the “big bang”
approach and tackle the problem with urgency; this is unsurprising
considering the circumstances. In these two areas Hellyer succeeded,
however in all others he failed.
Hellyer’s concept of leadership proved to be an autocratic one. Instead of
building a guiding team of complementary strengths and weaknesses, he
simply sacked those who questioned his authority and where possible
replaced them with somebody who would comply and not speak out.
There was no preparation stage or an attempt to shape opinions in
advance. As dissent grew, he became even more inflexible and grew
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convinced that he was the only one that was right: by stating that “the
problems are from the very senior people only”75 he failed to appreciate
that it was in fact their duty to highlight their concerns. Hellyer sidestepped political procedure and alienated and ignored his Service chiefs,
rapidly destroying any credibility and trust. It is highly likely that Kotter
would include Hellyer in his “snake” category.
The vision proposed by Hellyer was his and his alone, although supported
by the Prime Minister. There was no consultation or process to ensure that
it was clear, desirable, imaginable or feasible, and therefore no scope for
feedback and change. A vision flawed from the outset will be difficult to
successfully communicate; this may be why Hellyer purposely avoided
adding any kind of strategy, let alone detail to his plan. Despite this lack of
detail, the process of Integration was generally successful because the
(limited) vision was realistic, familiar and logical and was therefore
accepted – the military, in an absence of detail, made the best of the
situation and improvised, adapted and overcame. Unification was none of
these and therefore in the absence of detail, with disruptive leadership and
an inexplicable and undesirable outcome, it is little surprise that the
implementation team picked by Hellyer soon turned their backs on him.
The announcement of a single uniform and common rank structure
demonstrated that he had not only failed to understand the moral
component of fighting power, but that he did not appreciate that the three
Services were very different for very good reasons: each Service operates in
a unique operational environment and as result will always have different
strategic perspectives, doctrines, operational roles and missions – to that
end, there will always be inter-Service competition.76
The structures themselves were of course the key aim of the change
process. The Integration process was supposed to establish the necessary
headquarters to control the process, however being arranged on purely
functional lines failed to appreciate the operational imperative and
Canada’s unique geography. As a result the headquarters were
overburdened with establishing their own internal organization and
structure.
At the Defence Council in Dec 1965, the Comptroller-General, Fleury,
argued that “it would be premature to take another major leap forward
now”, while the Chief of Personnel, Dyer, urged an evolutionary approach.
Hellyer wanted to press on and was not listening. As a result he missed the
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opportunity to capitalise on the success of Integration which would
generate a quick win and allow the initial cultural changes to take hold.
The lack of detail in Hellyer’s plan, combined with his misdirection over
the final intention of Unification enabled him to sidestep any political
resistance from within his own party. Regrettably the Prime Minister, who
was the one man who should have reined in Hellyer’s headstrong charge,
was also his closest political ally and had little interest in defence.
Conclusion
Canada’s minimal requirement for Armed Forces to ensure security means
Defence issues are not usually high on public and political agendas. Hellyer
was an ambitious politician who intended to use Defence as a springboard
to greater things. Few politicians had previously had the courage to do
what Hellyer intended - developing a Defence Policy based on Canadian
needs and interests, reducing costs and tackling three Services which were
largely pursuing their own agendas. Unfortunately Hellyer failed to
understand that his final vision was neither understood nor desirable, as he
tried to impose an administrative based model on an operationally focused
organisation. Hellyer failed to appreciate that large scale change creates
strong resistance based on anxiety, rumours and suspicion – something
which a clear and unambiguous strategy, combined with constant
communication are designed to address.
The Armed Forces of many Western Countries are currently undergoing
“transformation” aimed at achieving exactly what Hellyer set out to initially
achieve, namely the development of “well-equipped flexible, conventional
forces, with the strategic mobility to move them quickly to meet
emergencies anywhere in the world”. Under the sense of security afforded
by NATO and at a time of economic crisis, politicians will be more
tempted than ever to rush to reduce Defence expenditure to reinforce
other, more vote-winning, departments – despite the growing
diversification in global security challenges. As has been demonstrated in
this paper, large scale change requires careful planning and preparation in
order to be successful, activities which take time and funds. It must be
recognised that the Military is different to other government departments
and as such many of the tempting “management efficiencies” which work
elsewhere would be detrimental to operational efficiency - the ultimate
military raison d’être. Where an incremental approach to change is
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adopted, the Military must be wary of the risk of “death by a thousand
cuts”, whereby little changes are accepted and go largely unnoticed,
however in time, the cumulative effects become debilitating. It is the
responsibility of senior officers within the Military to guard against this,
otherwise they risk presiding over an ineffective organisation. In order to
assist with this, they must endeavour to develop suitable metrics to reflect
operational effectiveness and where possible articulate the often intangible
issues which are difficult to defend. The need for Joint forces is not the
same as the need for Unified forces – there are some areas which can be
combined, but the differing nature of the work each individual Service
undertakes means that there is ultimately a limit to how far this can go.
It must be recognised that the fundamentals of change are similar in all
organisations, irrespective of environment and vocabulary; a suitable
change process model should therefore be chosen, resourced and applied.
If he had stopped with integration, Hellyer may have been respected and
well-remembered as a Defence Minister77 but he insisted on continuing
with his crusade, ignoring the ever-louder dissenting voices. It is ironic that
Hellyer states in his autobiography that “failure to accept change can prove
disastrous”78 and yet he was unable to contemplate change in his own
plans.
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NATO
NDHQ
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United Nations
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